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BBC micro and Atom magazine

PRINTERS: layman's guide

BBC: Bach's music

DISCS: how fast?

ATOM: software reviews

BBC: interfacing

BCPL:new language
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*BBC & ACORNSOFT SOFTWARE -k BBC BUGGY -k DISC DRIVES

* PRINTERS * JOYSTICKS -k MONITORS -k BOOKS AND MANUALS

•k GAMES AND PUZZLES -k SERVICE -k ADVICE

BEST FOR USERS
Acorn and BBC users will find everything they want

-and we mean everything-at our Nottingham retail store.

For instance we have just been appointed distributors of

the BBC Buggy, the clever little mobile featured in the

television series "Making the Most of Your Micro" and
BBC software. Don't worry if you can't get to Nottingham.

Just send us a SAE and we will send you a list of dealers,

and details of our mail order stock.

NEW! 200K DISK DRIVES
Upgrade your BBC Micro with our new 200K dual

disk drive. Designed to fill the gap between the Acorn
lOOK and 800K disc drives, our 200K unit has already

won rave reviews and it's ready now. It costs £389. 00 plus

£110.25 for the operating system. To order fill in the

coupon below.

I To^Leasalink Viewdata Lid Scientilic House, Bridge Stteel, Ssridiacre, Nottingham NGIO 5BA |

I Please send me

I 200K Dual Disc Drive(sl @ £389,00 (inc VAT)

I
OperatingSystem(s]@C110.2blinc VAT) Current Price List Only' I I FREE

I I enclose a Clieque For: £ Please Debit My Access/Barciaycard/Amex

No u. _i I I I I I

Name:

Address.

I

I

I

I
Postcode: Day time Tel No:

'Please tnciose s.a e. Allow 28 days for dehi/ery.

BEST FOR DEALERS
As Acorn's only official distributors we can supply

anything you want, as soon as you want it.

Ordering Acorn and BBC products through us

means quick and efficient service. We are prompt, reliable

and offer excellent service back-up.

You will like our credit terms as well.

We can get you any Acorn or BBC product without

fuss and by using the official distribution channel you can
be sure of a completely safe delivery service.

If you are thinking about

becoming an Acorn/BBC rt;f*^f''^^"stbeenanr^„ .
^'sfnbutor

for BBc SS'"*^^ UK
*heBeCB.,„°^^^^^nd

dealer talk to us now.
Buggy,

COMING SOON -'E' DAY!
Yes it's almost here, the Acorn Electron, the

microcomputer the whole industry's talking about.

If you arean Acorn/BBC dealer then you will want to

be the first when the Electron is launched.

Through us you will guarantee enough Electrons to

keep your customers fully satisfied from day one -and
keep you one step ahead of your competitors.

Leasalink Viewdata Software are the sole distributors for

the Logical program shown on BBC TV as well as

Spreadsheet. ^l'^

I.E4I^INH"nEIHAm
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Scientific House, Bridge Street, Sandiacre, Nottingham
NG10 5BA Tel: 0602 394000



WATFORD ELECTRONICS
DEPT BBC, CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, Herts, England

Tel Watford (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS
ACCEPTED. Catriage: unless stated otherwise, please add min. 50p to all cash orders.

\/ A TAPPLICABLE to UK CUSTOMERS ONLY. ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT.
V r\ I PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO THE TOTAL COST INCLUDING POSTAGE
SHOP HOURS: 9,003m TO 5.00pm MONDAY TO SATURDAY. AMPLE FREE CAR
PARKING. ACCESS ORDERS; Simply telephone through youf order on Watford
50234/40589.
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BBC MICROCOMPUTER
Model A £299 Model B £399
met. VATIcarr€7l

UPGRADE KITS. Upgrade your Model A to

Mod. B with our Upgrade Kits and save

yourself C s s s

• BBC1 16K Memory 18- 4856AP-3 100nSI £16.00

• BBC3 Printer User I/O Port £6.98

• BBC3 Disk Interface Kit £65.00

• BBC4 Analogue I/O Kit E6.40

• BBC5SerJan/0Kit £6.70

• BBC6 Expansion Bus Kit £6,10

• Printer Cable Ready made SG" £11,95

• Complete Upgrade KitMod. A ID Mori. B E43.00

Complete range of Connectors B Cables available for

BBCMicro. Send SAE for list.

DISC DRIVES TEAC BBC Compatible

US50A — Uncased. Single sided.

"10 track, 51". 100K £125

CL50A-Casetl. Single sided,

40 track, 51". tOOK £150

CS50A - Cased with own Power Supply.

S/S40lrack,51". TOOK £180

C[550A- Twin Cased wdh own PSU,

Single sided, 40 track. 5i''. 200K £350

CS5DE - Single case with own PSU,

Single Sided, 80 Irack, 5i", 200K £250

CD50E- Twin cased with own PSU,

Double sided. 80 Irack. SJ". -100^ E475

CD50F Twin cased with own PSU,

Double sided. 80 track. SJ". 800K £599

Mitsubishi Slim Line- Uncased, Double density,

Double track. b\" . One Megabytes, track density

96TP1, track to track access lime 3mSec only £249

Single Drive Cable tor BBC Micro £8

Twin Drive Cable for BBC MicTO £12

to Verbatim Diskettes. 5i", S/sided £18

10 Verbatim Diskettes. 51", D/Sided £30

BBC PRINTER AP100A

Trac-

Feed,80

30

CPS normal &
double width

Characters, Dot res graphics. Parallel Inter-

face Slatidard, Our price includes FREE500
SHEETS of PAPER.

Only£175(£7carr)

• SEIKOSHA GP250X 10" Tractor

Feed, 80 col, 50 CPS. normal & double

width & height characters, RS232 &
Centronics Interfaces standard,

£235 (£7 carr)

• PRINTER CABLE to interface above

printers to BBC Micro £11

NECPC8023BE-C Printer

100 CPS, Bi-directional, logic seeking, 80

columns, Tractor/ Friction, 2 K Buffer, propor-

tional spacing, attractively finished

£320 (£7 carr)

Interface Cable for BBC Micro £12

EPSON MX80FT/3
10" Tractor & Friction feed, 9 ^.2 matrix, 80

col., speed 80 cps. Bi-directional, hi-res bit

image graphics. Subscript & superscript, Ital-

ics & underlining. Only £324 (£7 carrl

Printer Inteiiace CableforBBC £12

MX100FT/3
15" Carriage, 136 columns, plus ai! the facili-

ties of MX80FT/3 Only £425 (£7 carr)

LISTING PAPER
8j" or9J" Fanfold paper plain or ruled

(1000 sheets) £7(150pcarr)

15" fanfold paper (1000 sheets)

£9(150pcarr)

Teleprinter Roll lecono paper) £3(150pcarr)

MONITORS

MICROVITEC 1431- 14" Colour Monitor,

RGB Input, (as used in BBC Prog,)

Price including connecting Lead

£249.95(carre7)

ZENITH 12" Green Monitor.

Excellent res, £80lcarrf7)

CASSETTE RECORDER & ACC.

Top quality Sanyo Slim- line, portable Cassette

Recorder. Ideal for Computer use. Mains/

Battery operated with counter, £28

C12 Computer Grade Cassettes in library

cases 40p

STAK-PAK
The unique com-
putet program filing

and storage system,

Madeoltoijghblacl^

plastic these com-
pact drawer sec-

tions hold two cass-

ettes each and lock

together vertically

lo form miniature cabinets of any height. Each drawer

section has two Agfa CI 2 Cassettes with labels plus

external index card. Five twin Paks (1 CassettesI

£6.00

READY MADE LEADS for BBC
CASSETTE LEADS: 7 pin DIN Plug

to5 pin DIN Plug t 1 Jack Plug

to3 pin DIN Plug V UackPlug
lo7 pin DiN Plug

to 3 pin Jack Plug

6 pin DIN to6 pin DIN Plug (RGBI

£2,00

ooo
£2,50

£2.00

£2.50

RIBBON CABLE LEADS 36" long

I Female Plug at one end, other end free)

SK9 Printer Cable 126 way Female! £2,75

SKIO I/O cable (20 way Female) £2-00

SKIl lMHzBusCable(34wayFemale) £3,20

SK 12 Tube Cable (40 way Female! £3.70

PRINTER LEAD 36" Ready made

Single DISC DRIVE Cable

Twin DISC DRIVE Cable

£11

£8

£12

MISCELLANEOUS CONNECTORS

RGB (6 pin DIN)

RS423 15 pin Domino)
Cassette (7 pin DIN)

2CONET(5pinDIN)
Paddles 115 pin 'D')

Plugs Sockets

abp -Kp
30p 40p
25p 65p
15p 25p

£1,10 £2,15

IDC MALE Headers

2x10 way (20 pin Usei Porti

2 X 13 way (26 pin Printer Ponl
2x 17 way (34 pin DISC Intrl

2x 17way(34pinlMH^Bus)
2 -20 way (40 pin Tube)

lo 111 BBC PC Board

El .00

£2.00

£2,35

£2,35

£2,50

Official JOYSTICKS £11,50/pr

LIGHT PEN
All parts available for the Acorn User's "SHINE
ALIGHT" Light Pen article for C8.50

BUSINESS SOFTWARE for BBC, Written by

professional Chartered Accountants and coded

by competent Programmers. Ideal for small &
medium size companies,

• CASH BOOK ACCOUNTS PACKAGE £82

• SPREAD SHEFT ANALYSIS, BEEBCALC
£17,35

• INVOICES & STATEMENTS
Has customer file lo produce Invoices &
monthly statements. Calculations include

automatic VAT. Saves hours of tedious

work, 17.^
• COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS

The features include; Daily Journal, Credit

Sales, Cash Sales, Credit Purchases, others,

Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Bank

Account. Year to date summary. A fully

interactive program suitable for all

businesses. Files can be saved and loaded.

Useful for Cashflow control with an

immediate accessibility to Debtors &
Creditors totals. Bank totally supported inci,

running balance. 17.35

• MAILING LIST

A dedicled database to allow manipulation

of Names, Addresses & other information.

The unicjue 'searcfikey' system gives further

10 user definable parameters for own
selections, Facility to find name or detail

when only part of the detail is known , Prints

labels in vanety of user specified formats,

£17.35

• DATABASE
The program that everybody needs. Facility

includes: Sort Search. List print if req,. Ideal

for Card Index application. You can write

your own Database to suit your req, with

limitless number of entries on separate

cassettes, £17.35

• STOCK CONTROL
Takes tedium oui of stock control Et saves

lime and money. Routines include stock

setup, user reference numbers, minimum
stock level, financial summary, line print

records, puick stock summary, add/delete

stock, etc. £17,35

• HOME ACCOUNTS
Runs a complete home finance package for

you with every facility necessary for keeping

track of all expenses like, H,P,, Bank,

Mortgage, etc, £17,35

• WORD PROCESSOR
This program features routines found in

much larger £t enpensive programs. Very

easy to use. Allows 1000 word (approx) in

memory. Ideal (or writing letters. Features

incl,, Block delete, Block insert, search and
replace, edii text, display text etc. £17.35

For BBC SOFTWAREand BOOKS see our advert

an Page 25 of this magazine.
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EDITORIAL ACORN USER

ACORN ON THE

KNIFE-EDGE

OF TECHNOLOGY

APRIL 1983

NUMBER NINE

DESIGNING and building the
BBC micro is a difficult act for

Acorn to follow. Their first com-
puter to do so will be the
Electron, a machine aimed at

the home market with the same
high-flying ambition as the
Beeb.
The launch date is still not

finalised, despite what many
magazines have claimed. And
the Electron is being kept very

close to the company's collective

chest. No more details have
been released beyond what was
said in last October's Acorn
User.

The reason why is stilt the

same as last October: 'Finalising

the ULA is the dominant factor.'

These words, issued by managing
director Chris Curry say it all.

Acorn is working at the fore-

front of technology - the largest

logic array chips, the largest

ROMs.
Acorn is trying to squeeze the

utmost out of ULAs - and they

are difficult to deal with. As
director Andy Hopper who is in

charge of chip design said:

'Manufacturing steps are fairly

simple - but they take time. If a

fault is found tt can take months
for it to be corrected.'

So when the latest iteration of

the ULA comes in, Acorn holds

its collective breath. Because if

the ULA is tested and it works -

Bingo. Acorn have their new
worldbeater. And when it does,
Acorn User will be the first to let

you know.

Tony Ouinn
Editor

CV
i

^
News that effects YOU
Acorn User Show, international

events, ROM exchange, Z80 prices,

micro data base, school interface

.1. *...*

Graphics listings

stars and stripes, John Brown's

body, roses and Russian for your

delight and delectation

Hexangle, BBC game
listing

Peter Balch pits your wits against

your micro in a world of triangles

The sound of music
Frere Jaques and Bach canons to

astound any musical ear by Jim
McGregor and Alan Watt

!..« t

Hints and tips on
disc drives
What do you get for your money and
how fast are they? Joe Telford

reports and reviews

oo
t* > >

Machine code, part VI
Tony Shaw and John Ferguson
round off their series by considering

the powerful CALL statement- and
create a new graphics command

How to submit articles: You are welcome to send articles to the Editor of

Acorn C/se/'for publication, ^com Usercannot undertake to return them unless a
stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. Articles should be typed or computer
written with double line spacing. Black and while photographs or trans-

parencies are also appreciated. If submitting programs a cassette or disc is vital.

Payment is £50 per page or pro rata Please indicate it you have submitted your

article elsewhere. Send articles, reviews and information to: The Editor, Acorn
User, 53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B 3DZ.

42
Beeb programming forum
Ian Birmbaum answers your

problems in the best possible way -

and hands out cheques for ideas

.: (""
« • is**
n.L :

* *••*

Micros in primary
schools
Should young children be taught to

program? Heather Govier considers

this divisive issue

i:

Reviews: two programs
for education
Charies Bake uses Animal and an
adventure game in his school

•••M .•••.

. J
. :. :

Reviews: MEP program
How good is the software pack
for primary teachers?

«

. :. t

Feedback
A major new discussion column on
matters relating to articles in AU

•J I

Reviews: Atom software
Barry Pickles looks at games
programs and adventures

t... : I

. I
"?

Beeb 0.1 cassette bug fix

Saving problems on 0.1 machines
can be solved with this simple listing

H* It***

Interfacing the 1 MHz bus
Paul Beverley presents the long-

awaited second part of his article in

February's AU

Subscription Information: Send
your cheque or postal order made
payable to Addison- Wesley Publishers

Lid to: Acorn User. BKT (Subscription

Services) Ltd. Douglas Road.Tonbridge,

Kent TN9 2TS. England. Tel; (0732)

351216 Telex: 95573

ACORN USER APRIL



CONTENTS

BCPL language ROM
Stan Froco introduces the first of the

promised packs from Acomsoft

!'• h
Prize competition
Simon Dally sets you thinl<ing from

his hospital bed with the offer of

software

Introduction to printers

Before you shell out the cash, read

the second in George Hill's series

or
Reader's letters

More gems here than you'll find in

complete issues of other magazines

qo
Reader services
Subscriptions, back issues, binders,

photocopies, reprints - just for

starters. Just wait till next month!

94
User groups
Find out what's going on around

your corner

qcr

Dealer list

So you know where to go for help,

advice, hardware, and the rest

Coming soon in Acorn User.

• Musical style - how to analyse

and reproduce it • DIY interface

box for the BBC micro • DIY sound

generator for the Atom • Printers -

what to do if it doesn't work •
• Reviews - printers, software,

books • Teletext explained •
• Graphics

ACORN USER
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Special offer

to readers
on binders

THESE specially commissioned

binders are available exclus-

ively through Acorn User at an
introductory price of £3.95

which includes postage and
packing. So, to keep a year's

worth of your magazines in

prime condition, send for one
of these maroon, simulated

leather finish binders. Acorn

User is printed in gold on
each.
Make your cheque payable

to Addison-Wesley Publishers

Ltd, and sent it to BKT
(Subscriptions), Douglas Rd,

Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2TS.

Include your name and
address or use the form on

page 92. Allow four weeks for

delivery. This offer applies to

the UK only.

Who is this? Turn
to page 5 for clues
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Official CnniB Dealer

Model B £399
(price includes VAT. Carr, extra fSI

Complete Upgrade Kit £50
Installation £15
Individual Components also

available.

All mating connectors with

cables in stock.

'VIEW BBC Word Processor ROM
Teletext Adaptor

2nd Processor (6502) + 64K RAM
2nd Processor (Z80) + 64K RAM

£52

£196

£170

£170

Please Phone to Check Delivery Details on New Add-ons

SEND or PHONEFOR OUR BBC LEAFLET

BBC DISC SYSTEM
Disc Interface Inc. 1 .0 operating

System £95 Installation £20
BBC Single Drive (100K)

£230 + £6 Carr.

BBC Dual Drive (800K)

£699 + £6 Carr.

WIDE RANGE OF
SOFTWARE HELD IN STOCK

BOOKS
Basic Programming on BBC £5.95

30 HR Basic (NECI £5.95

Let your BBC teach you to Program £6.95

BBC Micro Revealed £7.95

Assy. Lang. Program on BBC £8.95

Program the 6502 £10.75 6502 Games £10.75
6502 Software Design £10.50
(No VAT ori Books - C1 p&p/baok)

BBC COMPATIBLE 5% " DISC DRIVES
These are TEAC mechanism fully compatible vwith BBC. They are

supplied with independent power supply and housed in BBC
matching cabinet.

SINGLE DRIVES; 100K £^90 2CX)K£255 400KE345

DUAL DRIVE: 200K£360 400KE480 800K£6ia
Carr. E6/Sir>gledrive CS/Dual dfive. DisC Cable: Single£8 DualE12

PRINTERS
IMECPC8023BEC
• 80 Cols. 100 CPS • Proportional

Spacing * Hi-Res & Block Graphics
• Bi-directional Logic Seeking • Forward

& Reverse Line Feed • International &
Greek Alphabet • Auto underline

• Super & Sub Scripts • 2K Built-in

buffer

£320 + £8 Carr

EPSON MX80 & 100F/T3
• MX80: 80 Cols. 80 CPS • MX100: 136

Cols. 100 CPS • Bit Image Printing

• Hi-Res Graphics • Bi Directional Logic

Seeking • International Characters
• 32 Print FONTS • Auto underline

• Super & Sub Scripts

MX80F/T3£325 + £8Carr.

MX100 F/T£425 + £10 Carr.

DISKETTES
in packs of 10

Single Sided 40 tracks £15

Single Sided 80 tracks £24

Double Sided 80 tracks £32

p&p£2/pack

SEIKOSHAGP100A
• 80 Cols. 30 CPS • Self Testing • Hi-Res

Graphics Standard & Double width

characters only

£185 + £6 Carr.

Please send SAE for our detailed price list of

electronic and computer components

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 14" Colour Monitor

£249 + £8 Carr.

Microvitec 2031 20" Colour Monitor

£319 + £8 Carr.

Kaga 12" Colour Monitor RGB
£250 + £8 Carr.

Kaga 12" Antiglare Green Monitor

£107 + £8 Carr.

Hi-Res 12" Green Screen Antiglare

Monitor £99 + £6 Carr.

Sanyo Cassette Recorder
£26.50 + £1.50 Carr.

Cassette Leads

7 pin DIN 3 jacks £3.50

7 pin DIN pin DIN + jack £4.00

We carry a wide range of connectors and assemblies, Microprocessors, RAMs, EPROMs, Crystals, etc.

Price Lists, Leaflets available on request. Large stocks enable same day despatch on most orders.

Special pricing for dealers purchasing in quantity.

Technomatic Ltd
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO lED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO
(Tel: 01-452 1500. 01-4506597. Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 40p p&p & 15% VAT
(Export: no VAT, p&p al Cf»t>

Orders from Government Depls. & Colleges etc. welcome.

Detailed Price Lisi on requesi.

Slock ilcms are normally by return of post

.
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NEWS

BBC system goes worldwide
THE BBC computer literacy

scheme, and with it Acorn's

BBC micro, has now been
launched overseas.

New Zealand saw the

official announcement of the

scheme on December 6. with

The Computer Programme
going out on national TV from

the beginning of March.

There are now estimated to

be about 600 BBC micros in

the country.

In Australia, the big

launch took place on

February 14 with the TV
series starting in some
states on May 13. The BBC
micro has been available for

about a year and more than

1500 are in use, mainly in

schools. This is despite

there being no direct

government funding for

micros in education, although

individual states can give

grants to buy equipment.

This may soon change
however as the country's

elections have taken place

Both major political parties

have committed themselves

to spending up to $20
million on micros for

schools.
Meanwhile, across the

Atlantic, the Public Broad-

casting Service is showing
The Computer Programme
to the Americans from April

16. The BBC micro is not yet

available, as major hardware

changes have had to be
made because the US
television system has a

different number of lines

making up each screen.

Acorn has a subsidiary in

the US and a launch is

planned for later this year,

Advance machines are

already undergoing trials in

the US,
Australia is reported to

be interested in setting up
its own telesoftware service,

under the auspices of the

state-owned ABC TV. An
Australian Education User
Group has been set up for

the Beeb in Melbourne, and
Econet seems to be popular,

with about 70 systems
already in action.

Three groups are handling

the literacy scheme: the

BBC in Sydney, Acorn's

distributor Barson's, and
Pitman Publishing. Although

1 000km separates these

three, Siriol Giffney of the

BBC described the launch

as 'a successful and very co-

operative venture.'

. !DARD
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That famous hand again. . . symbol for TV series

Capital venue for Acorn User Show
A MAJOR new computer
show will be launched this

year by Acorn User.

The venue is the
Cunard International Hotel,

Hammersmith Broadway,
London, and it will take

place from August 25 - 28.
Many of Acorn User's

authors will be there for

you to meet and there will

be a special edition of the
magazine.

The Cunard Hotel offers

excellent facilities, with
which we hope to over-

come the crush associated
with some computer ex-

hibitions, and drab sur-

roundings offered by others-

Acorn and other hardware
suppliers will be on show
with discs, printers, second
processors, software, the
BBC Buggy - not to

mention the Electron,

which will be making its

first major public appear-
ance.

There will be demon-
strations of all new
developments by and for

the BBC microcomputer
system - teletext, Prestel,

Econet, new languages
and graphics packages.

Acorn User will be
sponsoring competitions
with major prizes for the
winners.

So, whatever your plans

in August, cancel the
holidays and come along
to the big family show.
Look out for more details

in future issues of Acorn
User.

Computer Marketplace,
the magazine's advertising

agents have more details

for exhibitors. Their ad-

dress is 20 Orange St,

London WC2 7ED. Tel:01-
930 1612.

These pictures, provided by the BBC, show a

sequence of digitised computer images. The
first, on page 3, uses about 80 bits.

These three use 1 54, 320 and 61 6 bits. More
clues on page 43 as to the identity of this

worid famous sportsman.
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NEWS

US voice chip set for new generation of micros
THE vocal harmonic frequency

analysis device (VHFAD) - a

new concept in voice chips -

is expected to arrive from
the US around Easter.

The chip relies on large

scale integration, plus what
the specifications refer to as
a 'complete Analog-digital

converter configured to

reproduce any harmonic
sound as an equivalent 32-bit

word.' This means that over
four billion harmonic sounds
may be interpreted.

The VHFAD may be
directly interfaced to a
number of micros. To the

BBC, the VHFAD looks like a
standard I/O port, which
occupies four locations in

memory (hence 32 bits). Its

internal circuitry allows the
direct coupling of a line

input from audio equipment
or, via a suitable buffer (741
op amp), a microphone may
be connected.

A third set of control lines

is available for connection to

the outside world via a block
of eight DIL switches, which
may be connected to pins
20 to 28.

The VHFAD is designed
around the principle that

when the human voice is

supplemented by harmonics,
as in forms of singing, or

chanting, it develops linearity

which transcends dialect,

and in some cases nationality.

From tests in Silicon

Valley, it transpires that

every word or phrase
produced during singing

can be classified into one of

eight variations.

This means it is possible

to select a wide range of

voice input so there will be
no need to follow the old

Table of switch settings

Pin no Name Vocal grouping

20 BM Bass male
21 TV Tenor voice
22 AU Unisex alto
23 SS Standard soprano
24 BS Boy soprano
25 MV Minstrel vocalist
26 NT Not tuneful

(dissonance)
27 CFC Check final

consonant

approach of repeating the
few words which the micro
is then trained to recognise.
Instead, whole phrases and
words could be stored in

ROfvI, and once set by the
switches to the correct vocal
harmonic response, this

would allow accurate analysis
of the voice of any user,

within the eight groups.
With no training, the user

could sing out his commands
which would be decoded
with an error of 0.001 %,

which represents the per-

centage of like-sounding
words in the English
language.

One expected use for

this device has been found
by the National Coal Board.
A test site has been
suggested in Wales, where
it is hoped miners will be
able to clock on orally,

removing the disastrous
effect of coaldust on the
present mechanical appara-
tus.

Education users will find

the inclusion of a dissonance
(NT) switch will enable the
device to be used with
young children, who may
occasionally appear tuneless,

or with the older secondary
pupil who may have
difficulty with hymnal vocal-
isation.

Users should keep their

eyes open for BBC add-ons
incorporating the chip. One
well known advertiser in

these pages has christened
their prototype unit the
'Beeb Sing-in', but Acorn
should look out as Clive

Simclair is rumoured to be
considering using a VHFAD
chip to replace the keyboard
of his next micro.

However, Acorn joint

managing director Chris

Currie was adamant: 'If it

comes to a shouting match,
we'll win.'

Mr Simclair was keeping
very quiet about it all, and not

a whisper has been heard
from him since very early in

April.

Floppy disc pen - no kidding

!

WHO says British companies are slow on
the uptake? Berol appear to be first on the
market with a floppy disc pen! The idea is

that its 'unique safety tip' will automatic-
ally bend before a floppy disc can be
damaged if the writer presses too heavily
on its cover: 'Par better a bent nib which
can soon be straightened,' say Berol, 'than

a ruined floppy disc costing £5 or more,
which may contain £100s if not £1000s
worth of information!'

The Berol Floppy Disk Pen is available
in four colours, 'including a special fade-
resistant black for documents which need
a long storage life'. The other colours are
blue, green and red. It will cost45p.

Official story on ROM exchange available from deolers
THE saga of operating
system ROMs continues.
We called four major Acorn
dealers to get their side of

the story, and found little

evidence of any official

policy. However, all the
dealers said they will have
stock of 1.2 ROMs by the
time you read this.

Prices ranged from £10
(inc. VAT) to £12.50 (inc.

VAT) for supply and instal-

lation. This will be done free

of charge when replacing
operating systems in EPROM,
although one dealer said
this only applied to the four-

chip EPROM. The EPROMs
are fitted into the PCB just

under the keyboard on the
right hand side (User Guide
p498).

Dealers said they had no
documentation on the 1.2

and didn't know if they
would receive any.

We also asked if dealers
had any information on the
Basic II ROM. This is an
updated version of BBC
Basic containing a few extra

commands, a slightly more
economical use of memory
and changes in some error

messages. One dealer
thought it would be available

by the end of March/begin-
ning of April; the others had
no information.

So here is Acorn's official

line. Dealers should have
received 1.2 ROMs by the
middle of March, with

documentation arriving by
April. The cost agreed with
Acorn to fit and test the new
ROM was £10 (plus VAT).

If you have the 0.1

system in EPROM, there will

be four of them, so the 1.2

system change will be free

{type 'FXO). Only 1.0

systems were supplied in

the form of two chips, which
are on a 'carrier' - an extra

piece of circuit board which
fits into a ROM socket.

The differences between
the 0.1 and 1.2 systems is

that the second corrects
bugs in the first (notably the
cassette loading problem)
and contains several new
features. The reason people
with EPROMs get a free

exchange is that these chips
are valuable, and can be re-

used.

Now for Basic II. Contrary
to what you may have read
elsewhere, this does exist

and is already in ROM.
Acorn have not yet finalised

distribution, but they are
trying to arrange a minimum
charge for supply and fitting.

Watch this space - Acorn
User will be carrying a major
article on the new systems.
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^miCRDfiGE !«L^"!£Ti
ELECTRDniCS value packages

BBC ^ °'tp"o«Sn.'R°OM;

ACORNSOFT FOR BBC All Acornsoft at £9.95 each, except

*Snapper,'Planetoid,*Monsters*Rocket Raid, Arcade Action (£11.90), Lisp (£16.85)

Cassette
\eao,gQ

NormalPnce t^^gg.oO

OurP"^^ £149.80
Saving

FBE^«
COOR*ER

'Meteor, 'Super Invaders, Philosophers

Quest, Sphinx Adventure, Arcadians, Lisp

Cassette, Peeko Computer, Creative

Graphics Tape, Graphs and Charts Tape,

Desk Diary, Arcade Action, View (on ROM)
and Printer Drive Cassette.

•Available on Disk.

BBC MACHINES
Model A, 32K RAM & 6522
Chip £329.00
Model B ' £399.00
Model B + Disk Interface £494.00
BBC Dust Covers £3.95
BBC Compatible Single Disk Drive*

(lOOK) £235.00
BBC Compatible Dual Disk Drive*

(200K) £389.00
BBC Dual Slimline Disk Drive*

(DoubleSided&DensitySOOK) £799.00
Verbatim Single Sided Diskettes

lOfor £22.50
Verbatim Double Sided Diskettes

lOfor £39.95
Let usfitadisk interface in 24hrs £95.00
Second processor Z80 £195.00
Teletext receiver £225.00
RH Electronics colour light pen £37.00
BBC MONITORS
14" RGB Microvitec Colour Monitor

(as used in the BBC Computer
ProgJIncludinglead £284.00
Microvitec High Res.

Colour Monitor £575.00
12" Zenith High Res. Green screen

Monitor £95.00
BNC Cable for above £4.95
BBC Compatible Cassette Player price on

application

Blank Data Cassettes 10 for

DINtoJackLead

Official Joysticks per pair

£3.50
+ £1.30p&p

£2.00
+ 75pp&p

£13.00
+ £1.30p&p

* Alt Drives include manual and utility Disk.

All items subject to availability.

All the products are the official versions,

beware of imitations, they will invalidate

your guarantee.

V^e accept official orders from educational

establishments-

Credit card holders can phone in for

express despatch.

Send large S. A. £. for lists and info pack.

View and Printer Drive (£69.90),

Wordwise word Processing ROM (£46.00)

+ £2,00 p+p.
Only a selection of Acornsoft available.

Drawn to scale.

BBC compact,slimline Disk Drive.

BOOKS
Practical Programs for BBC & Atom £5.95
BASIC Programming on the BBC
Micro £5.95
Assembly language programming for

BBC £8.95
BBC Micro Revealed £7.95
Creative Graphics, Graphs & Charts,

LISP all at £7.50 each

aOhr. BASIC £5.95
Let your BBC Micro teach you to program

£6.45

PRINTERS
Acorn AP-80A now down to £189.00
Acorn AP-IOOA now down to £215.00
AP'BOA Ribbons £4.95
AP-IOOA Ribbons £5.95
Epson MX-80 F/T HI (new model.

Dot matrix High res. graphics,

80 or 132 chars, per iine £390.00
All printers include cable & paper

Epson Dust Cover £3.95
Parallel printercable £15.00

POSTAGE RATES
Small items such as Ribbon, books &
software:- 1 item £1.00, 2 items or more

All Dust Covers £1.00 p&p 50p per unit

BY COURIER TO YOUR DOOR
Large items such as Computers, Disk

Drives & Monitors:- 1 item £7 2 items£10
3 or more £13

ATTENTION!!
All Lynx, Oric, BBC. Commodore 64
owners, we pay top royalties for quality

software programs. Please write or

phone for details.

Barclaycard and Access \^m
welcomed All prices include VAT

DETAILS AND MAIL ORDER LIST SEND LARGE S.A.E.
^35 ^^^E LANE EDGWARE MIDDLESEX HA8 9QP

OpenMon-Sat9.15ani-6.00pm.Thurs9.15ani-l.00pm. TEL;01 959 7U9 TELEX 8813241
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NEWS

Mi!,V.M.^ Micro database links to Prestel
THE article in the March
Acorn User on page 27
'Shine a light' on building a
lightpen by Joe Telford
contains a slight mistake.

Everywhere that 'pin

photodiode' appears itshould

read 'Schmitt receiver'. The
RS Catalogue number is

303 270 and the cost is the
same (£6.33). Stockists may
exchange the part if you
have already bought one, so
check with them.

Basic program

editor for Beeb
SCRED - a word processor
designed for editing Basic
programs already in memory
as well as text - is available

on cassette or disc.

Several special features

are provided for program
editing, as well as normal
word processing facilities. A
screen dump for the Epson
is included, which can be
tailored to other printers.

Double-height screen char-

acters and other effects are
translated into print control

codes automatically.

Scred will run programs
up to 19k in size and
operates in mode 7, with the

top two lines for file name
and commands. It occupies
memory location &D00 to

&3600 (&3500 to &7C00 for

disc).

A BBC model B, or 32k A,

is needed to run the

software which costs El 8 on
cassette or E21 on disc. The
makers will upgrade from
tape to disc for £6.

Details from Stable Soft-

ware, Barn Close, Compton
St, Compton, Winchester,
Hants 3021 2AT.

MICRONET 800 - claimed
to be the world's largest

database for micros - should
now be in action after a
March 1 launch.

Subscribers who pay a
£50 joining fee {for the first

10,000 applicants), plus £50
a year after that will have
access to software, news
and an electronic mail
service through a telephone
modem which links their

micro to British Telecom's
Prestel mainframe computers.

The modem is provided
with software on cassette -

and a personal password for

the user. Once the modem
software program is loaded,
the user rings up the
mainframe and puts the
telephone handpiece in

the modem which plugs into

the micro's RS232 socket.
Micronet then asks for the
password and, if this is

correct, opens up its files.

Micronet users can then
scan through a library of

programs and enter them
into their micro's memory
without the need to do any
typing. This is known as
'downloading' software. Some
programs will be free, while
others have to be paid for.

The system can also
access all of the Prestel

pages, although Prestel
users will only be able to
enter certain parts of

Micronet and will not be
able to download.

Initially, only six micros
will be catered for, the BBC
being one of them. Once
connected up, a model B
will have about 22k of

memory left, the rest being

used for the system
software and screen display.

Subscription charges will

be added to the user's

phone bill, as will the cost of

any software used and the
normal connect charge.
Fairly substantial programs
should cost about £3 to E4,
which should beat normal
prices as software houses
have no cassette, packing or
distribution costs - apart
from the charge for setting

up the pages.
When the service was

initially launched, its backers
estimated there would be
more than 100 free programs
and 50 to pay for. User
group pages have been set
up with bulletin boards. The
250,000 Prestel pages,
which have so tar been
mainly used for business,
travel, news and entertain-

ment information will also be
open.

Versatile interface aimed at schools

Price is up on Z80 board, but down on discs
ACORN has Increased the
price of the Z80 second
processor by £100, to £295.
This is justified in the new
BBC microsystem brochure
by the short phrase 'inc.

software'.

The company has appar-
ently negotiated a CP/M-
compatible package of pro-

grams (version 2.2) to suit a
small business. Details were
not available, but an Acorn
spokesman said it would be
well worth the extra money.

The brochure (Information

Sheet G3, February) gives
initial delivery of all three
second processors (6502,Z80
and 16-bit) as 2nd Qtr 83'.

However, it is unlikely they
will be available before the
summer.

Meanwhile, the price of

dual discs has fallen by
£100 to £699 plus VAT.

Also, the invisible voice
chips look set to appear.
They were supposed to have
been launched before
Christmas, but this never
happened. A deal is being

sorted out whereby the
charge for the two voice
chips and fitting will include
the plug-in cartridge socket
(the infamous hole or 'ash-

tra/ in early Beeb keyboards
which has now been fitted

with a cover).

Manuals for the voice
synthesiser and Econet are
in preparation. Acorn has
also produced a firm price

list for Econet, and claims to

be installing about ten of

these networks a month in

Britain.

THE Unilab mrcro interface
detailed in the first issue
of Acorn User is now
available for £163.

This device was devel-
oped to link scientific

experiments to micros and
is only available initially

for the BBC model B.

Uses for the interface
include data capture or
analysis, timing, signal
generation and control. It

connects to the 1 MHz bus
by a ribbon cable.

Unilab manufactures
several devices which can
be linked to the interface,
including environmental
and geophysical survey
kits, signal generator,
biological amplifier and
radiation detectors.

The company appears
keen to provide support
for people using the
interface, and included
with the device are several
cassette programs on
applications to back up
the manual.

Further, a software
exchange will be set up
whereby Unilab will dis-

tribute programs developed
by users at cost price.

All sounds good stuff,

and Unilab can give
details on postage and
VAT at Clarendon Rd,
Blackburn, Lanes, BB1
9TA.
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The B.B.C Microcomputer Model B

available today, but designed for the future.

Are you looking for a home computer that is flexible - that can cover

education, entertainment or business; powerful - that offers 32K of

memory; and is above all great value?

Then look no further! Come and see us at Microstyle and we'll show
you the B.B.C. Micro'.

A home computer system designed to grow hand-in-hand with the
abilities of it's user, and that is capable of keeping pace with advances

in modern technology.

We stock a wide range of exciting games and systems packages, quality add-on facilities and a

comprehensive selection of accessories designed lo expand your B.B.C. system.

Games & Educational

Software:

Our range is growing daily, and we
deal direct with with independent,

specialist software suppliers to bring

you one of the widest choices
available in the South-West.

Screens & Monitors: Green Screen, 12" Monitors. £90.00

Colour Monitors, 14" screen. Make
the most of hi-resolution graphics in

colour. £285.00

Cassette Decks: Great value WITH COUNTER. £33.65

Joysticks: Add a new dimension to your games
B.B.C. joysticks. £13.00

Accessories: Our stock covers just about
everthing you could ever need. For

example, B.B.C PARALLEL PRINTER
CABLE. £19.95 |

Contact us now for your B.B.C. Microcomputer.
available ex-stock at £399.00
Don't forget, we also stock a wide selection of other systems
COMMODORE, SPECTRUM, ZX81 and COLOUR GENIE
Talk to Microstyle the people who make computmg understandable

The Newbury Computer Centre,

47 Cheap Street, Newbury.
Telephone: Newbury (0635) 41929

Printers: One of the most valuable aids to the

programmer or business user.

Our range includes:

Epson MX80 FT III. £385.00

GP100A £224.25

GP250X £299.00

FOUR COLOUR PRINTER/PLOTTER.
4V2" roil fed paper. £149.00

Discom BYTEWRITER. Great value,

low-cost daisy wheel printer/type-

writer. £557.75

Books: Keep up to date with developments,
our stock of books and publications
is changing all the time. There's
always something new!

ALL PRICES ADVERTISED INCLUDE VAT

and The Bath Computer Centre
29 Belvedere,

Lansdown Road, Bath.
Telephone: Bath (0225) 334659
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GRAPHICS

FROM Robert Harding at Cambridge
University comes Stars and Stripes.

This was inspired by a trip he made
to California in the company of a
BBC micro.

The Americans were impressed
with the Beeb's speed and
graphics, and we feel the program
is topical considering the launch of

the BBC TV series over there, and
Acorn's plans in the US.

10
1 5

20
28
50
35
38
40
50
60
rm
80
82

100
110
120
130
140
1 90
192
198
200
210

REM
REM
REM

*** STARS & STRIPES ***
Model B, uses MODE 1

Written by Robert Harding

PROCinitpLay
PROCpLay C2)

REM table of
DIM CSC12)
FOR I%=0 TO 12
CSCI%)=COSCRADC3 0*(I%-1))>
NEXT

COS for- stars

H=650: W=1
H1=300:
W1=1.5*H1 :

5*H :REM height, width
REM height of blue box

S-1.25
: REM OVERALL SCALE FACTORX« = ,,B: ,, = ,,, , ,,„ base c^"

"

H-H*S: W=W*S: H1=H1*s-
st2=W1/20: st1=st2/3

W1=W1*S

REM white

stripes

REM main shape
MODE 1: GCOL 0,3 -

220 PROCbox(X0,Y0,W,H)
230 GCOL 0,1 : REM red
240 FOR I%=0 TO 6
242 PROCplay CI)

260
,1°,'^°''^'^^'^0*^^*H*2/13,W,H/13)

270 VDU19, 2,4,0,0,0

Ppnr^^'f ;
^^^ ^^^" background

PROCboxCX0,Y0+H-H1,W1,H1)
280
290
298
300
310
320
330
340
350
352
360

in the stars

first

REM put
GCOL 0,3
REM 5 rows of 6
D=Wl/6: E=H1/5
FOR J%=0 TO 4
FOR I%=0 TO 5

PROCplay (1)
X=D/2+I%*D: Y=E/2+j%*E

12 f;'°^''"^^'^"^'^0*^^-^'St1,st2)380
390
398
400
410
420

NEXT
NEXT

StarsREM i nner
FOR J%=1 TO 4
FOR IX=1 TO 5

422 PR0CplayC2)
430 X=I%*D : Yxj%*E

PROCstarCX0.X,Y0.H-Y,st1,st2)

NEXT
END
REM *** END
REM ========

440
450
460
4 70
900
910

OF MAIN PROGRAM

998 :

1000 REM — 6 pt star —
1010 DEF PROCstar(X,Y,A,B)
1020 LOCAL I%,CU,SU,CU,SV CW SW1030 FOR I%=1 TO 11 STEP 2

'

1040 CU = CS(I2-1):SU=CSC(U*8)M0D12)

055 cl-clniV''-''--''''''''^^'^'''^^
1060 MOVE X,y'=

SW=CSC(I%.9)M0D12)

1070 PLOT 0,A*CU,A*SU
080 PLOT 85,X^A*CV,Y+A*SV
090 PLOT 85,X.B*CW,Y.B*SW

1 100 NEXT
1 110 ENDPROC
1998 :

2000 REM — rectangle —
2010 DEF PROCboxCX,Y,A,B)
2020 MOVE X,Y ' ' '

'

2030 PLOT 0,A,0
2040 PLOT 81, -A,

B

2050 PLOT 81, A,
2060 ENOPROC
2998 :

3000 REM
3010 REM play a few notes""""
3020 DEF PROCplay(NUM%)
3030 LOCAL U,N%,T%

3050 ll._l'''>=^''^'^^y-
THEN ENDPROC

3060 REPEAT
3070 READ N%,T%
3080 IF N%<100 THEN 3082 ELSE 30Rfi

I'll IIZ ]:«j:;«-3,..^.^^.--,.
3090 SOUND 1,0,0^1
3100 IX=ix+t. NP%=NP%+1

III: zi'.or"""' °' ~"=~^°TEs.
3138 :

3140 REM
3150 :

"" ""

3160 REM initialise for tune3170 DEF PROCinitpLay
3175 READ NNOTES%,V%
3180 NP%=0
3200 ENDPROC

E: ir:, ,r.w°' ^°"" ^--

mi iiv, \'h' wi' ''"' ''^' '2-'

9060 DATA 9,12 9 IP i? o ^, ,

9070 DATA 9 3:'7!9 '; ' '9'^^'? ^ ''

'

9080 DATA 4,12, Ui^t' ''' '''

9090 DATA 7,12 7 1? / o -, ,

9100 DATA 14 3 U 9' ^Ak ;^ ''-'

9110 DATA 12:12 '
' '"''' '^''' ^^'3

9120 DATA 12,9, 12 ^ 1 A i^ w ,.

-- -^ \tl: ^ rSrJsi"
:'
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GRAPHICS
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THIS program is especially for

Mother's Day. It draws random
bouquets of roses in mode 1 on the

BBC model B.

Lines 40 to 70 determine the

colours, which are randomly

selected for each flower by line 90.

Lines 1 1 and 1 20 randomly select

the centres for individual flowers.

Lines 170 and 180 produce a

circle. Since the diameter (M)

increases with the angle B, a spiral

is being drawn. The number of

revolutions is determined by the

random variable F. To plot the rose

flower leaves, the spiral radius is

always changing in a random
fashion (line 160).

Experimenting is worthwhile. Try

substituting B/1 6 by B/15.7 in the

line 1 80. B/1 4 produces exotic

flowers. RND (10) in line 160 is

worthy of study also.

Our thanks to Heinz Eipel tor

sending the program all the way
from Germany.

One of our readers, B. Mitchell from

Merseyside, is learning Russian. He

10 MODE 5

20 VDU 23,224,62,34,34,34,34.66,

66,255 : D$=CHR$(224)
30 VDU 23,225,134,138,138,146,

146,162,162,194 : N$=CHR$[225)
40 PRINTTAB(3,16)"3";D$;"P";''A";

"B";"C";"T';"B'VY";N$;"T';"E"

50 END

wrote to tell us about an interesting

little program for the BBC micro.

This prints out 3DPABCTBYNE
(ZDRAVSTVYEE) which is 'HELLO' in

Russian. About 1 6 characters of the

Russian alphabet need defining on
an eight by eight matrix- the other 1

3

have English equivalents. Most
Russian words will only need two or

three characters being so defined.

Perhaps you could apply this to

Chinese or Japanese!

'^0

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

LIST

REh ROSE BOUQUET
CLS

HODE

VliU

VDU

ynu

VDU

FOR

GCOL

1

19,0,0.0.0,0

19. M, 0,0,0
19.2,5,0.0,0

19,3.3,0,0,0
A=l TO 12

3,RND(3)

120

130

140

150

HOUE 0,0

D=RHIi(800)+250

E = RpUi{800) + 150
HOVE Ii,E

F = RNIi(200)-^300

FOR B=l TO F STEP
160 rt=(B/(RHIi(10)4-l0))

170 X = H^t:5*SIN{E/i6)+Ii

180 Y=H*5+C0S(B/16)t£
190 PLOT 85.X.Y
200 NEXT B

2i0 "NEXT A

220 GOTO 20

ACORN USEH APRIL 11
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HEXAN

HEXANGLE
Peter Balch presents

a game for two - you
and your computer.
It runs on a 32k BBC
micro with either

operating system (0.1

or 1 ,0). The listing has
been dumped from

cassette onto a printer

to avoid any errors.

Good luck.

Hlexangle is a

yours against th

both take turn'

between the

computer draws
draw in white. The
a triangle of his or

loses. However, only triangles with

a point at each corner matter.

When the board is drawn, a

flashing white line will appear- this

is the cursor. You can move the

cursor around by holding down the

left and right arrow keys. When the

cursor is in the position that you
want, press return. On the first move

can miss your turn

face bar,

then makes its

mo\ygpn^tde rs each line in turn

whil^^bvThSjL^he cursor around -

fherrflfls In one of them in red.

It is not possible to draw, and
the computer plays a pretty mean
game in the difficult mode -

especially if you go first.

The procedure which decides
which move to make is called

lOVE. It tries a red

}n and
CHOOSEMY
line in each
works out a

how good or

and is calle

First, the rO

the new red lin

triangle - if

position and s

negative value.

asures

silion is

ither

red

a losing

n a large

10 ENVELOPE 2, UA,2, 44,29,115,105,

2

0,57,-25,-94,-42, 123,57: SOUND 17,2,100

10
2

x255
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
1 10
1 20
130
140
1 50
160
1 70
1 80
190

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

HEX
COPYRIGHT (C) P.R. BALCH
ANALOGUE INFORMATION
1982

SYSTEMS

DIM PX(6),PYC6),VXC6),VYC6)
DIM LIN%C6,6)

PROCINIT

REM PRINT THE RULES

MODE 1

VDU 19,0,4,0,0,0
VDU 19,2,1,0,0,0,0
VDU 19,1,0,0,0,0
PRINT TAB(10,7);"H

VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;0

EM START OF NEW SAME

EM DRAW THE BOARD

E X A N G L E"

PRINT TAB(10,8)

210 PRINT TAB(1,1l);"[)o you
Ru I es" ;

220 INPUT S$
230 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;0
240 IF LEFT$(S$,1)="y" OR="y" THEN PROCRULES
250 PRINT TAB<1,14);" CE:ea

rmedi ate D : d i f f i cu 1 1
)

"

260 PRINT TAB(1,13);"What LeveL of
f f 1 cut ty"

;

270 INPUT S$
280 DIFF%=2
290 IF LEFT$CS$,1)="E" THEN
300 IF LEFT$CS$,1)="I" THEN
310 MODE 2

want the

LEFT$(S$,1

)

sy I : i nt e

di

DIFF%=0
DIFFX=1

320
330
340
350
360
370 R

380
390 PROCDRAWBOARD
A00 START%=0
410 FOR A%=1 TO 6
420 FOR B%=1 TO 6
430 LIN%(A%,B%)=0
440 NEXT
450 NEXT
460 GOTO 740
4 70 :

480 REM IF I HAVE WON
490 :

500 REM I WIN
510 PRINT TABC6,3);"I Win
520 ENVELOPE 2,28,-1

100,'255''~''''"''''''''''''
=
'"''''^^'^'

550 PROCDRAWTRIAN
540 MYSC0RE=MYSC0RE+1
550 GOTO 670
560 :

570 REM IF THE HUMAN HAS WON
580 :

590 REM YOU WIN
600 PRINT TABC6,5);"you Win
610 ENVELOPE 2,1,4,-4,4,10,20,10,127,

0,0,-5,126,126:SOUND 17,2,100 255
620 PROCDRAWTRIAN
630 Y0URSC0RE=y0URSC0RE+1
640 :

650 REM WRITE THE SCORE
660 :

1,-17,-19,61,76
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HEXANGLE

Then it calls COUNTBADLINES
lo count how many 'bad' lines are

left on the board. A bad line is one
where the computer can't play

without losing. Tea is subtracted

from the score lor

In other words, th''einiD"n*J;ii^iJiiSs

there are, the wo
Next, the

trial red lin

of yours. If Wi

triangle then

slightly bad o
should be tryir\^^^ffm^^«u /to

play there. So tiB-scorejl^aain
decreased - the amount subtrfcted

depends on how far through the

game we are.

The score obtained for each
position is compared with the 'best

score' obtained so far. If it is worse,

that posilion is rejected. If it

better, the new position becomes
the 'best score'. If the new score is

the same as the best score then

one is chosen at random.

After looking at every legal move,

the computer plays the line which

gave the overall best score.

The computer has three levels of

play - easy, intermediate and diffi-

cult. In the easy mode, it avoids

laying in a losing position but

otherwise plays at random. In the

intermediate mode, it considers

some lines in detail but doesn't

think about the others. The
proportion considered in detail in

tUiS-me^e-T^atk be made larger by

number in the RND
fitil^c^^riS 3V^0,

atid 180 specify

the instruc-

1680, 1690

and 1940 specify the colours used

for the game. You can alter these

statements. Look up VDU 19 in the

User Guide. This controls which

'actual colour a 'logical' colour is

displayed as.

You may well want to try writing

a better algorithm for the computer
- a better version of CHOOSEMY-
MOVE. For instance, for each move
that it considers, it could check
what your response might be and
then it's response and so on. This

would take a long time at the start

of the game when there are many
lines to choose from and so s

only be used d

five moves.

To play th

LOAD "HEX
cursor prom
Good luck -

670 IF YOURSCORE>MYSCORE THEN PRINT T
ABC3,30);YOURSCORE;'- - ";HYSCORE;- to Y
ou"

680 IF YOURSCORE<MYSCORE THEN PRINT T
AB(3,30);MYSCORE;" - "; YOUR S COR E

; " to M
e

690 IF YOURSCORE=MYSC0RE THEN PRINT T
ABC3,30);MYSCORE;" Each ...

700 GOTO 350 '

710
720
75a
740
750
760
77B

REM DO THE HUMAN'S MOVE

REM YOUR MOVE
PROCGETMOVE
IF A%=0 THEN 810
LIN%CAX,B!:)=2

780 PR0CDRAWLINE(A%,BX,3)
790 PR0CTRIANGLE{2)
800 IF WIN%=1 THEN 500

START %=START%+1

REM DO MY MOVE

810
820
850
840 :

850 PROCCHOOSEMYMOVE
860 PR0CDRAWLINE(T%,U!:,2)
870 LIN%CT%,U%)=1
880 PR0CTRIANGLEC1)
890 IF WIN!; = 1 THEN 600
900 GOTO 740
910 REM =============

920
930
940
950
960
970

DEF PROCRULES

REM PRINT THE RULES

CLS: PRINT TA8(0,1)
970 ENVELOPE 2,20,2 5,5,-30,88,217,41

^67, -5 1,-2, -14, 12 7, 34: SOUND 17,2,100,25

980 PRINT '! wiLL draw a hexagon Lik
e t hi s wi th"

990 PRINT "dots at the corners
1000 PRINT TABC14,15);"o";TABC23,15;;
1010 PRINT"o";TAB(14,29);"o"
10 20 PRINTTABC23,29);"o";TAB(9,22)-
1030 PRINT"o";TABC28,22);"o"
1040 GCOL 0,1
1050 FOR 1=1 TO 5

1060 FOR J=I+1 TO 6
10 70 MOVEPXCI),PY(I):DRAWPXCJ),PYCJ)
1080 NEXT
1090 NEXT
1100 A=INKEYC500)
1110 PRINT TABC0,4);"Then we will tak

e turns to draw in"
1120 PRINT "the Lines. I t; i L t draw i

n Red and"
1130 PRINT "you wiLL draw in White "

1 140 GCOL 0,3
1150 M0VEPXC5),PY(5):DRAWPXC2),PYC2)

1160 DRAWPX(4),PY(4):DRAWPXC6),PY(6)

1 170 GCOL 0,2
1180 M0VEPXC1),PYC1):0RAWPXC3),PV{3)
1190 0RAWPX(4),Py(4):DRAWPXC1),PYC1)
1 200 A^INKEY(1000)
1210 PRINT "The first person to draw

a t n ang I e of"
1220 PRINT "his or her own cotour wit

h a dot at"
1230 PRINT "each corner Loses. In th

is drawi ng,

"

1240 PRINT "I have a triangle and youhaven't so"
1250 PRINT "I have Lost."
1260 A=INKEY(1000)
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I'M FREDDIE -FLY ME!

IS THE HARDEST GAME THAT YOU WILL EVER PLAY!F FOR FREDDIE
Requires absolute concentration to prepare, take-off, fly and land a tri-star jet at varying

destinations using a staggering 36 control keys'
I vou only plav the arcade IvDe ot aams. iieedina iust a Pui iho nra:at accoiII vou only P'av the arcade Ivpe ot gams, needing just a

couple of keys arid the space bar to play, then this is most
cerlamlv not (or yfu

If however, v**ii are prepared to sit at yo"' computer for
lileially houfs on end getting to grips, and then give n
considerable amoiinl of effort and time into actually trying
to solve It, then this is definitely far you.

Though F for Freddie is a flight simulator type of game, it is
not one with simple operation and the ground appearing at the
frc)nt of you. but is as accurate a simulation of not only fliglif,

but preparation, take-off and the many more occurances
associated with flying a tn-star let as a 32K micro will allow.

Cutitrols? A mind baggling ^^ o' IhemI And il is here where
the logic and skill comes in, as everything must be done not
only m the correct order but at the right time. Yes. it's in real
time, with the clock ticking relentlessly away.

But the great asset of this game* is that every little piece ot
information you require is shown on the screen, nearly fifty in

all. conlinuouslv beinq updated, with the colours beino
cleverly used to depict different, changing, situations.

Eventually you will master the take-off. then even manage to
fly and at long last manage to land. But unlike all other games,
at this stage you don I put it away for ever, for you have seven
different destinations, all on different courses and distances...

There ate plenty of instiiictions on tlie 36 controls and even a
little advice, but as the whole thing is a colossal challenge,
vou are not told how to fly Freddie, this you have to discover
entirely for yourself...

At times you will wish, as most certainly will your family.
that yoo never bougfit the blasted thing*

£9.50 Vat and post paid

For the children alone...

,^'^gK Adventure
In Magi.c A,dvenlure, Beth and David Guest have.cfeated

a wonderland lourney for children between 4 and 10.

Simple id operation, using the User Defined Kays, it

nevertheless uses the BBC to its full with colourful pictures
and wonderful story.

y^ As the child brings up the locations, a simple question is

(y asked, with the adventure proceeding in different way depending
' on the response.

The scenes include the Talking Tree— who played a nasty trick on a

friend so was punished by the Fairy. But if the Talking Tree helps
later on, all with be forgiven. ..Poor mother rabbit needs help to count
her babies. ..Dare the Cage be opened. ..what is in the Grassy Field...

can the King's Spell Jar be found. ..what is the real colour of the
Glasses, ,,wi II the fairies dance is the Castle locked. ..where
does the Path lead. ..will the Fairy come. ..will there be a surprise...

With everything illustrated in colourful graphics, this is a delightful
example of the programmers' art and refreshingly different from anything

ever done before. Sound of course.

As scene upon scene enfolds, the children v^ill be more and more
entranced as they go on their Magic Adventure...

£8.50 Vat and post paid

You don't believe us!

We have been amazed at the number of people who just will
not accept that we DO operate a return first class post service.

II seems that so many of you have been let down so many
times by the upstart sottware houses, that it is obviously
going to take some while to accept professional service.

We assure vou. all advertised programs are in stock and
that every single order will be despatched in our private
Post Office collection at 4.30pm the same day the order is
received, and by the faster metered mail |no stamps to
be franked)

.

Another big moan is the very limited guarantee which most
firms glue and the hassle in trying to gel tapes replaced. And
of course, those of you who have purchased from the 'here
today -gone tomorrow' brigade, there's no chance.

How reassuring to know we've been in the media publishing
business, from this address for 25 years, as well as being
the longest established sottware publishers in the Business.

But best of all we give an unconditional life-time guarantee
which means that should a program fail, no matter what the
cause. It will be replaced absolutely free of charge, this
year. iieKt year or in ten years...

Recognised Brand Leader in microcomputer software

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield, S44 5XF. Tel. 0246 850357
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HEXANGLE

1270 PRINT "Use
the line you"
128D PRINT "want

ETURN. Press"
129B PRINT "SPACE

o first."
1300 A=INKEy (10000) :

ENOPROC
REM ============
DEF PROCINIT

the arrou keys unt i

I

fLashes then press R

if

1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
149D
1 500
1510
1520
1530
1 540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1 670
1680
1690
1 700
1710
1720
1730
1 740
1750
17 6D
1770
1780
1 7 90
1800
1810

you want me to

CLS

REM INITIALISE VARIOUS THINGS

REM THE COORDINATES OF
REM BOARD IN THE RULES

THE

PXC1)=300:
PX(2)=464:
PXC3)=750:
PXC4)=908:
PXC5)=750:
PXC6)=464:

PY(1)=300
PY(2)=526
PY(3)=526
PY(4)=300
PY(5)=76
PYC6)=76

REM THE COORDINATES
REM MAIN BOARD

OF THE

VX(1)=160: VY(1)=494
VXC2)=416: VY(2)=844
VXC3)=862: VYC3)=844
VX(4)=1112: VY(4)=494
VXC5)=862: VYC5)=140
VXC6)=416: VYC6)=140

REM THE SCORES

MYSCORE=0
YOURSCORE=0

ENDPROC

DEF PROCDRAWBOARD

REM DRAW THE MAIN BOARD

VDU 19,0,4,0,0,0
VDU 19,2,1,0,0,0,0
VDU 19,1,0,0,0,0
COLOUR 3

REM DRAW THE DOTS

PRINT TABC6,5);"o";TAB(13,5);
PRINT"o";TAe(17,16);"o"
PRINTTABC6,27);"o";TAB(13,27)-
PRINT"o";TABC2,16);"o"

REM DRAW THE LINES IN BLACK

1820
1830
1840
1850
18 60
1870
1880
1890 R

GCOL 0,1
FOR 1=1 TO 5

FOR J=I+1 TO 6
MOVE VXCJ),VY(J)
DRAW VX(I),VY(I)

NEXT
NEXT
ENDPROC

REM ===============

1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1 950
1960

,0,89,

1970
1980
19 90
2000
2010
2020 ;

2030
2040
2050

190
2060
2070
2080

2090
160
2100
2110

PROCDRA

2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170

DEF PROCGETMOVE

REM GET THE HUMAN'S MOVE

VDU 19,4,10,0,0,0
PRINT TAB(6,3);"Your Move"
ENVELOPE 2,24,15,29,34,19,37,194

-78,-114,6 8,69:S0UND 1 7,2,100,255

FOR J=1 TO 1000: NEXT

REM CYCLE THROUGH EACH LINE
REM WHEN AN ARROW KEY IS PRESSED
REM MEANWHILE FLASH THE CURSOR

AZ = 1: B!: = 1: 1 = 1

IF A!i>=B% THEN 2190
IF AX<B% AND LIN%(A%,B%)>0THEN 2

D=3: E=10
PROCDRAWLINE{A%,BZ,D)
IF INKEY{-26> THEN 1=1: GOTO 216

IF INKEY(-122) THEN I=-1: GOTO 2

IF INKEYC-74) THEN 2310
IF INKEYC-99) AND STARTX=0 THEN
WLINE(A%,B%,1): A%=0; GOTO 2310

E=E-1: IF E>0 THEN GOTO 2070
D=4-D: E=5
GOTO 2070

PR0CDRAWLINECAX,B%,1)
IE 1=1 THEN ENVELOPE 2,23 19 37

2180 IF I=-1 THEN ENVELOPE 2,135 -47
74,66,240,43,136,-106,-17,-74,-62, 21 70:SOUND 17,2,100,253 ' '

2190 BX=BX+I
IF BX=7 THEN BX=1: GOTO 2230
IF Bj; = THEN BZ = 6: GOTO 2230
GOTO 2040
AX=AX+I
IF AX=7 THEN AX=1
IF AX = THEN Ai; = 6
GOTO 2040

2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310

REM THIS IS THE LINE CHOSEN
REM MAKE SURE A!i:<B%

IF A%>BX THEN C=AX: A%=B%: B%=C

ri^ .«"'^S;°'' 2-6,56,-15,-87,133,99,1
'8,9,-20,-49,-50, 123, 79: SOUND 17,2,100,

2520
5.

255
2330 ENDPROC
2340 REM =======================
2350 DEF PROCDRAWLINECA,B,C)
2360 :

2370 REM DRAW THE LINE FROM A TO B
2380 REM IN COLOUR C
2 3 90 :

2400 GCOL 0,C
2410 MOVE VXCA),VYCA)
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CLEAR AND CRISP

CHARACTERS AND GRAPHICS

Get the best from your BBC/Acorn by using the RGB
output

Get crisp, clear graphics in full bold colours with one of our

TV/Monitors fitted with a 6 pin DIN input socket.

Each is a TELEVISION!

Each is a COMPUTER MONITOR!

Why buy just a monitor when you can have a standard TV
as welt?

A2102/5, 141" _ £295.54 A6100, 20" - £365.68

A3104/5, 16" -£327.08 A7100, 22" -£399.11

A8400, 26" - £499.35. Remote control (ideal for schools)

Allprices include VAT, carriage, 12 month warranty and a

2m 6 pin DIN lead.

The TVs are from GRUNDIG's range. Remote control and

stereo sound also available.

contact:

NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE
108 London Road. Balderton, Newark, Notts

Tel; 0636 71475. Open 6 days a week.

WEST OF
SCOTLAND

BBC & ATOM DEALER AND
SERVICE CENTRE

HARDWARE
Model A £299.00 inc,

Model B £399.00 inc.

Postage & Packing £6.00 inc.

SOFTWARE

Acomsoft Bug Byte Progrann Pov^/er also

30 Golf Fruit Machine Dodgems
Send SAE for full list

MONITORS
PRINTERS

A selection on display A

Upgrades carried out
Disk and Econet interfaces fitted

Aso a wide selection of books and magazines

WEST COAST PERSONAL COMPUTERS
47 Kyle Street

AYR
Tel 0292 (285082)

Tarn to
Computer Plus

OfficialUJIDB Referral Centre

SPECIAL PRICE PRINTERS! (LIMITED PERIOD)
EPSON — the most popular printer in the world.

MX100F/TIII £425 •• The new FX80 at £375 ••
SEIKOSHA - low cost, high quality printer, GP100A £189, GP250X £239

MONITORS -12" Sanyo £69, 12" Kaga RGB £259, 14" Microvitec £269

SOFTWARE - Acornsoft, BBC, Bugbyte, etc. Computer Concept's

WORDWISE word processor (£39) on demonstration (reviewed Beebug Dec. 82!

PLUS — BBC models A and B, disc drives, upgrade kits, joysticks, accessories,

books, magazines, etc. All prices exclusive of vat

Computer Pkis
47, Queens Road, Watford. Telephone WATFORD 33927
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BEEBTAPE
Are you tired of typing printed listings into your BBC
micro? Are you fed up with paying high prices for

mediocre software? Well with BEBTAPE you can

build a library of ready to run software at a low price.

The programs published in the first three issues of

BEEBTAPE have included:

— a sound and envelope generator

— a railway simulation;

— a memory dump utility;

— an artificial intelligence program;
— a user key definition utility;

— a print formatter for Epson printers;

— two arcade games;
— a scale drawing and measurement program;
— a teletext screen editor;

— a character generator.

Each edition of BEEBTAPE comes on cassette or

disk (any format) and, as well as programs, includes

editorial comment, tips and news items.

BEEBTAPE is published bi-monthly. The price?—
£21 for six issues on cassette or £30 for the disk

version. That's about 70p per program.

CSL MICRODATA
4 GREENBARN WAY. BLACKROD, LANCASHIRE, BL6 5TA.

ACCESS telephone orders welcome on 0204 694265

BBC SOFTWARE
EDUCATIONAL-I A or B £8.05

Hours of fun and learning for children aged 5 to 9 years. Animated
graphics will encourage children to enjoy maths, spelling and telling

the time. The tape includes MATH1, MATH2, CUBECOUNT,
SHAPES, MEMORY (Model B only), SPELL and CLOCK.

EDUCATIONAL --2 A or B £8,05

Although similar to Educational — ! this tape is more advanced
and aimed at 7 to 12 year olds. The tape includes MATH1,
MATH 2, AREA, MEMORY (Model B only), CUBECOUNT and
SPELL.

GAMES OF LOGIC AND CUNNING A/B £9.20

For children and adults alike. The tape includes AUCTION, FLIP,

REVERSE, TELEPATHY and ROTATE.

SUPERLIFE B £9.20

Fast (machine code) version of a popular 'Game of Life' in a large

universe. Can you produce 'Blinkers', 'Spinners', 'Gliders' and
'Spaceships' or have you only wondered what they looi< like? All

this in Supertife and more as this tape includes 'Competitive Life'

with the Reds and the Blues competing for space; perhaps you can
alter their evolution.

KATAKOMBS B £9.20

Are you cunning enough to discover and seize the treasure in the

Katakombs AND return alive? What and where are your enemies?
Can you outwit them? Yes? Then your adventure will take you
through unending forests, beside tumbling streams, over lonely

plains to desolate ruins and finally underground to the tortuous

Katakombs.

UTILIXrES A/B £8.05

Behind the mundane title lies an assortment of useful procedures

and functions which can save you hours/days of programming
effort: date conversion, input and validation routines, graphic

routines (cube, rectangle, etc), sorts, search and many more.

))t*« SPECIAL OFFER « >*t «
Any 3 cassettes for £20.70

Add 50p pip per order.

Please state your Mode/ and quote ref. AC

Cheque/PO to: GOLEM LTD
77 Qualitas, Bracknell, Berks RG12 4QG, Telephone: (0344] 50720

COMPUTERCAT
Quality Software

000 MICRO

TOUCH TYPIST {32K) -£9.95 Educationa/ and useful

Are you a keyboard pecker? Improve your typing skills. Your
computer is your tutor, monitoring and evaluating your progress.
Fully documented. Many already sold to educational institutions.

OTHELLO (32K)-E8,95 High/y recommended
A favourite board game brought up to date with superb graphics

and sound.

SNIG (32K)-£6.95 Addictive

Not just an ordinary snake game but a super-fast arcade type

needing exceptional reflexes and co-ordination.

BOUNCE (16/32K)-£4.95 A must at the price

NEW and FRUSTRATING. Like all ball games it is the timing that's

important. Kids love it.

GRIG BLITZ (32K)-£5.96 Highly recommended
A fast action arcade game with scintillating multicolour graphics

and sound. DEFEND your territory by shooting down the GRIG
INVADERS. Ten play levels of increasing difficulty. Are you good
enough to reach level 10?

DATABASE (32K)-£12.95 Good value

Organise your records. Add, change, search, delete and display

routines. Shell SORT. MENU driven and user friendly.

COMPENDIUM (32K)-£5.95 Three for the price of one
4 up (Version 1), 4 up (Version 2), Poke the peg. Three board
games to test your powers of logic. Four colours and sound. A
challenge for 1 or 2 players.

ProfessionaHy written

All programs on cassette with instructions/
documentation

Price includes P&P • Delivery by return

Deduct £1 per cassette for 2 or more cassettes

224 Chapel Street, Leigh, Lanes. (0942) 605730

rq FORTH OOB
'r g FORTH" runs or 16K or 32K
iBC micros and costs £15. It;

' follows the FORTH-79 STANDARD
ana has fig-FORTH facilities;

' provides 260 FORTH words;
' is infinitely entensible;
• has a full-screen editor;
allows full use of the M.O.S;
permits use of all graphic
modes, even 0-2 (just!);

t provides recursion easily;
' runs faster than BBC BASIC;
' needs no added har-Oware;

' includes a 70 page technical
manual and a summary card;

' has hundreds of users.

FORTH
TOOLKIT

Level 9 Computing are pleased
to announce a new toolkit for

"r q FORTH" on 32K 8QC micros.
It costs only £10 and adds the
following facilities to FORTH:

* a 6502 assembler, providing
machine-code within FORTH;

* turtle graphics, giving you
easy-to-use colour graphics;

* decompiler routines, allowing
the versatile examination of

your compiled FORTH programs;
* the full double-number set;
* an example FORTH programiand
demonstrations of graphics;

* other useful routines.
,

no/com
E'tens] or 3asic . E15/E30 ROM

Adds 30 new keywords to BASIC
Compression Assembler 2 . £12

Small source i- high speed

Asteroids m/c,g £7.90
Galaxy Invaders . m/c,g £5.90
Missile Defence . m/c,g £7.90
Super Gulp eb,g £4.90
S-games cassette . misc £5.90
(FULL RANGE IN CATALOGUE

Spectrum nJOJO nQ/COIlf
1 ) COLOSSAL ADVENTURE

:

The classic mainframe game "Adventure"
with all the original treasures & creatures + 70 extra rooms.

21 ADVENTURE QUEST : Through forest, desert, mountains, caves,
water, fire, moorland and swamp on an epic quest «s Tyranny,

3> DUNGEON ADVENTURE : The vast dungeons of the Demon Lord have
survived His fall. Can you get to their treasures first?

Every Level 9 adventure has over 200 individually described
locations and is packed with puzzles - a game can easily take
months to complete. Only sophisticated compression techniques
can squeeze so much in! Each game needs 32K and costs £9.90

ALL PRICES INCLUDE PIP AND VAT - THERE ARE NO EXTRAS. Please
send order or SAE for catalogue, describing your micro, to:

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING
Dept A, 229 Hughenden Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP13 SPG
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MUSIC

THE
PLAYS
BACH

As Jim McGregor
and Alan Watt
demonstrated last

month, the BBC micro
can produce some
impressive music.

Here, they take the
theme further with

Bach. Next month
it's 12-bar blues.

Roll over Beethoven!

A\lthough careful use of the

envelope statement can produce
moderately pleasing effects with a

single voice (single sound statement),

the sound generated is obviously

from a fairly simple synthesiser. A
lot of the resulting musical

Inadequacies can be overcome by

using two or three voices or sound
channels simultaneously. But to do
this means solving some tricky

queuing and synchronization

problems.

Consider playing melodies simul-

taneously from parallel arrays or

separate data streams containing,

for each melody line, a pitch and
duration value. We could fetch

elements alternately from each
melody array and send them
alternately to two sound channels.

A queuing problem arises whenever

notes of different durations appear

at corresponding points in each
melody line - the usual situation in

musical arrangements. To start with,

consider the problem with two

voices or channels. The example in

figure 1 - should make things clear

where a sequence of four minims is

to be initiated in one channel at the

same time as a series of quavers in

the other channel.

We could attempt to play the

melodies by fetching a note from

the channel 1 data stream or array

and sending it to the channel 1

queue. We then fetch a note from

the channel 2 data stream and
send it to the channel 2 queue etc.

(By 'send' we mean execute a

sound statement.) This approach

would be perfectly satisfactory if

there was a limitless queue
associated with each channel.

However, a channel queue can

only hold a maximum of five

requests (not four as stated in the

User Guide).

By sending notes alternately to

each channel, we have created the

correspondence shown by the

sloping lines in figure 1. The
program will be held up when it

attempts to send the seventh minim

to the channel 1 queue as the first

minim will still be sounding and the

next five have tilled the queue.

I here are also five notes on the

channel 2 queue but these are

shorter and will be dealt with more
frequently than the channel 1

notes. When the first minim on
channel 1 has been played, four

notes on channel 2 will have

finished, leaving only two notes in

the queue. The second minim on
channel 1 now starts to play

making room for the seventh minim

in the queue. This enables one
further quaver to be added to the

CHANNEL

CHANNEL 2

Figure 1 . Queuing problem with two channels

channel 2 queue before the

program is again held up on
attempting to add the eighth minim

to the channel 1 queue. Thus while

the second minim is being played

on channel 1, only three quavers

are available to be played on
channel 2.

To solve this problem, we must
arrange in this particular case to

execute sound statements for

channel 2 more frequently than for

channel 1. Once the sound
statement for the first note on

channel 1 has been obeyed, no
further channel 1 sound statements

should be obeyed until sound
statements have been obeyed for

the first four notes on channel 2. In

general, we must keep the total

duration of the notes for which

channel 1 sound statements have

been executed approximately equal

to the total duration of the notes for

which channel 2 sound statements

have been executed.

We could order the notes

manually when transposing the

music for our program, but it is

more convenient to keep the two

lines of a melody separate and let a

program decide on the order in

which to execute the appropriate

sound statements. To do this, we
have to keep a 'clock' running for

each voice of the melody (figure 2).

In general, the current note for

each channel will be in a different

position in the data streams. The
clocks will tend to show equal

elapsed times. Each time a sound
statement is obeyed, the duration of

the note is added to the clock

associated with that channel. At
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each step we must obey a sound
statement for the channel whose
clock shows the least elapsed time.

We require to repeat the following

operation:

If clockl > clock2 THEN obey
SOUND statement for channel 1

ELSE IF clock2 > clockl THEN
obey SOUND statement for

channel 2

ELSE obey SOUND statements

for both channels and
synchronise

The program then selects one out

of these three courses of action

and ensures the channels are not

subject to interference from each
other. Effectively we have removed
the artificial connection in the

parallel data streams between
notes in different channels that

have different duration values.

The above structure also

synchronises the channels when-
ever the two clocks show equal
elapsed time. If this was not done
channels would drift apart because
of the time taken by the sound
generator to handle statements.

Another tedious task to be
overcome before getting the

machine to play arrangements is

transposing from a musical score
to a set of pitch numbers and
associated notation. Transposing
directly from the black dots to pitch

numbers and durations in fractions

of a second is tedious and error

prone. You can write a graphics

'picking and dragging' program to

input the music onto a screen
stave, but we shall adopt a
character convention, and list the

music in data statements using

figure 3. We use the North

American notation for note

durations because the first letters

of their note names are all unique.

Remember that in this notation, a

semibrieve is a whole note, a minim
is a half note and so on.

Note that there are notes that

cannot be accurately represented

at this tempo. For example a dotted

1 /32 is 1 .5 (only 1 or 2 can be used
as a duration parameter in a sound
statement). Similarly a 1/16 triplet is

4/3 per note, an 1/8 triplet 8/3 per

note and a 1 /4 triplet 1 6/3 per note.

Pitch values are represented

using the convention shown in

figure 3. We do not cater for a key
signature, but insert sharps and
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10 ENVELOPE 1.1,0.0.0.0,0.0.126,-4.0 -63 126 lOn
20 ENVELOPE 2, 1 , 0, 0. O, 0. 0, 63, o:o::63 63 tl

J

30 ENVELOPE
3, 1 ,

O, 0. O, O; O," O.' IJ^. -i. 6, ~63"2i;?00

S?=::p^ir'^''^"'-'^"^^'^^°"<"-'^°''-°*-^"'3,,ne,,tnote<3>,cI.cM3,
60 PRDCinitialised)
70 PROC]nitlali(6e(2)
eO PROCplsytWDVOiCBB
90 END

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270

2B0
290
300

310

320

330
340
350
360
370
3B0
390

DEFPROCi ni 1 1 al i 5e

(

vai ce)

FDR note = i TD noo-f notes (vol ce>
READ pitch*, duration*
dur«=RIGHT«(duratiDn«.I)

: dur =INSTR 1 "tseqhW, dur»)duration (voice, note) =2 (dur-l ) «tenipo
IF lNSTR(duration«, "d") THEN

duratiDn(voice.notE.> = duration (voice, note) » 3/2nDtenartie«=LEFT«(pitch«, 1)
poBi t ion^INSTR ( "C-D-EF-G-A-BR"

. notename*)
IF posit3Dn=13 THEN pi tch ( vol ce. note ) =255ELSE pitch (voice.nDte) = H-4ilpoaJtion
IF RIBHT«(pitch«, 1) = #" THEN

pitchCvoice.rtote) = pi tch (voice. note) t 4
IF RIGHTtfpitcht, 1) = "b" THEN

pitch{vQice,note) = pi tch (voice. note) - 4prime* = "'
: octave =

FOR J=2 TD LEN(pitch*)
IF MID«(pitch«.,i.l) = p^,„e* THEN octave = octave *1NtS T J

M,.vt*'^''i"""''^'"°*^' " Pitch(voice.note) + oct^ve«48NEXT note
ENDPRDC

400 DEFPROCplaytwovoices
410
420
430
440
45Q

nB>itnDte(l)=o : ne>! tnQte(2) =0
clod; (11=0 : clack(2)°0
Hnished=0
REPEAT

IF clockd)
: clocl;(2) THEN PROCsound (2. 0)

ELSE IF clocl:(2) > clockd) THEN PROCsound ( 1.0)

MMTT,
^"-^^ PROCsound (1. MOO) : PROCsound ( 2. M00>UNTIL finished=2

ENDPROC
UNTIL -f I nished=noDf voices

460
470
4S0
4fO ENDPRaC

600 DEF PROC«ound(voice,s,ync)
610 LOCAL n, envelope
620 neHtnote(voice}=ne::tnote(vDice)+l

n=ne>:tnDte (voice)
cl ock ( vol ce)=clock(voice)+durat ion (voice n)
IF pitch(voice,n)=255 THEN envelope=0

ELSE envelape=voi ceSOUND =yr>c +voice,envelope.pitch(voice.n).duration(voice n)
'lJ^-^^°fnot^'^tvaic^i THEN fmished^f inishedM : clock (voice) =2000000

630
640
650

660
67(.i

6B0 ENDPRDC

1 'JOt:

1010
1020
1030
1040
1 u50
1 ':i6i:i

10 70
loao
] iJ90

SSt2 D^' ^:^''^"^'^"^'^^^^^«'^•'-'5-'="^'D^e,R.e,B.q,G.q.D.e,R e

Program 1. Frere Jacques

uat -r .,..,

J

autun Pitch values Pitch number
KSI 1 C (C below middle C) 5

-. Ids > J C (middieC) 53
1/16 X 5

C" (C above middle C) 101
149

'
* 4 C"" 197

1/B h C'# (middle C sharp) 57
» IW

J a C'b (middle C flat) 49
^ deftd I/' J.

11
R rest 255

h 111 J lb

Oh di>nta >u 1 It

Figure 3 . Character data convention Pitch values
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IHEPROGRAMTHATSLEAPS
AHEADOFALLTHEREST.

THE MOST FANTASTIC

ACTION GAME FOR

THE BBC MICRO!

FAST ARCADE PLAY!

MODE 2 COLOUR GRAPHICS
AT ITS BEST!

FIVE TUNES!
INCREDIBLY ADDICTIVE!

AVAILABLE NOW
AT YOUR SOFTWARE
FOR ALL DEALER

0Niy£8.95

SEE IT NOW AT YOUR NEAREST SOFTWARE FOR ALL DEALER!

A B & C COMPUTEflS
11 Btocksione RoaO

SI. Austell

Cornwall PL25 3DW
Tel. 0726 6^463

BLADEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
11 GiynriB Streel

F art!worth, Bollon

Uncs BL4 DY
Tel 0204 794226

BYTEWAHE LTD.

Unit 25
HandyslOe Arcade

Newcastle On Tyna

Tel0632617l11
CARLTON CDMPUTEBS LTD.

1 Swanstons Road

Gt Yarmouth

Norlolk NR30 3NQ
161.0493 58998

COMPUTERS FOR ALL
72 Norlfi Streel

Rom lord. Essex

Tel 0708 752862
COMPUTER PLUS

47 Queens Road

Watford

Hens WD1 2LH
Tel. 0923 33927

ESSEX COMPUTER CENTRE LTD.

150 Moulsham Street

Crieltnslora
, Essen

Ter 0245 358702/87969

FAREHAM COMPUTER CENTRE
56 High Street

Fa renam. Hants

Tel 0329 239191

GAMES WORKSHOP
1 Dalling Road
Hammersmith, London W6
Tel, 01-741 3445

GAMES WORKSHOP
162Marsder Way
Arndaie Centre

Manchester

Tel, 061-832 6863
GAMES WORKSHOP

Unit 37
Birmingham Shoppmg Centre

Birmingham B2
Tel; 021-632 4804

GAMES WORKSHOP
95 The Moor, Sheffield

Tel: 0742 750114

MANSFIELD COMPUTERS & ELEC
79 flatciitfe Gate Mansfield

Notts. I4G182JB
Tel 0623 31202

M1CR0STYLE
29 Belvedere

Lansdown Road, Bath

Tel: 0225 319705

RAM ELECTRONICS
106 Fleet Road

Fleel, Hants. GU13BPA
Tel: 02514 5858

RDS ELECTRICAL LTD.
157-161 Kingston Road

Portsmouth

Hants P02 7EF

Tel: 07D5 812478

R.M.K. ELECTRONICS LTD.

Hinton House, Station Road
New Milton

Hants. BH23 6HZ
Tel:0425616110

STORKflOSE LTD.

44 Shroton Street

London NW1
Tel. Ql-258 0409

SUPERIOR SYSTEMS LTD.

17B West Street

Sheffield

South Yorkshire, SI 4ET

Tel 0742 755005

TECKNOMATIC LTD.

17 Burnley Road

London NWIO
Tel 01-4501500

WATFORD ELECTRONICS
33-35 Cardiff Road

Watford

Herts WD1 BED
Tel 0923 40588

DistiibulOf tor Holland,

Belgium & LuxemtioufQ'

AACKOSOFT
Postbu5 3il1

2301 DC Leiden

Tel; 01880 11446

SOFTWARE

Tmgramsforthepeopl^
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PO.„

f-l-ct. VBIrtj foj.- ve>« II

^i-ltw *aiu^> fbit i«|i« u 1
1

1 1 1 1
1 1 1

1

,.„»,«,«,

dura-" iiib^ vfcivci] ftwHvolt* 1 1

1
1 1

1

'^
,
"

1 1

1
1

1
II

1
1 1

dJifo'iDfi taiiurj 1
for i/oiuli s ( 1

Figure 4. Two dimensional arrays

...^,
i

le^et ar ffvf vdht
1

Figure 5.A round

flats explicitly. Program 1 is a
complete program that can be
used to play two voices of a melody
where the two voices are supplied

separately in data statements using

the above notation. This and later

programs use two two-dimensional
arrays to hold up to three voices for

an arrangement. These can be
pictured as in figure 4. Only the first

two rows are used in program 1

,

There are also three one-

dimensional arrays used to record

the number of notes in each voice,

a count of the notes sounded for

each voice and the 'clock'

recording the total duration of the

notes sounded for each voice.

Tou can arrange the voices

yourself if you have sufficient

musical knowledge. One intriguing

form that is easy to transpose into a

number of voices is the canon.
The simplest and most familiar

form of canon Is the round, and
Frere Jacques is a common
example. A theme (called the

initiating voice or leader) enters.

The second voice {identical to the

theme in the case of a round)

enters after a time interval, and the

round is written so it harmonises
with itself. Thus the theme performs
two functions; first as a melody in

its own right, and second as a
harmony or counter point to itself

(figure 5).Now because the follower

is identical to the leader in the case
of a round, or mathematically

derivable from it, for canons, only one
theme need be transposed into a

program to play two or more voices.

Program 1 can be modified as

indicated in program 2 to play

Frere Jacques as a two voice round
with a two bar delay. The procedure
PROCround produces the two rows

of our arrays necessary to play a

50 t^'p'l^"'''-'"'^-"^'^'''""'"'"'^'''^'-"''"*""--'^'--^-^-^
hO PRDCinitialisell)
7(> PR0CraiiniHl,2.64>
BO PRQCplavtwovoices
•fO END

700 DEF PROCrotinddeader.-followpr. delay)
710 LOCAL I,*

V

730
^'^^'^'f'^'l°"^^-l>=25S

: duratian(fontjwer,n=delav

710 FOR 1=1 TO noa-fnDtes< leader)
750 * = f + 1

760 pitch (fol lower, f)=pitch (leader, 1 )77U durat I on (f Dl 1 ower . f J =durat i on ( 1 eader , 1

)

/au NEXT 1

"er.j

J

790 naofnates (f ol 1 Dwer

)

=f
HOO ENDPROC

U.20 OAT« C--?e,.';?;...:;;^-.-r^^,,;-^,.-f;^,^-----;^;---.-^.e

Program 2. Modified Frere Jacques.
Change these lines in program 1

'C t^;;;,,^'r^"-'-'''^''-^''^^*^""'=-l'^'-''-^--''^°tes(:......tndte.3)..l,

iO PRUCj,nitiallBe<l)
7'-' PRCLTound tl.2,i,4)
SO PRDCrotind (2.3,ii4>
^O PRLlCharmDnlsp(3)

10i"J END

4M0
410
fl:?0

1^0
lao
450
4fiO

470
4B0
470

500
5KI
520
330
540
5SO

DEF PRDCharmcinisefnno-fVDicesl
LOCAL voice. EilQwpst.svnc

FDR vDice=l TO noof vai nes
t:lQt:k<voice)=0

: nextnote ( vol ce> =0
NEXT voice
f ini shedi=0
REPEAT

5lowest= U)0OO0O .- svnc=0
FOR volce=l TO noo-fvoices

IF clorlrlva.cel-slQwest THEN svnc = 5vnc:+S,100

NEXT vcJce^^"^'''""'"''"'""^^'
^"^^^ =lc:"est=clocl. (vo.ee. :5ync=0

FOR VDice=l TO noo-fvDic&s

Kicir
''^°'^'''^°^'^^'=Sl^«e^t THEN PROtlBoundfvDice.^vnc)NEXT voice V'"-'

"UNTIL f inishpd=noD+voices
ENDPROC

Program 3. Three voice round.
Change tines in program 1

round on two channels. In this

procedure we effectively displace

the follower by the delay where the

delay is specified to the procedure
in multiples of the smallest possible

note
( J ).

If the program doesn't sound
right then you have probably made
a mistake In typing the data. To
check the tune through, play a

single voice only using a FOR loop;

FOR note = 1 TO noofnoles
SOUND 1,1, pilch

duration (1 , note)

NEXT note

(1 .note),

These three lines should replace

the call of PROCplaytwovoices.
Contrasting envelopes can be

used to effect, and we leave you to

experiment with these {see Acorn

User March). The theme in the

above program is rather banal, but
it is necessary to verify your
program works.

Before moving on to more
complex canons, we first present a

procedure to synchronise music
consisting of three separate voices.

In program 3, PROCplaytwovoices
is replaced with PROCharmonise
which can organise three voices, It

could be used to play more if we
had further channels available.

Each execution of the repeat loop

in this procedure picks out the

channel or channels that have
fallen behind and issues sound
statements for these channels,

synchronising them if appropriate.

page 24 ^-
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Cumaiiadrives
BBC Mkrobest!

CUMANA DRIVES +
OWN POWER SUPPLY
= BIG PLUS FOR
BBC MICRO USERS
. . . JUST FOR
STARTERS

Va^AO^

The 'ice on the cake' is that, because the Cutnana Drive has its

own power supply, it can be used with many other Micros when
connected via the appropriate cable. Cumana supply a Drive

connecting cable which has a standard 34 way edge connector

plus 34 way BBC connector in the same cable length. This allows

the Cumana Drive to be connected to numerous makes of micro

without the need to change connecting cable. And the Japanese

manufactured disk drives are quiet and utterly dependable,

CS50A Single sided 40 track TEAC drive in a cabinet

with own power supply 1 0OK £1 99
2 single sided 40 track TEAC drives in a cabinetCD50A

CS50E

CD50E

CS50F

CD50F

with own power supply 200K
Single sided 80 Track TEAC Drive with

cabinet and own power supply 200K
2 single sided 80 Track TEAC Drives in

cabinet with own power supply 400K
Double sided 80 Track TEAC Drive with

cabinet and own power supply 400K
2 double sided 80 Track TEAC Drives with

cabinet and own power supply 800K
2 dhve Cable for BBC IVlicro

2 drive Cable for BBC Micro plus TRS80,
Video. Genie etc.

UPGRADE KITS A-»B

£369

£265

£495

£345

£619
£15

£1B

£90

Cumana Ltd
Unit 1 , The Pines Trading Estate, Broad Street,

GUILDFORD, Surrey. GU3 3BH. Tel: (0483) 5031 21

.

Telex: 859380 CUMANA.

Please add VAT to all prices ^^^^^^^^^^ \N£V-^
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Program 3 will arrange and play

a three voice round using the same
data as before.

One of the rarest forms of canon
is the crab, or canon in retrograde

motion, because it is so difficult to

write. There is no delay, both
themes enter simultaneously. The
first voice plays the theme from the

star! and the second voice plays it

backwards (figure 6).

Bach's No 9 canon from T/7e

Musical Ottering is a crab canon. It

contains a theme with, long

duration notes followed by a

counterpoint. The theme is played
against the reverse of the

counterpoint, followed by the

counterpoint playing against the

reverse of the theme (figure 7),

Program 4 includes a procedure to

generate arrays for a crab and
includes data for Bach's.

In mirror canons or canons in

contrary motion, the follower is

derived from the leader by inverting

the intervals in the leader. This

means that when the leader
ascends the follower descends by
exactly the same interval, A familiar

tune that will work as a mirror

canon is Good King Wenceslas. A
time delay ol half a bar is needed
between the leader and the follower.

We now look at canon No 4 from

The Musical Ottering- This is a

three part arrangement, a variation

of the Royal Theme - centre piece
of the work - providing the upper
voice (figure 8). The higher canonic
part enters first followed by its

exact inversion half a bar later

(delay = eight notes].

In a mirror canon there is a

common note about which the

reflection occurs. In this case it is

Eb (the third degree of the C minor
scale - the key of the work). Thus C
in the leader becomes G in the

follower and vice versa. If all that is

a bit technical, bear in mind that it

is just a rule for deriving the first

note of the follower. Once the first

note of the follower is fixed we
derive the remainder by inverting

the intervals in the leader. The
leader in this case starts as a

descending sequence of tone,

tone, semi-tone, tone (figure 9),

The follower then begins in the

octave below - an ascending
sequence of tone, tone, semi-tone,

lone and so on. Program 5

generates the arrays tor the

inverted part together with the data

for the Royal Theme and the canon.

!>i' PRIJCinit ral i ?e ( 1

1

.'OO

/*>
75lJ

??:>

"'BO

79w

0£F PRl.ir:tr,pb(vniiri?.a*h6^rvnirE.>
l-UtHL nl.riU'

nl=nDn+nDt,Bs( veil CHI

pltth(atnorva.t:e.Ml')=DltL-hivDJce,nlj
rlnr«t I or. (nth^f vo, re-,n:'J =.Ui.r ati an <va, cp i

rr 1 =n 1*1

C--.^.ir-,e.E--b.e.F.- -,£,,£:[,;... u"';p..L-'.e.h

Program 4. Procedure for crab
canon with data for Bach.
Change program 1

!:

60 PRClCinitiflliseci)

an PRfJLir,vert(2.;.-6a.it«(E.,„noi

END

7ll(."i

no
.'UO

730

^5u

7A0
770

79 CI

HI CI

flAO

BAO

a/r.l

aao

9Q0

ELSE n-.=0 :REM n2 counts rrat.BS ,n other vuice

UMTIL pKchtvoice.riBKtl)- . I'SH
r(2"rr:;ti

lastp,tf:honl=p]tch<vi3icP.ni?,tl
t

idutpitct,Dn.:=pit(;h (other vol re, nl'l
duration lothervoice.r?) -duration 1 voice np^'t ii

FUR n!=ne.-itl TO noD-fnntesfvoice)

ii «= f "^?*'^^-""=^^ THEN p.tch(a1:h^rvo.ce.n'>ELbE Pttch(n.hervoic..n2,=l.^tpitchpn2.n..'trr;t;;.

^^d,,r.U„..o.h.rvnic..n..=du.«t.onU.o,c..nn

nuaf nratesiDthervuiceV^n''
ENDPRnC

dplay:nl'=t

!ne;!tl=np"t l + l

tch<nth

;- r^ ^^:::|:-::-r;---^--:-^:,.H-.,..- ....... R...C...

Program 5. Mirror canon.
Change program 1

Figure 6. Crab canon

"L

Figure 7. Crab with counterpoint

Figure 8. Three part canon

Bb At? Gt

T T T

-foi^e. +oKie, SC141I --lone -toi^e. ..

.

to VI

evicc of
oviCyto^^e, &eiflAi - tovJ.e, ton

Figure 9. Mirror canon
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
33/35 CARDIFF ROAD. WATFORD,HERTS. Telephone 40588

MAIL ORDER AMD RETAIL SHOP. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
Ciirrmge unless stated olherwiso. please add mm. 50p lo all cash oiders

1/ AT APPLICABLE TO UK CUSTOMERS ONLV, ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT,
V /^ I PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO THE TOTAL COST INCLUDING POSTAGE. SHOP
HOURS 9.00am TO 5.00pm MONDAY TO SATURDAY AMPLE FREE CAR PARKING
ACCESS ORDERS^ Simply telephone through your order on Watlord 50234/40589.

SPACE GAMES
ALIEN DESTROYERS (32K) £7.95
Sensational, high speed 'INVADERS' program with

an abundan^ce of features. This program has many
unique extras e.g.; 'Battle Analysis' showing the

number of each alien type shot down.

ASTRO NAVIGATOR (32K) £6.95
Navigate your way through a variety of treacherous

caverns, inhabited by killer rockmites. There are 5

skill levels and the top 5 scores are ranked at the

end. Excellent colour graphics and sound.

ASTEROID BELT (16K/32K)
£7.80

A great new space game practically identical to the

arcade original. An inspired piece of machine code

programming producing one of the-rrrost exciting

games around,

CROAKER (32K) £6.95
People-HUH! Pity us poor Frogs! Trying to hop

the logs over the rivers was difficult but now the

motorways. Then come the Crocodiles and diving

turtles. Survival becomes just impossible. Arcade

type, machine code, excellent sound and graphics.

GALACTIC COMMANDER (32K}

£7.95
Nine phase aptitude test (or aspiring space vehicle

commanders. The program presents a real chal-

lenge and the use of machine code and hires

graphics makes for beautifully smooth action. Great

sound effects,

HITCH-HICKER <32K) £5.95
A great adventure game. Tests your skill and wits

whilst trying to collect 5 objects scattered round the

universe. Directions can be found in the ctues,

LASER COMMAND (32K) £7.50
Classic Defence of 6 Cities against attack from Alien

planets plus random bombing raids from alien

spacecraft. Super fasi machine code arcade game
with superb sound and graphics.

MARTIANS__^^___ £6.95
Very popular. Defend your planet against the

descending Martians with your Force-Field but

beware of the Destroyers who can annihilate you.

SPACEMAZE (32K} £6.95
You have crash landed in the legendary labyrinth of

Titan, inhabited by monsters known as FROOGS'.
Find your way through to the 'TRANSMAT' before

being cornered and eaten. The game has 8 levels of

skill and 3D colour graphics.

SWOOP (32K) £6.95
The new GALAXIANS IT'S HERE AT LAST'
Galaxian style machine code arcade game. 30

screaming, homing, bomb-dropping, explosive

egg-Jaying BIRDMEN, swooping down in ones and

twos to destroy your laser bases. The explosive

eggs feature makes a normally difficult game into a

challenge 'par excellence'.

TIMETREK (32K) £7.50
The ultimate 'teal-time' Startrek, where indecision

in the battle zone is your major enemy. 20 skill

levels. Special features: PANIC BUTTON for once

only space leap, New Klingon fleet after 30

Stardaies and Torpedo sighi control

OTHER GAMES
ADVENTURE (16K/32K} £7.50
All the excitement, intrigue and frustration of a

mainframe adventure. Explore the tortuous forests,

dark caverns and castle dungeons. Great skill and

imagination are required to play this game.

ZOMBIES' ISLAND (32K1 £7.95 FILER
Fight for survival on an island inhabited by hungry,

dangerous cannibals. An excellent BASIC and
MACHINE CODE program,

CHARACTERS t16K/32K) £5.80
Makes redefining of Invaders, Foreign Characters,

Technical symbols, etc.'s character shapes simpler.

Clumsy binary and hexadecimal notations are not

req, anymore.

CHESS (32K) £9.95
An excellent machine code program with superb

Mode 1, colour graphics. 6 levels, play black or

white, illegal moves rejected, 'en passant', castling,

take-back of moves and display of player's

cumulative move time.

COWBOY SHOOTOUT (32K)

£6.50
Full feature, 2 Player, cowboy shooting game. Hide

behind the cactus plants and moving chuck wagons
until ihay are shot away. Shoot your opponent and
avoid getting hit yourself,

ELDORADO GOLD (32K) £6.50
Legend has it that old Bill McCusky, who met a

sudden death, had built up a vast treasure"

somewhere in the nearby territory. Can you end up

rich where many have failed?

FOOTER (32K1 £6.95
Another high resolution graphics game from the

author of our Galactic Commander. A 2 player

game in which each player has to use his football

skills to try to out-run, outdribble and finally score

against his opponent, A serious contender to

'MATCH OF THE DAY'.

LOGO II £9.95
This language is now very popular in American

schools as it is an ideal educational program. It can

graphically demonstrate the ideas of defined

procedures, subroutines, loops and even recursive

programming. Gives excellent iniro to LOGO
language for young and old alike.

MUNCHYMAN (16K/32K) £6.95
Colourful and highly entertaining version of the

popular arcade game. Munch your way to high

score before the 'MUNCHERS' devour you.

REVERSI (16K/32K) £7.80
A sophisticated multi option game. Play against the

computer or another player or even watch the

computer play itself, 5 skill levels allows any player

lo enjoy the game without continually winning (ot

losing).

ROULETTE (16K/32K1 £5.95
All the fun of the Casino in your own home. This is

a beautifully presented game for up to 6 players.

The odds are calculated according to the official

rules.

SNAKE <32K) £7.80
An arcade type game. Gives hours of fun. One of

the best games available for this machine. Try it for

yourself,

APPLICATIONS
CONSTELLATION (32K) £6.50
The great Bear' The Southern Cross! The Horned
Goat! See the night sky gloriously depicted in hi-res

graphics. Constellation has been adapted and
enhanced from our successful ATOM program,

DISASSEMBLER ( 16K/32K}
£6.95

Relocatable disassembler program. Lists object

code and Assembler mnemonics from and lo any
specified addresses. The listing can be stopped and
restarted

. Page mode option and output to a printer

are available. ASCII symbols may be output if

required. The Assembler code may be stored and
modilied and the program re-assemiiled.

£8.95
A powerful file handling program for BBC. FILER

allows the user to build up, manipulate, store and
retrieve data on the BBC. A very powerful

package indeed.

WORDWISE
Special offer only £35.00

W/ithoul doubt the most sophisticated piece of

Software yet written for BBC Micro, VJordw\se

contains all the usual word processing features.

The more complex facilities such as search and
replace or iile handling commands are menu
driven so that even a beginner can understand
how to operate them.

V\/ordwise will work with whatever filing system

is currently implemented. Supplied with full

instructions and manual.

EDUCATION
JUNIOR MATHS PACK <32K)

£6.95
Makes learning fun for 5-11 year olds. This

package consists of 3 programs (menu driven)

that increase in difficulty as your child becomes
competent, A very good supplement to standard

educational methods,

WHERE? £6.95
Do you know 'WHERE?' you are? This well

written program, using high resolution graphics

offers timed tests on the geography of Great

Britain,

WORLD GEOGRAPHY (32K)

£6.95
Beautifully drawn Hi-Res colour map of the world

illustrates and aids this graded series of tests on

capital cities and populations of the world.

Acorn ATOM
UTILITY ROM

WEROM is Watford Electronic's own most
sophisticated but easy to use 4K ROM based on
BASIC extension for Acorn ATOM. Plugs straight

into the utility socket in an ATOM with floating
point. The special features are:

High Speed Tape Interface -Memory Dump,
Modify Machine code breakpoints- BASIC
Error Trapping- READ, DATA and RESTORE-
Full BASIC Keyboard Scanner (BBC like)

-

FULL Disassembler-AUTO Line Numbering

-

PLUS; CHAIN, Cursor Movement, Loop Abort-
ing -Easily Extendible further. Supplied
complete with instructions, £9.95

BOOKS
30 Programs-BBC Micro f 4,95 G

30 Hour BASIC (BBC Micro) E 6.00
|

6502 Application Book ei0,25
|

6502 Assembly Lang. Programming j

£12.50 S

6502 Assembly Lang. Subroutines f 1 1 ,80

6502 Softw/are Design £10,50
ACORN ATOM Magic Book C 5,50
Advanced 6502 Interfacing £10.95
ALP for tfie BBC Micro £ 8.95
BASIC Pfogramming on BBC Micro

£ 6.90
BBC Micro Revealed
Discover FORTH -Osborne
FORTH Programming (Sams)
Getting Acquainted/Acorn ATOM
Intro to Micro Beginners Book (3 Ed)

£
Let your BBC teach you to program

£
Micros in the Classroom £
Practical Prog, for BBC & ATOM £

Programming the 6502
Mastering VISiCALC (Sybex)

£ 7.95
£11,25
£12.50
C 7.95

9.90

6.45
£ 4,90
£ 5,95
£11,20
£11,95
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What doyou do if

yourBBC Microgoes
wrong?

If you value your BBC Micro and your money you
can now purchase extra one and two year full

guarantees direct from us or via most Acorn
dealers.

If your Micro is still under warranty, just fill in the

expiry date on the coupon* and the guarantee will

start from that date.

We carry a full stock of parts and should your
computer malfunction we will repair it within five

days of receipt.

A full one year guarantee costs just £1 8.40

And a full two year guarantee costs just £27.60

If your Micro is already faulty, and out of

guarantee, we will repair it on receipt and issue a
full years guarantee for £29.90 or a full two years

guarantee for £39.10. Please state fault when
sending micro.

For you and your BBC Micro's peace
of mind send the coupon today

& Please tick service required.

n I enclose £18.40 for a full 1 years guarantee

n I enclose £27.60 for a full 2 years guarantee

D i enclose £29.90 for an immediate repair and a full 1 years guarantee

n I enclose £39.10 for an immediate repair and a full 2 years guarantee

Surname Access Card No
Initials Make/Model

Address Serial No

Warranty Expiry*

Date / /83

If applicable

A/B

or telephone your access card number
to Madingley 210212

Send remittance to:

Cambridge Processor Services,
25 Parsonage Street, Dept. A
Cambridge CBS 8DN.

This offer applies to mainland UK only
This guarantee does not apply to major damage caused by abuse.
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HINTS & TIPS

HOW FAST CAN A DISC DRIVE?

w.hen our friendly Editor enquired

whether I would review a pair of disc

drives, I eagerly accepted - with the

proviso that I could produce it in my
usual style, of including routines

which readers could develop. The

discs were from Cumana, and I

already use their single, 40-track

drives.

I irst a session on jargon. There
are two main types of disc drives:

hard discs and floppy discs. Hard
discs are faster and store more
data than floppies. They are

important to business users, but

expensive. Floppy discs are usually

the domain of the dedicated

amateur, education and small

businesses. Floppy discs and their

drives come in two sizes: 5'/4" discs

(mini-floppies), and 8" (standard

floppies). Most readers will meet
the mini floppy variety, which are

the subject of this article. Cumana
provide drives in six configurations

as shown in table 1.

Twin units are simply two single

drives in one case. Single-side

drives will only read from the

underside (opposite the label) of

the disc, while double-sided drives

will read from both sides. The 40-

track drives can store half as much
data per side as 80-track drives.

The storage which a set of drives

can access will vary depending on
the three parameters: single or twin

drives, single or double sided, and
40 or 80 track. Table 1 shows the

amount of storage for each type as

well as the price of Cumana's
products at the time of writing

(without VAT). Cumana drives are

independent of the BBC micro for

power - unlike the ones sold by the

Joe Telford follows up
his article in

January's issue with

a review of Cumana's
disc drives. He also
establishes a set of

bench tests

BBC. They are made by Teac in

Japan.

In addition to the drives shown
above, Cumana sell a 'drive to BBC
ribbon cable at £1 5. However,
before buying discs, you must have

a model B with the DFS upgrade

(about £110).

Un arrival, the drives lifted out of

their packaging easily, and when
shaken did not rattle (the first

benchtest?). In addition to the drive

unit, there was a connection lead,

fitted with the correct BBC micro

connector at one end and PCB
connectors at the other. The
warranty sheet and a sheet of

instructions were included but no
disc manual, or formatting disc.

Both these items are vital for using

discs. Cumana were unable to

supply discs and manuals, but are

writing their own manual and
producing a disc containing a

formatting program. Acorn sell

copies of the manual and format

disc (which come with BBC disc

drives free of charge) for £30.

The casing of the Cumana unit

matched the BBC micro's, as did

the stippled finish. Two screws had
to be removed from the casing to

allow the lead to be connected at

the drive end. This was simply a

matter of pushing the connector

firmly into place as per instructions.

Single unit, single side, 40 track ei99 100k ( 25 pages of A4 approx)

Twin unit, double side, 40 track £369 200k ( 50 pages of A4 approx)

Single unit, single side, 80 track E265 200k ( 50 pages of A4 approx)

Twin unit, single side, 80 track £495 400k (100 pages of A4 approx)

Single unit, double side. 80 track E345 400k (100 pages of A4 approx)

Twin unit, double side, 80 track £619 800k (200 pages of A4 approx)

Table 1 . Configuration and costs of Cumana disc drives 1

Unlike my original unit, no
adjustment to the switches on
either drive's circuit board was
required. Nor was there any need
to fit or alter a white terminating

resistor block. On my 40-track

drives, these tasks had taken some
thinking through, though it would
appear that the present drives are

completely set up. Once the cover

was replaced, a mains plug had to

be fitted and the unit was ready for

operation.

To test the unit in the same
conditions as my older drives, it was
pressed into daily service producing

programs for the MEP primary

software packages. This meant the

unit was often working for over

eight hours a day.

B,lenchmarking is the process of

providing a set of standard tests to

enable comparisons to be made
between the performances of

different devices. In our case we
aim to compare disc drives, and
suitable benchtests might be those

which enable the comparison of

speed of access and integrity of

data transfer.

Benchtests of access time

depend upon two main variables,

the actual drive m use and the

micro's software. In the case of the

BBC micro this is the DFS software.

There are a number of variations of

the disc filing system (DFS) among
our readers, varying from DFS 0.90,

(the earliest system on general

release) through DFS 0.97 and 0.9A,

up to DFS 0.9E which is the latest

recorded version (Jan 83). To
thoroughly test the two discs,

benchtests were carried out three

times, using combinations of

DFS0.97, DFS0.9A, DFS0.9E, 081.00
0S1 -20, Basic VI , and Basic V2.

When considering suitable

benchmarks, we can separate them
into two types: access times for

saving - loading programs, and
times for accessing data files in

various ways ie, creating, writing

and reading.

rirst, consider benchmarks for

page 30^-
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GEMIN

It cando a powerful job for yoi

SPECIAL LIMITED
OFFER

Buy just any two programs at £19.95 i

and take one at £19.95 '

FREE!

CASH BOOK ACCOUNTS
Al PROGRAM FOR

BBC MICRO. . .£95.00

One of the most innovative business

^^y^ \ prosrams on the market. Most serious

V^^ _^—-^ accountancy packages arc written and
coded by professional and competent
programmers. The Gemini Cashbook Accounting

program was written by practising Chartered Accountants and
coded by professional and competent programmers. This is a

fundamental difference.

This practical program is simple to use and will replace your
manual cash and bank records and by giving you instant

management information, It may even put your accountant out
of job!

With exceptionally exhaustive user documentation, full

technical back up and product update policy this program will

increase the efficiency and profitability of your business. Take a

look at the information this program will provide.

* summary of VAT Information to enable you to complete your
VAT returns

* cumi lative receipts and payments report analysed over the

standard profit and loss and balance sheet heading.
* option for departmental analysis of sales and purchases
* print out of all transactions

* journal routine for entering transfers between accounts and
year end adjustment for debtors, creditors etc.

* year end trial balance
* profit and loss account and balance sheet.

These statements can be produced at what ever interval

you require e.g. monthly, quarterly or annually.

Coming soon:- Intesrated Sales + Purchase Ledgers

". . . the systems worked immaculate^
when tested ..."

'Mailist Is a very professional piece of software
(Wtwji Micro & Software Review Feb 83)

Here's a range of software for the independent
businessman that's designed to harness the power of your
micro to deliver the vital information you need in all key areas
of your business. A breakthrough on both price and
performance, each program is fully tested and comes with all

the documentation back up you need.

'Gemini's range of software is in the vanguard of
the releases for 'serious' micro users ..."

(Which Micro arvl Software Review)

m SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS
BEEBCALC £19.95
DRAGONCALC £19.95

FOR BBC AND DRAGON 32. Spreadsheet
kt^iUJ \ processors have proved to be important

V^'^^^J tools for using micros in business, scientific

and domestic financial applications.

Without any programming knowledge at all, you may:-
* Set up a computerised spreadsheet, with chosen row and column names.
* Specify fofmulac relating any row or column to any other
* Enter your source data and have the results calculated.

* Save the results on tape (or disk - B8C) for later reloadins and manipulation.
* Print the tabulated results in an elesant report format
* Experienced users may access saved files and vmte their own reporting or

graphics presentation programs for the results.

Some typical applications:-
* Small business accounting applications, e.g. profit and loss statements and
cashflow projections, txeak-even analyses etc.

* Investment project appraisal - anything from double glazing to oil rigs!

* Comparing rent/lease/buy options
* Processing the results of scientific experiments or field studies

* Engineering calculation models
* In fact, anything that involves repeated reolculation of results presented in

tabular or spreadsheet format.

Program Availability Chart:-

DflMbd-.tf <=m.» 5«lX''..t.
ih<^ti

Armlysjf;
AL*.OUFit>r>g ,-^™, ^"Z,^ ICOunll

Itikor.Bk • • • •
Or agon
35fc IN 041 • •
16k t • • • • •

5in.kl.r

16k*

'CZtlu

If 'in

8Un or

• • • • •
'A/HOH • • • • •

• • • • •
BSr mi'.rrj

A r„ B 39K • • • • • • • •
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ISNEW
CESOFTWARE
iir business at pettycash prices.

pra INVOICES AND STATEMENTS . . . £19.95
L_^^fl3 Compatible with most micros. See table. Ideal for the small

I

\ \\\ business. A complete suite of prosrams tosether with

I LllJ \ generated customer file for producing crisp and efficient

business invoices and monthly statements on your line printer. All

calculations include VAT automatically, and the program allows your
own messages on the fomn produced. This program gives you superb
presentation and saves time on one of the most tedious tasks in the

office.

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS . . . £19.95
Compatible with most micros. See table. A gem of a

' P "I program, all for cassette, with the following features;- DailyhJ Journal. Credit Sales. Cash Sales. Credit Purchases. Purchases
- other. Sales Ledger. Purchase Ledger, Bank Account. Year to date
summary. A fully interactive program suitable for all businesses. Files

can be saved and loaded and totals from one file carried forward to

another on cassette. Particularly useful from a cash flow point of view,

with an immediate accessibility to totals for debtors and creditors. Bank
totally supported with entries for cheque numbers, credits and, of

course, mnning balance.

AVAILING LIST . . .£19.95
Compatible with most micros. See tabic. A superb
dedicated database to allow for manipulations of names
and addresses and other data. Gemini's unique 'searchkey'

system gives you a further ten user-defined parameters' to make your

own selections. Features include the facility to find a name or detail

when only part of the detail is known, it will print latjcls in a variety of

user specified formats.

DATABASE. . .£19.95
Compatible with most micros. See table. The program that

everyone needs, the most valuable and versatile in your
collection. Facilities include sort search, list print if required.

Can be used In place of any card index application; once purchased
you can v^-ite your own dedicated database to suit your particular

needs with a limitless number of entries on separate cassettes.

m^^ STOCK CONTROL . . . £19.95
Tfcl Compatible with most mkrros. Sec table. Dedicated
\ V software with all that's necessary to keep control of stock.

I
Pvj M This program will take the tedium out of stock control and

save time and money. Routines include stock set up, user reference
number, minimum stock level, financial summary, line print records,

quick stock summary, add stock, delete/change record and more.

HOME ACCOUNTS . . . £19.95
Compatible with most micros. Sec table. Runs a complete
home finance package for you with every facility necessary
for keeping a track of regular and other expenses, bank

account mortgage, H.P. etc. This program also allows you to plot
graphically by Listograms your monthly outgoings.

WORD PROCESSOR . . . £19.95
Compatible with most micros. Sec table. This program
features routines found in much larger and more expensive
packages with a typical word length of 5-6 letters it allov^

for around 1000 words in memory at one time, ideal for the user who
requires a simple program to write letters on his computer. Features
include, block delete, block insert, search and replace, edit text, display
text and more.

Dealer/Trade enquiries invited - generous trade discounts for quantity

Special ACCESS card instant sales hotline Tj^I* A^OCO C^iL.C
for GUARANTEED despatch within 24 hours ... ICI 11079^01OS

24 hr Ansaphone Service.

All enquiries other than credit card sales to 03952-5832
Gemini. Functional Software Specialists. 9, Salterton Road, Exmouth, Devon.

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

Tick the box for Program you require. Prices include VAT and Package and Postage

Please supply tfie following cassette software.

Database £19.95 [ 1

Stock Control £19.95
Mailing Ust £19,95
Invoices and Statements £1 9.95 D
Commercial Accounts £1 9.95 ("

1

HoiTie Accounts £19.95 IJ

ZX81 16K Database £9,95

BBC Cash Book *«,™w, £95.00 D
BBC Disks - Other btJes £23.95 D
Osbome Disk Database £23.95 D
Word processor £19.95 D
Bcetjcalc £19,95 D
Drasoncalc £19,95

Narne^

Address.

Machine Type.

I enclose

_MemofySzB_

Make cheques and postal orders payable to Gemini Marketing Ltd,

Diner? Card NumberQ .Access Number

Signature

Gemini. Functionol Software Specialists, 9 Salterton Road, Exmouth, Devon EX8 2QG ^^^VwB^^l ^^^^^^— -i M

\
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10-KEV8 P.-BM1C-:TIME.0:P.TIME
M:«5POOL'BM1C- 'MLIST'
M»SPOOL'MP. TIME'M

Programs. Benchtestlc

1 REM benchmnrt" za-.

*LOflDiTig Memory
5 P. "BMCA-

10 TIME = Pi:pRINTTIME
20 -LOftC'-BMJfl-
30 PPINTTIME
te END

accessing program files.

Benchmark 1a: SAVEing memory
examines Ihe time taken to save an
amount of memory to disc.

*SAVEing is normally done to save
machine language programs or

screen memory and a suitable

program is shown as program 1.

This will *SAVE &2400 bytes of

memory to disc (9k) of memory.

If we replace line 20 with:

20 *SAVE"BM1A" 2000 3400

we can *SAVE 5k of memory. It is

important to perform each benchtest

with two separate amounts of

memory, because we can apply
some simple maths to find out two
useful pieces of information about
our discs, the save load timings per

k of memory (or per record) and the

time overhead involved before

transfer can begin (this process will

be explained In the next section), I

decided to compare results based
on 5k and 9k of memory because I

had two programs of exactly those
lengths.

Benchmark 1b was designed to

test saving Basic programs
(program 2). It is loaded as a Basic
program and run and uses function

key 9. Once this is done, the user

loads a second basic program
which is saved by pressing f9. The
time to save this second program is

the benchmark 1 b.

Benchmark Ic is for *SPOOLing
Basic programs and is also loaded
as a Basic program. On running, it

allocates function key 8. The user

may then load a further Basic

program. The time to *SPOOL this

second program is benchmark 1c.

Again this benchtest is run with 5k
and 9k programs.

With *SPOOLing however, bench-
marks depend upon yet another

factor. This is because programs in

memory are tokenised, so that

reserved words are found as single

bytes and also some numbers eg
those in GOTO statements are

found to have special encoded
formats (User Guide, p483). During
*SPOOLing a Basic' program, the

tokens and encoded numbers must
be converted to ASCII, which is

performed by the LIST command.
The length of time for *SPOOLing
thus depends upon frequency and
expanded length of the tokenised

keywords. In addition, because
listing is effectively printing, the

*SPOOL benchtest will be further

slowed.

30

The second set of benchtests
allows users to compare retheval

rates for programs, in their three

forms: memory, Basic programs,
and EXECuable programs.

Benchtest 2a uses program 4
and tests *LOADing memory. It

*LOADS the section of memory
*SAVEd in Benchtest la.

Benchtest 2b: LOADing Basic
programs. Program 5 is loaded,

then run. It allocates itself to

function key 7. Pressing f7 will

reload the Basic program saved in

Benchtest 1 b, and the time taken to

do this is Benchmark 2b.

Benchtest 2c tests *EXECing
Basic programs. It is based on
program 6 which is loaded and run.

It allocates itself to function key 6.

Pressing f6 will EXEC the ASCII
version of the Basic program
*SPOOLed in Benchtest 1c. The
time taken to do this is Benchmark
2c. As with benchtest 1 c. this

involves screen listing, as well as

tokenising. This means we would
expect it to run relatively slowly in

comparison with 2a and 2b.

I he second main area to examine
is that of data transfer to and from

files. Data files on the BBC micro

may be sequential (serial) or

random (direct) access. Serial files

are encountered by users, as they

are relatively easy to use, although

access files are more flexible.

Benchtest 3a: whting to a serial

file. Load and run program 7 to

create the siring R$ which is 254
bytes long. This will transfer to disc

as 256 bytes, as each string is

prefixed with a byte indicating it is

a string, and a byte indicating the

length of the string. In these

datafile benchtests we will work to

one record per sector (256 bytes).

Line 40 creates the data file, and
lines 50 to 70 write 100 records to

the file. Line 80 closes the file, and
completes the benchtest. The
program can be rerun with line 50
altered to give 20 records, so we
can again calculate overheads and
transfer time per record,

Benchtest 3b: Wnting records

to a random access file. Program 8

does not create the environment of

its data file. This can be done
previously by either creating a

serial file of the appropriate size, or

by ""SAVEing an approphate
amount of memory, with a suitable

filename. This benchtest simply
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writes 100 records to that already

created file. Each record may have

a maximum length of 255 bytes.

The program up to line 100 is

similar to program 7, except that

line 60 contains a reference to

procedure 'putstring' defind in lines

1 1 to 1 70. It takes any string sent

to it plus a start point in the file,

and puts bytes from the string into

the file sequentially from the start

point. The value of using such a

procedure 'putstring' defined in lines

usable in applications programs
and so gives a more realistic

benchmark.

Line 50 can be altered to write

20 records, and the two

benchmarks used to determine

overheads and transfer time per

record, Notice line 40 is an

OPEN IN command which is

necessary in Version 1 of Basic,

OPENOUT you will remember,
initially destroys the named file.

Benchtest 4a: reading from a

serial file. Program 9 reads 100

records from a previously created

file (you could use a file created

with program 7), and closes the file,

if users create files which will fit into

memory, then sehal input may be
used to improve access times -

once the file is in core!

Benchtest 4b: reading from a

random access file uses program

10 and is the last of the access
time tests. It reads 100 records

from a random access datafile. It is

similar to the previous program

except we replace INPUT* with the

function of line 50. This function is

defined after line 1 1 00. The
function has the start position in

the fie of the required string passed
to it, as well as the length of the

string. The function gets bytes from

the file of the required string passed
position, and assembles them into

a string, which it returns to the main

body of the program. Users may
find this function useful when
accessing their own random
access files.

As I have already mentioned,

users can perform each benchtest

with two different amounts of data

or program to transfer. It would

then be possible to compare
results and to develop two formulae

which model the disc access time.

For 9k:

disc overhead +9 x time per k = time

for 9 k

and for 5k:

disc overhead + 5 x time per k =
time for 5k

Reprfesenting this symbolically we
get

D + 9k = T1

D + 5k = T2

Therefore:

4K = T1 -T2

and

K = (T1 - T2)/4 (Time per k less disc

overheads.)

From this we can say

D + 5(T1 - T2)/4 = T2

and so

D = T2-5(T1 -T2)/4

or

D = (9T2 - 5T1 )/4 (Disc overhead

time.)

Similarly we can produce results for

the time taken to write or read a

record.

Transfer time per k is quite

understandable, but the term disc

overhead is not as easily followed.

Disc overhead refers to that part

of the access time which is devoted

to bringing the discs up to speed
and finding the part of the disc

allocated to the program to be
loaded or saved.

The benchtest results following

are all based on two different

program or file lengths and using

the above formulae the overheads
and time per k are given.

I o produce comparable results

over the whole group of benchtests,

the program was saved, and each
file was written to a newly formatted

disc. Thus the benchmarks are

timings based on writing information

to the beginning of a disc. Users

may wish to compare these times

with access to the middle tracks or

final tracks.

There was also a problem in

timing the benchtests, as over 10

repeats of any one benchtest the

final time varied by Q.2s from the

value entered into the tables. This

means there is a small error in

some calculations. A real time

clock which could be connected to

the BBC micro, and not be affected

by disc access would be a boon to

benchtesters.

The benchmarks in tables 2, 3,

and 4 should allow users to make

19
20
30
ve

^B
S0
99

10B
lie

1^0
159
160
1"0

la PRINT'BMIft-

30 TIME=9:PRINTTIME
ve f ile = 0PEN0UT'BM3A
50 FOR X7. = l TO 190
00 PPINTHF i le, R»
7a NEXT
30 CLOSEHnie
90 PRINTTIHE

Program 7. Benchtest 3a

PPINT'BM3E'
R*=-3'+5TRINGf (254. •&' <

TIME=0:PRIHTTIME
r i:e = 0PENlNf BM3fl'

)

FOR V.i»0 TO 99
PR0C_Putstring(R$,YX*f256J
NEHT
CLOSEttCile
PRINTTIME
END
DEFPROC_PLJtstring(A«.stort)
LOCAL XV.

FTRMFil- = start
F0RX-;=1 TO LEH(flt>
BPUTttf ilP.fl5c<MID»'fl»,yx,

i '

NEXT
ENDPROC

Program 8. Benchtest 3b

10 PRINT"BM<ifl'
20 TIME=a:PRINTTIME
30 f il»-0PENIN"BM3fl'
40 FOR X;i=l TO 100
30 INPUTttf lie, Rj
6 NEXT
"0 CLOSEttrne
30 PRINTTIME

Program 9. Benchtest 4a

10 PRINT-BM'rE'
20 R»=-3-+STRINGi<254.
30 riME=0:FRINTTIME
1-0 i'ile =0PENUPCBM5fl'i
50 FOR \-X = Q TO 99
60 Rt =FN_9e t5 tnng I YXiCSA -^ss
79 NEXT " ''

Se CLOSEttr,ie
''B PRINTTIME

100 END
1100 PEFFN_getstrin9(5tort,leng^hl
HIE lcchl x-i,et
1120 PTRtlfile = start
1130 B«=* -FORX:. = l TO length
1140 B»=B» + CHR$(8GETttFiie)
1159 NEXT
116S =B«

Program 10. Benchtest 4b

J
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HINTS & TIPS

80 track 40 track

Wabash Wabash
Accutrack

Nashua Nashua
Maxell

Control Data

Inmac

Tables. Types of discs used

comparisons between the two types

of drive tested,as well as between

variations of the BBC micro's

operating system.

A range of discs were used with

bolfi types of drive, although I tried

to match 80-track discs with the 80-

track drive (rather than double
density discs, which are also

available). Table 15 shows a list of

discs which were used with the two

drives. All the discs have worked
without failing, lor up to six months,
although I tend to use Wabash or

Nashua regularly, and my oldest

disc is from Inmac.

Oo. what do
drives?

like about the

• Reliability, particularly after six

months, hard use of the 40-Irack

versions.

• Quietness of operation. The 80-

track versions were particularly

silent.

• Construction of the entry doors,

with marked door locks.

• Facility to acccept auto boot on
power on (more of an Apple
standard).

However, what else do I dislike?

• Casing vents could let liquids,

such as coffee, enter.

• The on/off switches were rather

small and could be a source of

trouble.

• Some dnves (not Cumana) allow

40 to 80 track switching, which
would be very useful.

• Although neat and well packaged,

the drives are bulky, particularly

for home use.

All in all a rather useful selection of

disc drives, although I think disc

usage is so important that the costs

such as coffee, enter.

Next month: Our normal H&T format

with a selection of applications tot'

functions and procedures.

Benchtest Description

la *SAVE memory
1 b SAVE Basic program

rll c "SPOOL Basic program

2a 'LOAD memory
2b LOAD Basic program

2c *EXEC Basic Program

5k 9k Disc Time per

or 20 04 100 overhead k or per

records records time record

1.7 2-1 1.2 0.1

1.6 2.0 1.1 0.1

12.8 22.4 0.8 2.4

1.3 1.6 0.9 0.1

1.5 1.9 1.0 0.1

12,7 21.9 1.2 2.3

All records use 256 bytes of disc space.

Benchtest 3a is used to create files for use in random access.

3a PRINT# a serial file 6,1 25.3 1.3 0,24

3b BPUT# using PITR# 57.1 281.2 1.1 2.81

4a INPUT- serially 5.3 23.4 0.8 0.23
4b BGET# using PTR# 37.5 183.5 1.0 1.83

Table 2. Benchmarks for 80-track Cumana drives. BBC micro with
DFS 0.9E, 0S1 .2, Basic V2

Benchtest Description

la 'SAVE memory
1 b SAVE Basic program
Ic 'SPOOL Basic program

2a 'LOAD memory
2b LOAD Basic program

2c "EXEC Basic program

5k 9k Disc Time per

or 20 or 100 overhead k or per

records records time record

1,7 2,1 1.2 0,1

1.7 2.1 1.2 0.1

12.8 22.2 1-0 2.4

1.5 1.9 1.0 0.1

1.5 1.9 1.0 0.1

12.4 21.6 0-9 2,3

All records up 256 bytes of disc space.

Benchtest 3a is used to create tiles for use in random access.

3a PRINT* a serial file 6,0 25,2 1-2 0.24

3b BPUT# using PTR# 56.8 281.1 0.8 2.8

4a INPUT# serially 5.3 23.6 0.8 0.23

4b BGET# using PTR# 37.3 182.6 1.0 1.82

Table 3. Benchmarks for 40-track Cumanas. BBC micro with DFS 0.9E,
0S1.2, Basic V2

Benchtest Description

la 'SAVE memory
1 b SAVE Basic program

1c "SPOOL Basic program

2a 'LOAD memory
2b LOAD Basic program

2c *EXEC Basic program

5k 9k Disc Time per

or 20 or 100 overhead k or per

records records time record

1.8 2.0 1.55 0,05-

1.7 2.1 1.2 0.1

12.8 22.2 1.0 2.4

1.7 1.9 1.45 0.05-

1.7 2.1 1.3 0.075'

12.2 21.4 0,7 2.3

All records use 256 bytes of disc space.

Benctilest 3a is used to create files for use in random access.

3a
3b

PRINT* a serial file

BPUT# using PTR#

INPUT* serially

BGET# using PTR#

The accuracy of tfiese figures is open to queslion because of problems using thie BBC clock.

4a

4b

5.9 25,3 1,0 0-24

57.0 281.3 1.0 2.8

5.5 25.3 1.0 0.23

37,4 182-6 1.0 1,82

Table 4. Benchmarks for 40-track Cumanas. BBC micro with DFS
0.97/9A, OSLO, Basic VI
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.jil. MYSTERIOUS .pi.

III ADVENTURES III

FOR BBC MICROCOMPUTER MODELS A & B

Join the growing band

of Adventurers who

are enjoying these

absorbing and stimu-

lating programs. Step

into another world of

Fantasy, Magic, Mys-

tery and Sorcery. Only

your wits and cunning

can ensure success in

these scenarios!

THE GOLDEN BATON — Venture into a stiange province of

Sorcery and Evil Magic to recover the Golden Baton, a

priceless artifacl whose powers are said to bring great Health

and Prosperity to the Land.

THE TIME MACHINE — As a Newspaper reporter you are

sent to investigate the eccentric professor who lives in the old

house on the Moors. What is his secret and why is his house

now deserted?

ARROW OF DEATH (Pt. 1) — A blight has fallen on your

homelands, the Baton has become tarnished and now radi-

ates a malevolent aura of Evil. Your mission is clear — trace

the source of this Evil and destroy. . or be destroyed. This is

the first part of an Epic Adventure although each part can be

played as a stand alone scenario-

ARROW OF DEATH (Pt. 2) — You now have the means to

destroy your enemy. . bul you are far from home and this

land is strange to you. Can you cope with the deadly perils

which approach you and have you the strength to see your

mission through to the final conflict?

ESCAPE FROM PULSAR 7 — Alone on a gigantic Space-

Freighter. . . The rest of your crew have died horribly at the

hands of a mutated Zoo-Specimen. Your only chance of

escape is to reach the Frail Shuttiecrafl. But the lurking

Monster is hungry and you are the only food it has left. .

'Adventures 5

WRIHEN IN

ULTRA-FAST

MACHINE CODE.

SAVE GAME
FEATURE.

SPLIT SCREEN
DISPLAY.

7.

CIRCUS — Your Car has run out of Petrol on a lonely road

miles from habitation. As you trudge relunclantly down the

road in search of help you are suddenly confronted by an

amazing sight. . in a nearby field is a Huge Circus lent! Bul

this IS no ordinary Circus as you will soon discover

FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT — Far across the gulfs of time

and space, a dying race of super-intelligent beings search the

Universe for a Hero to save their existence At length their

thoughts turn to planet Earth, You are chosen to be their

saviour in a bizarre scenario where death Is a mere thought

away .

.

'THE WIZARD OF AKYRZ — You are in the Royal Palace.
'8 The King beseeches you to rescue his daughter from the evil

wizard. If you succeed your reward will be pnceless failure

will bring certain death,

H^'PERSEUS.AND ANDROMEDA — Travel into the realms of

B^9. ancient mythology. Battle with grotesque monsters and super-

natural powers as you search for the hidden secrets of myth

and legend,

TEN LITTLE INDIANS — This mystery begins with a train

"lO, journey into a strange country. What secrets are held by the

strange country mansion'' What meaning is attached to the

strange idols? Maybe you will find out if you live long

enough , ,

10 require 32K RAM

Each adventure connes attractively packaged for just £8.95 inc.

Now in stock for ATARI 400/800 £12.50

Available soon for ZX SPECTRUM, ZX81 (16K), APPLE M.

Ill

=o=
III

SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. TO:

DIGITAL
FANTASIA DEPTAcu,
24 NORBRECK ROAD, NORBRECK, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE.
Tel: (0253) 56279
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Draw with the BBC micro
and show the true potential of your machine
Fill shapes in one of 23 colours (Mode I)

Draw points, lines, rectangles, ellipses and circles

Smooth curves
Wire frame diagrams
Hidden line removal
Draw In perspective
Measure scaled distances
Ekta sketch lines, Half tone facility

Mirror images
Repeat images, SS, enlarged, reduced, stretched
Actual colour displayed
Store up to 10 ellipses or circles in memory
Redraw any one of these at cursor position

Change any actual colour for one of 8 others
Clear screen, load screen, save screen
Print characters or numbers at any pixel point

Error messages for incorrect input
Fully comprehensive manual

356 496
• D "5

designs

This programme has been purpose designed by professional Graphic Designers
for simplicity and ease of use, and is undoubtedly the most versatile drawing
programme on the market at this time. There is no need to input any numerical
data, as all judgements are made visually. The BBC Micro is the finest drawing
machine in its price range. Find out what it can do.

The A,B. Designs drawing programme costs only £35 for over 70 functions (Model B). When ordering send Cheque/PO and include 50p
fof P&P. Please include phone no. with all correspondence. For further informalion send SAE and phone no. to A.B. Designs 81 Sutton
Common Road, Sutton, Surrey. 01-644 6643 (closed all day Thursday),

BUYTHE

ZZJritish ^
Computer

In stock now:
BBC Model A&B

+ Wordwise Word Processor (needs 1 .0 System)
+ Acorn Software- Cassette & Disk
+ Disk Drives- 100K Single, 800K Twin
+ Joysticks for the BBC

Screen Layout Pad
Flow Chart Pad &
Symbol Design Pad
Complete kit

with ring binder

Rec, Retail Price:

El 5.50

Our Price only

£12.50 incl. VAT

PLUS computers, peripherals, printers, software, games, books and much,
more from leading makers at low prices -always available from your (oca/ stockist:

TWICKEHHAM
COMPUTERCEm-RE LTDacorh
n Hulli Rri Tnkliiflliiir MIdtfi TWI 4BW ID1-89Z 7896/0 V-B91 16 \2\

Ei:i3c M X il::F'.:o

TOP OF FILE

WORD PROCESSOR and
FULL SCREEN EDITOR

* 5(1 full-screen functions for creating, checking and

fiodifying both prograse and docutents

t Frints justified text on option

* Special features for EPSON, but print controls may

be tailored by user for otner printers

* BASIC prograis flay be edited and run with

or Hitnout using tape. Multiple stall prograiis

can be stored in neftory at any one tiee.

* Build prograit or docunent froi separate conponents

t Recover after "Sad PrograJi' errors

* Functions include insert ffiode, search, global

change, block operations plus nany sore

I Supplied Nith detailed docunentation

* It produced this advertisenent. Tape and disk

versions for BBC Ilk are available NOH

» Some advantages over ROH based products

Tape version £18. Tape AND disk versions £21.

SAt for details to:-

STABLE SOFTWARE, Millsail House,
Gt. Saxham, Bury St. Edmunds,
SufH=olk. Tel: 0284-810081

BDTTOn OF FILE
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BBC ASSEMBLER

In an earlier article (December
1 982) USR and CALL were used for

transferring program control to a

machine code program. Both were
also used for passing information

from the vanables A%, X%, Y% and
C% to the accumulator, X register, Y

register and carry flag respectively.

Furthermore, USR was shown to be
capable of receiving data from

these 6502 registers when control

returned to Basic. The data is

assigned to a variable defined

when the machine code routine

was called, eg to M% in the

statement M% = USR(MCROUTINE),
When more information is

required by the machine code
program than can be directly

passed via the registers, CALL must
be used. The information to be
passed is indicated by the variable

names accompanying the CALL
statement. For example:

CALL&2000,Q%, R%

The address of each parameter is

passed in a parameter block

starting at &0600. After a CALL
statement has been executed the

contents of the parameter block

give the addresses of any variables

supplied with the CALL statement

{figure 1).

For string variables the parameter

address points to a string

information block containing:

byte 1

byte 2

byte 3

byte 4

low byte of string address
high byte of string address
number of bytes allocated

to string

current length of string

The listings in figure 2 illustrate the

structure of the parameter block by

'passing' two variables T% and A$
in the CALL to &FFEE, (The routine

at &FFEE (OSWRCH) makes no use
of this information.)

The first listing gives the

contents of the parameter block:

2-

50-

4-

4-

C6-

E-

S1-

number of parameters

address ofT%(&0450)

parameter type (4 - integer)

address of A$ information

.block (&0EC6)

parameter type (&81

sthng variable)

One program follows up the pointer

to T% revealing the current value of

this integer variable (&001 1 2233).

The other programs show that

finding the string variable is a two-

Tony Shaw and John Ferguson round off

their series on machine code by
considering the powerful CALL statement

CALLING ALL
MACHINE CODES
0600 - number of parameters **The codes used to define parameter type:

0601 - low byte of address of firsf 0- 8 bit byte (eg ?X)

parameter 4- 32 bit integer variable (eg X%)

0602 - tiigh byte of address of first 5- 40 bit floating point number
parameter (egY)

0603 - code defining parameter &80- string at a defined address

type** (eg $A)

0604 - low byte of address of second &81 - string variable (eg A$)

parameter

0605 - high byte of address of

second parameter

0606 - code defining parameter type
etc **

Figure 1 . Parameter block at &0600

100 T%=8.a011Zi;33
U0 fl»="flECDEFG"

130 CflLi- &FFEE, T/., fi*

l^tZ FDff LOC = «6ei0 TO «EE6
150 PRINT "'LOG
160 NEXT LDC
170 EMD

> ^'UM

:;00 PoiNT=80i.50
2ia FOR LOC^PDINT TO POINT+-"
22.a PRINT "L0C.^?LOC
230 NEXT LOC

JRUN

200 POINT=&.0EC&
210 FOR LOC^POINT TO POIIMT*C
220 PRINT "LDC. "?LaC
230 NEXT LOG

450
451
452
453

22
11
a

EC&
EC 7
Ece
EC9

200 PQINT=K0ECO
210 FOR LOC=PaiNT TO PDINT+E
220 PRINT "LOC, "^LOC.CHRSi ^LOCi
230 NEXT LDC

Figure 2. Parameter block contents after CALL

ECfl

ECB
ECC
ECD
ECE
ECF
EDQ

4in
i2B
43C

ii5E

ASF
a7G

stage process - finding the string

information block, and then the

value of A$. Within the original

program the value of A$ was

changed to illustrate that the string

information block is required for

determining the current length of

A$ as some of the previous version
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120 DIM BI!\iftRy~200
130 FOR Pnss-0 TO 2 STEP 2
140 P:':=:^BlNfiRY

iSSnOPT PPiSS

LDft RB0]
STPt &S0
LDfl 8502
STfi S.S1

LDY #3
LDPt a.S0") , Y
BTft LDC
JSR BTNO
DEY
BPL IMBYT
RTS

tt- ransf f r no i nter to page
1E0
170
1S0
130
200
210, NBYT
220
230
240
2^.0

2GP!

27'-0\

2S0\ Subroutine to outPut binar. contents of LQC

;count through S bits
'feed leftMost bit

i ri t o c a r r y

Iform flSCn for
forms fiSCn for 1

if carry set

400 LDC^P'/.
410 P-/.= pji+i

420 NEXT PFiSS
425 REM
430 REM TEST WITH SOME DflTfi
440 FOR I--1 TQ 3
450 READ NUMBERS.
4G0 CALL BINftRY, NUMBER-/.
4E5 PRINT NUMBER-/.

V 470 NEXT IY uouriT.s through 4 byte integer 430 DATA 9, &553E, -3
4S0 ENDBture -n tefriPor^Tvy location

output binary contents of '_ac

;9et next byte ?
i return to F^fiSIC

:ei0. BIND
?10. NBIT

330

LDX #S
RSL LOG

LDfi fta30
ADC #0

340

'G0
'70

;30T

JSP OSRSCT
DEX
BNE nb];t
RTS

Jget neKt bit

390 REM USE LOCflTTON AT END OF PROGRftM

> RUN
0E)B00000000000000000000000001 001
00000000000000010000000000000000
1 J. 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 11 1 1 J. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m. 1 i 1 1 1

>

> F-/.=373

>CflLL BINPlRY^F-/.

00000000000000000000000101 11 101 1>

9

6553E

HOME & BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

c?:o DB^d
Probably the widest selection*^—>of software available by mail order.

All the lop manufaciurers including Acorn Soft, UK (Sinclair), Superior Software, Bug Byte, Program Power, Hessel, Procyon.

Peeko Computer 9.95
Junior MaihsPack 6.84
Philosopher's Quesi 9.95
Planetoid 9.95
Meteors 9.95
Arcadians 9.95
Swoop 7.99
Chess Model B 7.99
Space Invaders Mod IBTh best 6.95
Atlantis — Superb fast Action 32K 6.95
Hyperdrive32K 5.95
Siratobomber 6.95

Send SAE lor full list.

HARDWARE EXPANSION
Sound pick-offmodule (simple to fit)

Amplificrand loudspeaker suitable for above

Light pen

X-Vdigiliser

6.95

37.50
34.50
80.00

r ^SUPER ACCESSORIES—
Cover PolycsterCoiion 3.97
Cover Soft PVC 4.45

Carrying Case for Computer, Cables, Cassette/
Disc Drive 55.20
Carrying Case a sofl supported nylon version

ofabove 23.00

BBC models A & B in stock:

A- £299 B-£399
1

DISK DRIVES FOR BBC
BBCIO0KSingledrive(Requiresdiscs(a)) 265.00
TORCH Z80 800K Disc pack includes Z80 proc'r
+ 64K(b) 897.00
BBC/LVL200KTwinDrive(al 397.00
TEAC200K Single Drive(a) 304.75
TEAC400K Twin Drive (a) 569.25
TEAC400K Single Drive (b) 396.75
TEAC800KTwinDnve(b) 711.85
Connecting cable for TEACdrivcN 17.25
(a) SCOTCH Singlesided discs Box of 10 28.75
(b)SCOTCH Doubiesided discs Boxof 10 39.80

-BBC UPGRADES
Full upgrade kit (fitting £31 .(K))

Discinterrace(fiiiing£i5-(X))

69.00
109.25

The above piitei arc VAT in.luiiv.

fSetiiritor delivery J for orders uthi

Ai;i;Mb and Bartlaytaid aicepled i

Add 1
1
on p&p Tor rdetilKlfm 1100.00 and £10.00

1 all ilcms cuepl BBC ampuleri

ELTEC COMPUTERS au
217 Manningham Lane, Bradford, BD8 7HH.

Tel (0274) 722512.
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is still in memory the characters

EFG,

iVIachine code routines that

make use of the parameter block

will probably transfer some or al! of

its contents to page locations

(&70 - &8F are sate to use). This

enables indirect indexed addressing

to be used for obtaining the current

values of any variables required.

In program 1 , the statement:

CALL BINARY, PARAM%

calls the machine code routine

Binary which prints out in binary

the value of the variato passed. It

has only one parameter and
transfers the pointer to it from the

parameter block to locations &80
and &81.

The machine code routine

Square in Program 2 behaves as an

additional graphics command for

drawing a square. It expects to

receive three parameters that

define the square:

CALLSQUARE,XCO_.ORD%,
YCO. ORD%,SIDE LENGTH%

The first two parameters are the

0080 - low and high bytes of

'active' pointer

0081
0082 (3)- start of copy of

parameter block

0083 - pointer to X co-ordinate

0084
0085 (4)

0086 - pointer to Y co-ordinate

0087
0088 (4)

0089 - pointer to length of

square

008A
008 B (4}

Figure 3. Locations &80 to &8B
as used by 'Square'

horizontal and vertical components
of the bottom left-hand corner of

the square to be drawn.

Subroutines are used by Square to

check there are three parameters;

that each is an integer variable;

and that each parameter value is

within a particular range. If an error

is found control returns to Basic,

printing out an error message on

the way.

The parameter block is transferred

in its entirety to &82 - &8B (figure

3). Locations &80 and &B1 are

used by several of the subroutines

as a pointer to the current variable

of interest.

The square is formed by the

equivalent of

PL0T4, X, Y
PLOT 1.0, L
PL0T1, L,0
PLOT 1,0, -L
PL0T1,-L,

These PLOT commands are

accomplished by streaming the

corresponding VDU command data

through the operating system

routine OSWI=lCH. A simple

demonstration program runs after

the program has been assembled.

Alternatively, once assembled,

squares can be drawn directly

using any call of the form:

CALL SQUARE,I%,J%,K%

so long as the integer variables

accompanying the CALL are

assigned.

Program 2, page 38 ^-

P.L. DIGITISER SYSTEM
Designed for use with the BBC Model B Microcomputer

•
"mm

ifi^ ^"^^^^^Sb^^sf ^"

-- ^'-'^itGifx'.-

1 1 ,1 i ' L .11 V :.iem enables you to reproduce complex pictures and
diagrams, or produce original designs, quickly, easily, and accurately.

The package consists of the 'Graphics Digitiser' incorporating a tracing pad
(mapped out by rectangular grid) 256mm 205mm and the 'Control

Program' [cassette tape or disk) which handles the information passed

from the digitiser to the microcomputer.

WIDE RANGE OF INSTRUCTION
BLOCKS. Instruction blocks

enable: boxes and circles of any
size to be constructed by specifying

two probe positions; filling area

with chosen colour; drawing of

irregular shapes using chosen
resolution: outlining defined area in

different colour and varying line

thickness; creating lines in

Horizontal, Vertical or Angled
modes, with parallel lines in repeat

or multiple repeat styles again in

selected thickness; write and
position text.

COMPLETE EDITING FACILITY.
Mistakes can immediately be erased

and rectified.

RELOCATION AND SCALE.
Images may be relocated simply by
inputting two probe positions and

scale may be increased or reduced
by making just two inputs.

STORAGE. Pictures may be saved
on cassette or disc file or

reproduced by a line printer.

FULL COLOUR. The range of

colour facilities offered by the BBC
micro is easily handled by the

Digitiser, in modes 4 and 5.

ACCURACY. The probe position is

continuously displayed on the

screen and fidelity of image to

original drawing is very accurate.

NO KNOWLEDGE OF BASIC
REQUIRED. Users can very easily

and quickly familiarise themselves
with the P.L. DIGITISER SYSTEM.

TM-B. S. Dollanmre Ltd, Castle Greslev,

Burton on Trmt, Staffs DEII 9HA.

relephone: Burtonun-Trent 10283) 2179D5

TO: B. S. Dollamore Ltd, Castle Gresley,

Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9HA
Please supply the following:

Qty Description Cost
P.L. DIGITISER £109.00

VALUE

Post & Packing

V.A.T. @ 15%
TOTAL

£4.00

Each Digitiser is supplied with cassette /disk' Control

Program, key card and comprehensive operating instruction

manual.

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £ or please charge on
Access/Visa Card

No

Signature

Name

Address

'Please delete.
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100 REM SQUARE COMMAND
110 MODE ^:ft£M DEMO PROGRAM RUNS IN1 0DE 4

120 OSURCH=SFFEE
150 DIM SQUARE 300
Ufl FOR PASS =0 TO 3 STEP 3
150 PK=SQUARE
160 tOPT PASS

jj^^ JSR TAfiGS ;test argurrier,

J'0
JSR TPARMS ;test individ

20a JSR P4Xy ;Piot 4,x,Y

210 LOX #6
220 JSR POINT ;po-int to L

, "I ,

'SR P10L ;sequence PLo
t ',0,L and Plot 1,L,0

„
^^^

,

JSR MINUS ;for™, negativ
e of value pointed to CD

250 JSR PiBL ;sequence Plo
t 1,0, -L and Plot 1,-L,0

260 JSR MINUS ;restore L topos 1 t 1 ve

J

"^ "TS ;back to BASI

2S0 \

r h^! .^ f''^:"^'"^ '° transfer paramete
r block to 882 on-ards

300 \

310 .TRANS LOX *<10 ;(ength of parameter block
320 .N8YT LDA 60600,

X

330 STA 882,

X

340 DEx
350 BPL NBrT
360 RTS
370 \ Subroutine to set up 880 881 topoint to Integer uariable
380 \ on entry X reg; 0-X 3-Y 6-L
390 \

400 .POINT LDA 883,

X

410 STA 880
420 INX
*30 LDA 883,

X

440 STA 881
450 RTS
460 \

470 \ Subroutine to test each individual parameter value
480 \

490 .TPARMS LDX #0 ;point to X500 JSR TPRAM
510 LDX #5 ;now r
520 JSR TPRAM

l^« LDX #6 ;and L
540 JSR TPRAM
550 RTS
5 60 \

570 \ Sobroutine to test that there are 3 arguments
580 \ and that each is integer £4)

600 .TARGS LDA 882

,gs^®
^'^P " ;check no. of a

^^20 BNE ERRR
3"" ^^^ ;set X and r to

640 TAV
650 LDA #4
660 .TTYP CMP S82,X
6^0 SNE ERRR
680 INX
690 INX
700 INX
710 DEV
''20 BNE TTYP
730 RTS
740 \

750 \ Subro^jtine to test parameter vaLues are m the range
76B

\ -32768 to +32767 x reo set for POINT on entry ^
7 70 \

780 .TPRAM JSR POINT ;tests thathigh order bytes
'^esis that

f/'" . . "-"^ "^ '^'^ both 8ff or both see
S00 LDA <880),y
810 iNY
828 EOR C880),

Y

850 BNE ERRR

840 RTS
6 50 ^

^
860 \ ERROR routine - returns to BASI

870 \

880 .ERRR PLA

, f'^
PLA ;fetch subroutine

return address off stack
900 LDX #0
910 .GCHR LDA MESG,X
920 JSR OSWRCH
950 INX
9*0 CMP (/&0D
958 BNE GCKR
960 RTS
9 70 \

980 \ Subroutine to negate the low byres or integer pointed to
990 \

1000 .MINUS LDY ne
1010 LDA (880),

Y

1020 EOR #SFF
103B CLE
1040 ADC #01
1050 STA (880), Y
1060 INY
10?B LDA (880), Y
108B EOR »SFF
1090 ADC 000 ;add in any carry from lower byte
1100 STA ie80),Y
1110 RTS
1120 \

1130 \ Subroutine to send PLOT 4 x Y a
s WDU command
1140 \

1150 .P4XY LDA ((819
1 160 JSR OSWRCH
1170 LOA #4
1180 JSR OSUHCH

Jo'; bytes
''' "' ^''' UP pointer

1200 jsr point

o^osSrch
''' ''''' '''"' ' ^^^- ^

]i\l
LOX #5 ..point to Y1230 JSR POINT

1 240 JSR SEN02
1250 RTS
1 260 \

1270 \ Subroutine to send low order bytesofinteger
1280 \

1290 .SEND2 LOY #0
1300 .NBYT LOA (880),

Y

1310 JSR OSWRCH
1320 INY
1330 CPY #2
1 340 BNE NBYT
1350 RTS
1360 \

1370 \ Subroutine to send the sequence380 V PLOT 1,B,L and PLOT l,L,0'as^u.
es L pointed at
1390 \

1400 .P10L LDA #819
1410 JSR OSWRCH
1^20 LDA tfl

1430 jsH OSWRCH
1440 LOA #0
1450 JSR OSWRCH
1460 LDA #0
1470 JSR OSWRCH
1480 JSR SEND2
1490 LDA #819
1500 JSR OSWRCH
1510 LDA in
1 520 JSR OSWRCH
1530 JSR SEND2
1540 LDA fl0

1 550 JSR OSWRCH
1560 LDA #0
1 570 JSR OSWRCH
1580 RTS
1590 3

1600 M£SG=PX

U2S irA%:ir'''
^^^^^^ A^g^^ents-

1630 REM A SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION
1640 CLG
1650 HX=5 00: VZ=20B:LXs900
1660 REPEAT
1670 HX = H%*7;V!il = V!!*5:LZ =L2-2B
1680 CALL SQUARE, HZ, VX.LX
1690 UNTIL L5; = -700
1700 END
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SIR Computers Ltd

CARDIFF

Agents for Acorn, BBC and TORCH Computers

BBC Microcomputers
Model A with 32K RAM and VIA £339.00

Model A wilb 32K RAM, VIA and |oystick pprl £354,00

Model B £399.00

Model 8 with disc interface £509.00

1.2 operating system ROMs available now
Single lOOK disc drive £249.0(1

Dual 2xlOOKdisc drive £389.00

The disc manual and utilities disc are both included.

Disc interface for the BBC Micro (kit) £ 95,00

(fitted! £110.00

Upgrade of BBC Model A to B £ 90,00

Please lelephone for up to dale inlbrmalion on Prestel, Teletext, speech

synthesis, second processors, etc,

TORCH Computers

Z-80 Disc Pack lor the BBC Microcomputer £895.00

This unit connects to the BBC Micro in the Siime way as a normdl dis<

drive, i)ul as well as offering a dual 2 : 400K ilist drive for use under BBC

BASIC or other languages it provides the uplion of using the wide range

ol CP/M software available for business and data processing a pplic.it ions.

The firmware supplied with the machine allows switching between BASIC

and CPN. a powerful operating system developed from CP/M 2.2.

In addition to the disc pack a second processor is supplied. This is a Z-

aOA with its own 64K RAM card, communicating with the 6502A in the

BBC computer through the Tube', Typicallv the speed of execut>on of

programs under the twin-processor system is increased by up to 50%

compared with a convenlional single-processor computer.

A ihifd processor, the 16 bit 680O0, will shortly be available.

TORCH CF240 £2795.00

(Ex, VAT)

This an extension of the BBC microcomputer/Torch disc pack system,

available in a single unit. The computer toniains a BHC-based peripheral

processor connected to the main Z-80 computer, a dual 2x400K disc

drive as described above, a high resolution (80 character) colour monitor

and a complete British Telecom approved 1200 baud modem. It is the only

microcomputer which has been granted permission for direct connection

to the Public Swicthed Telephone Network both in the UK and the United

States.

The TORCH can communicate either directly with another TORCH or

with virtually any other ty])e of computer via Prestel. Using the Gateway

facility of Prestei it is possible for the TORCH to access vast amounts ol

information stored by private organisations on public database systems.

The Mailbox facility of Prestel also allows the use of electronic mail.

TORCH CH240/10 As above but with a 10 MB hard disc drive.

TORCH CH240/21 As above bu! with a 21 MB hard disc drive.

Peripherals

Seikosha CP lOOA printer .,. i229.O0

Epson MX 80 F/T type 3 printer -. £389.00

NEC PC 8023 printer £389.00

Microvilec 14" RGB Monitor £299,00

Kaga 12" RGB Monitor £280.00

Sanyo 14" RGB Monitor £260.00

High resolution 12" black/green monitor £ 85.00

Software

We curienlly hold in stock programs from the tollowing suppliers:

Acornsoft Level 9 Software

A & F Software Molemerx

Bug Byte MP Software

Computer Concepts Program Power

Digital Fantasia Salamander Software

Golem Software for All

l|K Software Superior Software

Wordwise word processing ROMs now in stock.

Unfortunately we are unable to supply software by mail except as part

of a larger order.

Delivery by Interlink of any of the above items £ 10,00

Un/ess olherwi^f staled alt prices inc/udc VAT.

SIR Computers Ltd
91 Whitchurch Road

Cardiff

Telephone (0222) 21341

AJSOFTWAKB
for BBC

Ihe Record Changer' 32K £19.95 Cots. £24.95 Disc.
for Indexing, membership lists, directories. Inven-
tories, budgeting, ete.. etc

doni buy a database In the dark —
check tt>e spec!

* Visible Hie — Scroll around ttie file UP/ODWN/
SIDEWAYS by function keys

* RILL scum UPDATE — Use cursor to overtype:
chdrdcter INSERT/DELETE within field; ERASE rest of
field; TAB from field to field, etc.

* Sort — on character and nurinerlc fields

* Search— tor a nrxitch on field contest

* Select — select records satisfying conditions on
one or nx>re fields; or manually

* Total — total nunr>erlc fields ol SELECTED records

* ArHtwrwIlc — comblr>e one or more fields of your
SELECTED records with any arithmetic expression:
put tt^ result In any numeric field

* Print — print your SELECTED records with pagi-
nation

* Up to a 1000 records, (typically 330 at length 40)

* Up to 20 fields, number of decimal places can be
specified tor numeric fields

* UHllty — to ADD/CHANGE/DELETE fields

TTie Wordsmlth' 32K for Centronlct 737/739
£19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

For Reports. Essays. Thesis, efc., etc.

Forget control codes — let 'Wordsmtth'
realise your printer's potentkal

• Full Screen text editor with wordsplll

• Unlimited document size

• Paae numberlr^g, headlr^gs, footings, margins.
Indentation

• Full Support for proportional, mono, condensed,
elongated and underlined printing

• Right lustlficatlon maintained even when mixing
proportional, corxjensed. elongated on same Ilr>e

Simple Word Processor 32K
£9.45 Cass. £14.95 Disc.
Simple to use: allows you to set marglrw. justify text,

Insert arxJ delete lines of text, set page length or
force a page, variable TAB, Multiple copies. Save
text on cassette or disc. View text formatted before
printing. Wor1<s with any printer.

Optk>ns Tknetoble 32K
£it.95 Coss. £19.95 Disc.
A must tor every secortdory sctK)ol. This programme
t>elps with ttie timetabling of pupils 3rd year optton
choices, Try the effect of any charges to your
Options Timetable and let tt^ micro do oil ttie

donkey vw>rt<. Has been In use for the last three years
In a 6 form entry comprehensive using a CBM 3032

—

now runs even faster on tt>e BBC Model B.

Not only Itw cheapest, but Itte best
Switchable 14" RGB Monitor/Colour TV
£250 Inc. VAT and cable, £8.00 carr

Royalties for quality software

All prices VAT Inclusive

AJ Vlsk>n Service Ltd
61JeddoRoad
London W12 9ED
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electronic monitor manufacturer

THE CE370A

NEW R.G.B.

COLOUR MONITOR

£199.50

* Quality

* Reliability

" Manufactured in Britain 100%
* A moulded case with carrying handle
* Meets British standard safety regulations (BS415)
* Automatic black level compensation for tube ageing
* Muliard AX37^590x Tube
* Power consumption 60w
CABEL offers you a new high quality 14" inch colour monitor

The case has been designed with safety upmost in our minds.

This advanced model cuts the component count and incorporates the most sophisticated parts

on the market today.

Using the MULLARD AX tube, which gives perfect colour registration with reliable and stable

operation. Automatic drift (Black level) compensation adjusts automatically with the ageing of

the tube.

All this and many other features, including years of experience in the data display industry and
backed up by our 2 year guarantee.

We GUARANTEE long service and reliability.

Price £199.50 + VAT Includes R.G.B. Lead

DEALER ENQUIRIES AND EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME
CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER, OR FOR FAST DELIVERY, RING US WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD
NUMBER

Factory Office

Unit 15

Whitegate Industrial Estate

Whitegate Road
Wrexham LL1 1 1AY

Tel 0978 350345

Lloyds Bank Chambers,
The High Street,

Tewkesbury,

Gloucestershire

Tel 021-308 7075
Telex 339671 ALD FAB

^ i-B e/ecfron/c

Registered No. 1370335
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FOR
THE BBC MICRO

1

REGISTERED REFERRAL BRITAIN'S LARGEST SINGLE
CENTRE FOR THE BBC PROJECT -MICRO USER GROUP

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 15,000
15,000 members can't be wrong — BEEBUG provides the best support for the BBC Micro.
BEEBUG Magazine—NOW 56 PAGES including new Product Guide Supplement— devoted
exclusively to the BBC Micro.
Programs— Hints & Tips— Major Articles— News— Reviews— Commentary.
PLUS members discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members Software Library.

10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982. Reprints of all issues available to members.

SCREEN SHOTS FROM PROGRAMS
IN BEEBUG MAGAZINE

BEEBMAZE
FEBRUARY
1983

WINDY FIELDS
FEBRUARY
1983

RACER
NOVEMBER
1982

ENVELOPE
EDITOR
NOVEMBER 1982

SPACE
CITY
DECEMBER
1982

May Issue: Careers. Bomber, Chords, Spiral and more. Plus articles on
Graphics, Writing Games Programs, and Using the Assembler.
June Issue: Mazetrap, Mini Text Editor, Polygon; plus articles on

upgrading. The User Pon, TV set and Monitor review, Graphics part II, More
Assembler Hints, Structuring in BBC Basic, plus BBC Bugs.

July Issue BEEB INVADERS and other programs-plus articles on
using the Teletext mode, BBC cassette bugs fix. Software Review, using user
defined keys. More on structuring in Basic. Using the User Port, and many
hints and tips.

September Issue: High/Low Card Game, and Hangman Programs.
Articles on Logic on the Beeb, Debugging, Moving multicoloured characters,

creating new colours, Operating system 1.1. PlusPostbag, Hints and Tips, and
Procedure Library.

October Issue: Program Features: Alien Attack; Calendar Generator;

Union Jack; Memory Display utility. Pius articles on Beebugging; Improving
Key Detection; Acorn Press Release on 0.S.H.2; and Issue II Basic; The Tube
and Second Processor Options; or New Series for less experienced users; and
Software Reviews,

November Issue: Program Features: Racer (excellent 16K racing car

game), Mini Text Editor (Mk2), Transparent Loader, Music with Memory,
Harmonograph Emulator. New Character set for Modes 2 £f 5; and cassette

block-zero — bug retrieve. Plus articles on sound and envelope design-
includes indispensable envelope editor program; Debugging Pan 3. BBC
Basics — Memory Maps and addressing explained; Serial Printer Port

(RS423) and RGB upgrade. Plus a large number of Hints it Tips, and a guide

to our past issues and their contents.

Dec/Jan Issue: Program Features: Space City (invader-type game),
Breakout, Artist (Joystick painting ptograml; Rescue (miraculously retrieves

programs after bad loading or 'Bad Program' message); and Pack —

a

program to compact Basic programs. PLUS Disc System Review, Software
reviews — including Wordwise, Book reviews, Adding Joystick interface to

model A; How to access the video controller chip; and ideas for the newcomer;
plus a new crop of Hints and Tips.

)Februarv]lssue:|P/"ogramFeah/res; BEEBMAZE — Find your way through the

random maze, guided by 3P views from inside the maze — an excellent game.
FIVE-DICE- A Beeb implementation of YAHTZEE(R). a novel dice game. Also a

listingofWINDY FIELD -a creation from Acornsoft.SPIROPLOTscreendood-
ler, and a complete memory display program in a user key. Plus Machine Code
Screen Dumps for the Epson and Seikosha Phnters; articles on USING FILES,
lOEASON ANIMATION (IncludingaRotatingCubeprogram), an Introduction to

the Use of Procedures, a Survey of Books on the BBC Micro, and a Roundup of

DiscSystem Hints. PLUS 3 variety of HINTS. TIPS ANDINFO.includingasingle
VDU commandtoperformaSIDEWAYSSCROLL, WIN ACOLOUR MONITOR,
WORDWISE WORD PROCESSORS AND ACDRNSOFT GRAPHICS BOOKS
IN OURTHIRDSOFTWARECOM PETITION,

STOP PRESS
BEEBUG has negotiated a deal with ACORN over the new 1.2

OPERATING SYSTEM ROM. BEEBUG members Bra offered the ROM
at around half-price. See BEEBUG Feb issue for details.

BEEBUGSOFT: BEEBUG SOFTWARE LIBRARY
offers members a growing range of software from

£3.50 per cassette.
1. Starfire (32K). 2. Moonlander (16K). 3D Noughts and Crosses (32K). 3.

Shape Match n6KI. Mindbender (16K). 4. Magic Eel (32K). 5. Cylon Attack
(32KI.6. Astro-Tracker (32K).

Utilities: 1. Disassembler (16K). Redefine I16KI. Mini Text Ed (32K).
Applications; 1. Superplot (32K).

2, Masterfile(32K).

13% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
ON THE EXCELLENT WORDWISE
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE-
THIS REPRESENTS A SAVING OF

OVER £5.00.

Send £1.00 & SAE for Sample
Membership: UK 5.40 for six months, 9.90 for one year.

Overseas one year only: Europe £16.00, Middle East £19.00, Americas & Africa £21.00, Other Countries £23.00
Make cheque to BEEBUG and send to: BEEBUG Dept 13, 374 Wandsworth Rd, London SW8 4TE

Send editorial material to; The Editor, BEEBUG, PO BOX 50, St. Albans, Herts AL1 2AR
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BEEB FORUM

IAN BIRNBAUM sets out to

improve your programming
techniques on the BBC
micro.

He will answer reader's

questions in this column and
develop their ideas - as well

as giving some of his own.
But the real aim is for readers
to provide the questions and
the answers.

At least £5 will be paid for

any tip published, with £10
for those which merit a one-
star award and £20 for real

humdingers!
The idea must be original

and be described clearly and
fully. It should not have been
published before.

Your contribution should
be typed or printed, with any
substantial listings on
cassette, but only included to

make a point.

Send your hints or

questions to BBC Forum,
Acorn User, 53 Bedford
Square, London WC1 B 3DZ.
Please include a self-

addressed envelope if your
contribution Is to be
returned. We cannot answer
letters individually, but a
cross-section of common and
interesting points will be
covered.

TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER -T
I transfer programs from tape to

disc is easy:

*TAPE, LOAD""*DiSC, SAVPPROG"

However, with a lot of programs on
one tape, this can be speeded up.

Program 1 will load an entire tape
onto disc automatically. Once set

up, it can be left to make the

transfer itself. What's more, it is not

even necessary to type in the
names of the programs to be
transferred.

Type in program 1 , and press the

red function key fO. Set up the tape
recorder, load the tape, rewind it

and press play on the tape
recorder. Finally, put the desired

disc into the drive. That's all there is

to it!

Here's how the program works,

*FX 138,0,128 puts the ASCII code
128 into the keyboard buffer. This

is the code generated by fC. Once

lOPRQCTESTsEND
20DEF PROCTEET
30PR.TNT-^256!K^.^5f'^'4

40CLEAR
50PRINT'"256!K?54V4
60ENDPRrJC
Program 2a.

10B0SIJB20sEND
20PRINT'"??.25
30CLEAR
40PRTNT''"?^<25
IriORETURM
Program 2b.

this key is pressed, it will continue

to call itself until Escape is

pressed. After loading the program
from tape the rest of the code reads

the name {or the first seven letters

of the name) and saves the

program with that name (stored in

A$) on disc.

^^'i: ."!Pt:M*FX13S,0,12S;MCLSIMLu.""|^
y*:.„ .

/-"^""- -^-^'-"-'-I-/-=0= REP. A«=A«+CHR* (J

SAVE A*[M

Program 1

.

.UTO-DESTRUCT EARNS IAN COPESTAKE £20
Programs written for other
people to use must be able to

handle the deviant behaviour
pattern known as 'pressing
Escape by mistake'.

In operating system 1 .0,

*FX229,1 should take care of

the problem. Those of us with
0.1 systems could try using:

ON ERROR GOTO ERL

but this wilt not always jump
back to the right part of a multi-

statement line, and it fatts

down completely if Escape is

pressed during a loop or a
procedure {User Guide pp 149,

{ 309).

I

The foHowing program line

t
provides a solution. Insert it

\ near the beginning of your
i program, after you have

finished de-buggmg.

20 DIMP%1:?514=P%:?515
=P%DIV256:[OPTO:RTS:j
*K.10 IMM

To test this out, add
following lines and run:

the

30 REPEAT PROC%
40 UNTIL FALSE
50 END
60 DEFPROCx:FOR A=0 TO
9:PRINTA;:F0R B=1 TO
1000:NEXT,:ENDPROC

Escape never causes the
program to lose its place, and
you will have to press Break to

get out of it. The *KEY10
defmitaon means that after

Break, the program has
apparently disappeared. It

cannot be listed, and OLD wilt

not help.

However, most of it is still in

memory, and a recovery routine

(such as that published in

December's Acorn User) would
bring it back from the dead. To
prevent this, delete *K.10 1:IM
and enter a separate line:

10*K.10 Z%=&E00:REP.
!Z%=0:Z%=2%+4:U.FA.IM

When this is RUN, pressing
Break wilt cause the program
to self-destruct. A program
protected in this way is almost
impossible to list, once it has
been run.

In passing, note the comma
in 'NEXT,'. It is short for 'NEXT
B,A' - a syntax not mentioned
in the User Guide. The B loop
is just to slow things down.
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HE EASY WAY
lOREPEAl
20PFaMT'^'?S,24
30CLEAF^
4opr:i:nt'^^?s.24

souMnij-HLSi::;:
Program 2 c.

lOFOR I %::::: i TO K)
20PRXjsJT??.26/l5
30CL.EAR
4or>R;i:NT?g.26/is

Program 2d.

if a load error occurs from tape,

no further programs will be loaded,

since a search wiil be made for the

rest of the program. This can be

averted using *OPT2,0 before

starting, but there is then a danger

of saving a faulty program. In

general, hou^ever, the 'bad program'

message will occur and this

program will not be saved (this

does not stop the rest of the

programs being loaded, and saved,

however).

Although this process is used to

maximum effect when transferring

programs from a single tape, it can

also be used to load frqm several

tapes. In this case, you will have to

change the tapes manually, but the

rest is still automatic.

As a final point, don't forget files

can be renamed after being saved

on disc using *RENAME.

UNEXPECTED RESULT

Type X=3;PRINT -X 2 into your

computer, but before you do write

down the answer you expect. Now
see what the computer gives. This

discrepency is not in accordance
with the dictates of algebraic logic :

-32 should be -9; It is {-3)2 which is

9.

The reason is that the unary

operator 'minus' takes precedence
over all binary operators, including

exponentiation. This in turn owes its

existence to the way negative

numbers are stored and manipulated

at machine code level. The
consequences are worth bearing in

mind, especially when EVAL is

applied to input from users.

BEEB FORUM

CLARIFYING CLEAR

AND ONE PROBLEM

OVER TO YOU
Two interesting letters this month,

Timothy Matsell of Lincoln

writes: 'While writing a program
for the BBC micro it was
necessary for a procedure to

contain the command CLEAR.
When the program was executed
the procedure was called and
executed perfectly, but stuck at

the line containing the Basic

instruction ENDPROC. I have
also found that CLEARing within

a subroutine produces the

message 'No gosub' on exit. I

presume the return address has
been cleared from the stack. Am
I correct, and should it happen?
I have the 0.1 operating system
and wonder if the 1 .2 system will

perform similarly.'

The first thing to say is that

this effect must be independent
of the operating system in use.

CLEAR is a Basic statement and
so the way it Is interpreted

depends upon how the Basic

language ROM interprets it, and
not on the OS ROM in use.

What happens when CLEAR is

executed is that all the following

pointers are re-initialised: top of

variables (stored in 2,3); bottom
of Basic stack (stored in 4,5);

number of nested REPEATS
(stored in &24); number of

nested GOSUBs (stored in &25);

and number of nested FOR/NEXT
loops (stored in &26). Programs
2a to 2d make this clear. This is

obviously a deliberate implemen-
tation on Acorn's part, though
not a particularly helpful one. It

would be enough to reset the

top of variables, I would have
thought.

Paul Hopkins of Hove wanted to

know the best way to tell a

program when each vertical

synchronisation signal Is sent to

the television. As he says, this

would be useful for machine
code graphics programs where
animation is involved. The best

answer we receive to this from
readers will be published here in

Beeb Forum, so let's hear from
you.

1 280 bits

2700 bits

5120 bits

9100 bits

20.480 bits

Have you guessed yet? Turn to

page 53 for the answer.
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BIG IN LITTLE
COMPUTERS

We probably carry the best stock of

games and programming software for the

BBC that you'll find anywhere

including the full range ofAcornsoft. BBCsoft
andmany independent companies

1 1 (L UIUL U I nLIIL ^

62 Kensington ffigh St. London W8.

ugvyfe^ossetfes
& the BBC micro -made for each other

£7.50 £7.50

£9.50

The BBC Microcomputer is

made to excel, macJe to do o lot

more than market forces

demand, and certainly more

than other manuracturers seem
to appreciate.

With that some progressive

attitude, Bug- Byte nave

produced four superlotive new
programs, all of which are

designed to use the facilities of

the BBC Micro as no others can

Galaxy Wars, City Defence,

Space Invaders and Music

SynlhesEzer are exciting,

innovative, absorbing and

educational They njn on BBC
Model B or Expanded Model A,

and will work with all current

BBC ROMS
See the full range of Bug-

Byte cossettes at larger

branches of Boots, W H Smith,

Micro- C, Spectrum, Laskys or

your nearest Computer Dealer

~"^ SOFTWARE ij^
£ 7.50 1 00 ''^^ Albany, Old Holl Sireel,

Liverpool L3 3AB

001 INVADERS - High quolity full feature
orcode 5t;^le Spate Invoder game, written ir
machine code, using Mode 1 colour ijraphics,
sojnd envelopes. Hi score, mystery ship,
bonu; bose, odwunclrin/ntilk ing aliens.

004 BLACKJACt; - Jusl like the orcade game
DISASSEMBLER - Restores assembler code
TEXTPRO - Te.t processor offerirg text
scrolling, editing, jus t i f icot ion

,

tnpe routines, printer comraonds, etc.

PRESENTS

4 BRILLIANT NEW SOFTWARE TAPES for the

BBC Mitro (32KJ - ir you're looking For

COMPUTER SHOWPIECES - Look no further!

® ORDERS SENT BY RETURN POST

® REAL TIME GAMES HAVE JOYSTICK OPTION

® EACH TAPE COSTS JUST ES-9S inclusive

Software invasion, 50 Elborough St.,
Southfields, LONDON SW1B iDN.

Pleose send the following programs at
E4-95 eoch inc.

In

Go
Ap
Bi

Di

vude
lQ.;i

olio
ockj
soss

cheq

5

( ) 003
( ) 004 ^k, T

mbler

e/P.O

"tpCQ

I enclo for £

Post c

003 APOLLO - Lunor Lander with a differenc
4 stage gome comprising Orbit, Long range.
Mid range, detoiled londing. Limited fuel.
Hall of fame, sound, moon wolk etc,

00! GALAXIAN - Another top quality full
feoture arcode st^le game using machine code,
vivid Model colour, moving stars. Hi score,
bonus ship, flogships, up to 5 swooping
liens. Enciling hut tosteful sound effects.
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Figure 1 . This pattern is made up of
triangles and rotated. Pupils must
first define a triangle and a diamond.
The pattern then can be drawn with a
simple program viz:

REPEAT 4
TRIANGLE
LEFT 45
DIAMOND
LEFT 45
AGAIN

Such analytical strategy is not only a
sound approach to programming a
computer, but also a problem solving

skill of much more general
applicability.

PROGRAMMING-
HOW TO FACE THIS
DIFFICULT ISSUE
Heather Govier discusses
how primary children should learn

to program and whether the
right tools are available

* 1'^aA

AA5
Healher Govier is microelectronics advisor for the London borough of Croydon. Series consultant is Paul McGee.
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A% computer program is a

sequence of instructions which
gives anyone who has a computer
control over it. The question faced
by primary schools is whether
pupils should be given this control

through: already-written software;

programming languages designed
for primary pupils; a general

purpose programming language
like Basic.

At present, much work in

schools is based solely on pupils'

enthusiasm for computers, without

any underlying philosophy or

planned progression, but it is

important that the teaching of

programming should not be
approached in such an unco-
ordinated manner.

Pupils will need to learn to use
computers, but not all will need to

program them. Among the reasons

for pupils learning to program are:

• to produce programs which
perform some useful task that

would be unduly tedious

otherwise:

• to help pupils appreciate the

power and limitations of the

computer;

• to provide new tools for thinking;

• to aid the teaching of work
related to computers and
information technology.

It is not clear that these objectives

will be met by teaching the type of

Basic available on most micros,

100
110
120
130
1 40
150
160
1 70

J

REM ADDRESS
REM TO PRINT HY ADDRESS
CLS

"~

PRINT TAB(6,8)-JAS0N GUZIKOWSKI"FR INI rAB(7,10)M25, MEADOW VAI E"FR1N1 TAB (8, 12) "COULSDON"
RKINT TAB(9, 14) "SURREY OR^ -ijR-

A S N G U Z I K W S K I

12 5, MEADOW VALE
COULSDON

f^i U R R E Y C R ::>

although BBC Basic is better than
most. Primary pupils and many
secondary pupils, will probably
gain more from using a language
such as Logo which concentrates

on the problem-solving aspect at

the expense of detailed syntax.

However, structured languages,

including structured Basic, will

probably be used in secondary
schools.

I eachers in primary schools will

face difficulties as parents suggest
there ought to be more programming
teaching, particularly if this skill is

possessed by some parents and
pupils who have computers at

5 J R

home. Many pnmary pupils are

keen and ready to learn

programming and certain pupils

manage extraordinarily well. However,
the development of skills of a small

minority can have adverse effects

on other pupils. The school's

problem is deciding what resources

to commit to this activity when it is

robbing other pupils of the

teacher's time and energy.

Many primary teachers will not

feel confident or competent to

teach programming, which could
have an adverse effect on pupils.

So organising a computer club may
make it possible for pupils who
wish to learn to program to do so
without effecting others.

Oecondary schools use computers
to teach computer studies, usually

from the fourth year upwards and it

is unlikely that most will have
sufficient computers to teach
computing to all pupils in the first

three years. Bearing this in mind, it

could be difficult if pupils arrive

from primary school with program-
ming skills to find no outlet for

them in secondary schools. It might

be more valuable for the pnmary
school to develop some more
generally worthwhile educational

activities and leave the teaching of

programming languages to second-
ary schools. There is also a danger
ol a recurrance of the problems
with mathematics - pupils being
wrongly taught concepts, particularly

set theory, and then having to be
untaught it in secondary school
before they can start on the correct
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notation and methodology.

The arguments about Basic are

complicated because it means
different things to different people.

Early versions of the language are

extremely unsophisticated, and the

user sometimes has to fiddle about

with machine code via peeks and
pokes. Primary school pupils

should certainly not have to learn

to program at this level. Some
computers, such as the BBC micro

have a very sophisticated Basic

which although not fully structured,

does offer pupils the chance to

write ordered programs.

The great advantage of Basic is

its availability. It seems likely that

many pupils will have access to, or

own, a computer at home, They will

therefore expect to learn the

languages available on these

machines, and to many parents it

may seem strange if school

prepares them for something else.

A.]so, there are different levels at

which programming can be
understood by such pupils. They
may simply wish to be able to read,

understand and where necessary

make minor alterations to programs,

or at the other extreme the pupil

may expect to be able to design a

program starting from outline

specification. Even at the level of

reading a program it becomes
particularly difficult to cope with all

the dialects of Basic. Although

many keywords are the same in

most variations, interesting features

such as graphics are often

performed by functions specific to

the machine. The BBC computer is

particularly bad in this respect

because it has a string of VDU
commands that are totally incom-

prehensible in other Basics.

Another great advantage of Basic,

and its disadvantage in the long

term, is that it is apparently easy to

start programming. Years of

experience have shown that almost

anyone can start to write programs

after a very short time, but this

leads to great difficulties as initial

success is frequently bought at the

price of sloppy thinking and bad
habits. An analogy is the art of

essay writing where it is easy to

write thoughts In a fairly random
sequence when the piece of work

is small, but much more detailed

planning is needed when a longer

piece of work is required. Teaching

correct forms of programming can
often be slow and tedious, and in

primary schools there are not many
people whose interest would be in

such formal programming rather

than in using the computer in a

straightforward way.

I he second difficulty to be faced

by primary teachers is the absence
of books on programming at the

right level, The problem of dialects

has been mentioned and books
tend to be written for particular

machines. Many authors hope to

produce different versions of their

book for different micros and tend

to write in a limited subset of ail the

dialects, often concentrating on the

least interesting features of each.

Most books are not produced
specifically for schools, but are

written for enthusiastic amateurs

who can be assumed to have high

standards of literacy and certainly

be highly motivated. This will lead

to difficulties when the activity has

to be organised in groups. As there

is no agreed method of teaching

programming, it is unlikely that

anyone in the near future will

develop teaching materials specif-

ically related to primary schools

which will be consistent with

secondary schools.

There is much discussion in the

academic world about the wisdom
and desirability of using flowcharts,

decision tables or structure

diagrams as aids to programming,

Many of the ideas encompassed in

structured programming seem
sophisticated and would appear

complex to a primary teacher.

M,lost computers come with a

Basic interpreter in ROM so it is

not possible to use a compiler. The
immediate feedback from an

interpreter can be helpful to the

novice although many computers
give extremely unhelpful diagnostic

error messages. Several systems

either give an error number which

forces the pupil to refer to an

incomprehensible manual, or merely

give a response such as 'Syntax

error'. The effect of this is not hard

to imagine and the early teaching

100
U0
120
130
140
1S0
160
170
180
190

REM TABLES
REM TO CALCULATE TABLES.
CLS
PRINT
INPUT "WHICH TABLE (1-12)
PRINT
FOR N-1 TO 12
PRINT N*T
NEXT N
END

T

WHICH TABLE
< 1 - 1 2 ) ? 6

6
1 2
1 a
'? 4
Ol

3 6
4 2
4 8
5 4
6
6 6
7 7
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100 REM DRAWirgG
110 REM TO DRAW A DOG120 MODE 1

130 MOVE 300,2(?)0
140 DRAW 400,200
1:^0 DRAW 400,350
160 DRAW 700,350
170 DRAW 700,200
180 DRAW 800,200
190 DRAW 800,500
'200 DRAW 950,500
210 DRAW 950,650
220 DRAW 700,650
230 DRAW 700,500
240 DRAW 350,500
250 DRAW 350,600
260 DRAW 300,600
270 DRAW 300,200
280 END

"

1

1

of programming with such unsatis-

factory software aids may be
harmful for the pupils. Although a
compiler may be more difficult to

use, it does impose more discipline

on the user and prevents

fundamentally wrong programs
from starting. Even more satisfactory

is the use of software, which gives

easily understood messages when
syntax errors are made.

I he turtle-graphics of Logo
provide a better medium than Basic

for teaching young children about
programming. There are a number
of reasons why this is true, the most
important of which is immediate

feedback, When a simple program
or procedure is typed into the

computer there is often an

immediate graphical response to

each line of the procedure. Thus
pupils can immediately spot errors.

Debugging is straightforward and
the thinking processes involved are

kept as simple as possible.

This is in stark contrast to a
Basic program which must be
typed in full before being run. Any
logical error is likely to mean the

program simply will not run. Undei
such circumstances there will be
few clues as to where the problem
lies, or what its nature is.

The immediate response of Logo
is an aid to debugging and a great

motivator, Children can make the

computer respond by typing in just

a single instruction and the

graphical result is particularly

dramatic. There is also no need for

pupils to learn a new language to

program in Logo. The commands
are everyday words with their

everyday meanings, even five year

olds can use the words. In the

better versions of Logo there is no
complex syntax to learn and typing

mistakes produce sensible error

messages. For example if a pupil

types the command Foorward 60,

the response will come:

'I do not know how to

FOORWARD'

Again the mistake is easily found.

Not only is it easy to start with

Logo, it is also easy to progress
towards more sophisticated pro-

grams. Use of repeat loops,

procedures and variables can be
introduced in a systematic way,
preferably in response to the needs
of the pupils. Thus comments that it

is tedious to type the same
instructions over and over again
(when drawing a square for

example) could lead to the

introduction of REPEAT Similarly

a desire to 'make the house
smaller' to draw a street is an ideal

stimulus for the pupils to learn

about editing and variables.

B<because it is based on
procedures, Logo has good
structure and its use can develop
sound programming habits. Pupils

can be taught, in the early stages,

the need to break down a problem
into its constituent parts and to

tackle these elements one at a time

(figure 1).

The pictorial nature of turtle

graphics means good habits of

planning can be developed. In the

early stages, pictures and patterns

can be drawn on squared paper

and the procedures to produce
them worked out before coming to

the keyboard. Later, the drawing
stage may be omitted, but habits of

thinking through the problem and
analysing the constituent parts

while away from the computer can
still be encouraged. This may be an
essential approach if congestion at

the keyboard is to be avoided.

As many pupils are unlikely to

continue programming in later life,

it is important that the teaching of

programming develops skills in

other subjects. It is easy to see how
Logo can benefit maths, for

example, because in the planning

stage pupils will need to use
protractors, rulers and compasses
and thus be motivated to learn to

use them effectively.

Use of Logo is one of the best
ways to acquire the concept of an
angle as a unit of turn. Children

commonly confuse the angle with

the length of its bounding lines but

this can never arise with Logo.

Other mathematical concepts such
as variables are also given new
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clarity. Lest it be thought that only

mathematical spin-offs are possible,

the value of the language as a

stimulus for discussion and debate
must be mentioned. When working

in a group to debug a program
there is an obvious need for care in

thinking and speaking.

While there are no good texts for

teaching Basic to young pupils,

there are a number which suggest
ways of using Logo. Papert's book
Mindstorms is one, and good
versions of Logo are accompanied
by teachers' notes and a book
aimed at primary pupils.

/\nother language which could be
used to teach programming to

juniors is Prolog. Although, like the

full Logo, Prolog is a sophisticated

language, one aspect - its use with

databases - is most commonly
cited in introductory texts.

There are few command words
to learn, but current versions of

Prolog have a more complex
syntax than Logo and give less

helpful error messages, As with

Basic there is no immediate
response to each line of input

which means the language is less

motivating and searching for bugs
is likely to be more difficult.

However, Prolog (which stands

for PROgramming with LOGic)

could be used to develop logical

thinking and enable older pupils to

write useful programs. For example,

by building up a database on 'what

eats what' food webs can be
created and deductions made
which may not seem obvious.

Again as with Basic there is a

lack of good teaching materials

appropriate to pupils under the age
of 11 but Prolog is still a young
language itself. Versions which
respond to 'ordinary English' and
which are less sensitive to syntax

errors could be useful for teaching
problem solving and reasoning
skills.

In the long term there must be
serious questions raised about
whether programming will be
significant in the adult world. In

industry and commerce, almost
everyone uses professionally pro-

duced software and it is likely

this trend will spread. Also under
development are program generators

which write programs without the

user having to know the detailed

structure of the programming
language. A typical invention in this

respect is a program called The
Last One which will whte Basic

programs quickly and efficiently for

anyone who is able to specify the

problem in sufficient detail, It could
be argued there is no more need
for a person to know how to whte a
program than there is for such a

person to be able to mend a
television or service a car.

r rogramming is like mathematics
in that it is easy for pupils to meet
problems which they cannot
resolve and become disheartened.

A good teacher will take great care

pupils attempt problems within their

capabilities, which implies some
knowledge of the difficulties of

programming. This can only be
acquired by whting programs

which is a time consuming activity.

Many people start programming
using low resolution graphics or

producing simple messages on the

printer. In both cases the use of

squared paper as a design aid can
save frustration and time. For any
worthwhile programming work the

school needs a phnter since it is

difficult for young children to think

when reading a program on a
screen. They will nearly always

need to sit down with a listing and
think about it. A phnter will be
useful in other activities, but it is

essential if pupils are to learn to

program effectively.

Another important aspect of

designing a program is the need
for carefully thought out test data

before coding begins. One view is

that the best programs are written

from the output and the test data,

and only at the end are input and
the procedures determined.

= LIST
1 00
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

REM TEXT AND GRAPHICS
MODE 5
MOVE 500,900
I^RAW 200,900
DRAW 200,300
DRAW 500,300
MOVE 200,600
DRAW 350,600
MOVE 800,300
DRAW 800,900
DRAW 600,900
DRAW 1000,900

EN^^ "^^^^^^-'^^-F^HONE HOME"
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BBC computer software BBC
SECTR mURDERS

ACTUAL SCREEN PHOTO

FEATURES
14K MACHINE CODE FOR MODEL B OR 32K MODEL A

JOYSTICKS OR KEYBOARD. FULL COLOUR
FAST/SLOW BOMBS. NEW HIGH SCORE TUNE

SOUND ON/OFF. TOP TEN SCORES WITH NAMES
SAVE YOUR TOP TEN SCORES ON CASSETTE

LOAD YOUR OLD TOP TEN SCORES FROM CASSETTE
FIVE SKILL LEVELS WITH COLOUR CHANGES

UNIQUE EXPLOSION GRAPHICS.ETC.

ONLY £5-95inc.

SECTfl SDFTlUflRE
187-195 BROAD STREET

COVENTRY CV6-5BN : TEL(0203) 662078

ANEATANSWERTOA
COMPUTER PROBLEM

Spcciallydcsignedlo'usewilhihe BBC Micro
Computer, bul surtaDle also (or usl' wil^i alhei

models, Iho TIDYBASE wJlauDCO'lytiur colour

01 b/w display unil.inatioijsovoufrtiictci

processor, ltno!ori|ysaepsc«ervtl^i"gncaI

and tidy, ilbnngsari tied salstyfsaiijfos,

Caftitiularly impottanl wrtete chiidron may Do
operaliny equipmcnl
AB.S Approved i3Qmc3 waysocl^el. luscd
and covered, is buiil mio Ihc back o( tfie jrtilanil

p'ovides 1 rnoKuolcablelofmma^rigina 13

amp plug Inioihesotkeiraribepluggedifie

VDU Itie micro processor and Iheeiteinally

located cassutte recorder or djsc dnvo lyfiil

Ttiis inipofiarii safely leaiurerncans no

Please sen mo iMo olunilsl I enciosedlenuEln

expcrisiveaOapIoisnesdedandno potenlialiy

dangerous rnulli plugging' nto one mams
socket.

TnespecialBfiOgeUnit constructed ol sheet
metal, painledand stovod in Chocolate Brown
supports the VDU a' a convonicnt viewing
heigh; wil!i Iho micro p'ocessor tioused

''B'^eath Length Widlfi Height

iAAmmOvemll

Opening

aOSmin lUrim

4'ymiTi lOImm

PRICE PER UNIT £25 90
|SendchequetorE3:i9whichii

andEZ50P»P)
c:luaes£3.89VftT

TiMc payable to Remodian in^tiumcnl!, Ll.")

REMEDIANINSTRUMENTSLIMITEO.aOvM'LlnksOrlve.Poolft, Dorset
I

..^ BH14 9QU.
rSITIGCllSn TelBpnonB:Caiirorc(Cllf1s|0WZ)70B4M VAtNr, 3'365(in5

^^® SCHOOLSOFT ®
Quality educational software

for BBC (32K)

WRITING demonslraies lo young children how to form

lower case letters, Choiceof three sequences of letters

Full screen size. Suitable for both individual and

class work (5 - 7 years) £5.50

BRITISH GEOGRAPHY - two programs to teach

locations of British cities and ports Guide ihe cursor

over the map until the location is found A second phase

re-inforces Ihe leaching stage (luniors).

Program 1 Cities £5.50
Program 2 Ports £5.50

(or both for £8.00)

INTRODUCTION TO ARITHMETIC - a HELP stage and

moving graphics demonstration of correct answer in all

programs

Program 1 - Addition

Program 2 - Subtraction

Program 3 - Multiplication

Program 4 - Division

(5 7 years) each £10.00

CAROUSEL- Sequences of colours and sounds £5.00

All programs make use of colour and moving graphics

Special terms for Local Education Authorities

Add 50p p/p per order

Schoolsoft 19 Shadwell Grove, Radcliffe-on-Trent,

Nottingham NG12 2ET

Bourne Educational Software
IBESI makes /earning fun HJIDCB
WORDHANG (Code P20)

Superb version of 'Hangman' word guessing game where you have

to guess the letters of a word with a limited allowance of mistakes.

• Watch your children improve their spelling and word knowledge

by trying to stay alive! It keeps check on their scores too!

• Utilises full colour high resolution graphics facility of BBC micro

— watch his face as the final mistake is made!
• Incorporates internal list of words divided into groups to suit age

range of 5 to 13 years (no responsibility accepted for

disconsolate children when Mum and Dad get addicted tool).

• Features facility to guess full word at any time — but beware

of the penalties for getting it wrong!
• Includes easily loaded lists totalling 260 words— and your

own lists easily saved too! Suitable for Model B.

ANIMAL/VEGETABLE/MINERAL (Code P21)

Think of an object and see if the computer can guess it correctly!

• Program asks you to think of an object and then asks a series of

questions as it tries to guess the answer. Ultimately the program

either guesses the object correctly or asks for a question to

distinguish the item from the computer's incorrect guess!

• Stimulates fascinating (and educational) discussions as to the

difference between an alligator and a crocodile, steel and iron,

etc, and encourages use of reference books.

• Programmed questions and objects entered can be saved at any

point, so extending interest. Suitable for Model A and B.

BBS POLICY is to despatch within 24 hours of receipt of order

TO: BES, Dept AU2, Bedfield Lane, Headbourne Worthy,
Winchester, Hants S023 7SQ. Tel: 0962 882474

Qty Code Cassette Price Total

P20 Wordtiang £7.95

P21 Animal/Vegetable/Mineral £4.95

P20 + P21 Wordhang + Animal/Vegetable/Mineral £10.95

I enclose cheque/P.O. payable to BES value: £

Name

Address
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TWO APPROACHES IN THE CLASSROOM
PRIMARY school software must

meet two requirements: it must

appeal lo children, and have some
educational merit. Two programs I

use, Animal and Explore, are

successful in both respects,

The first is a program which
requires children to think up
questions to differentiate between
various animals of their choice.

These questions are typed at the

keyboard and stored in the

computer so it 'remembers' the

names of the animals and their

distinguishing characteristics. These
questions then reappear as

prompts during the next cycle of

the program.

The program can be used by a

whole class but the fewer the

children the more opportunities for

discussion about questions to be
input. This discussion may lead the

children lo consult reference books
about unfamiliar animals they have
chosen. In this respect the program
can be used with pupils of various

ages. Young children might simply

like to think about the differences

between pets, for example, while

older juniors might develop a more
rigorous classification of animals

(eg whether they are mammals,
invertebrates, herbivores).

One further point is that Animal
is a program where the children

teach the micro and not the other

way around - they are masters of

the machine. This is an important

attitude lo convey as many adults

blame computers for mistakes: they

forget computers only follow

instructions.

Explore is different altogether

and offers opportunities for simple
problem solving and decision

making rather than language
extension. It is an adventure game,
though without the puzzles, cryptic

clues and frustrations of adult

versions. In Explore you journey

through four levels of underground
caves and rooms, and use
compass directions to move. The
aim is to collect the hidden
treasure and return to the surface.

There are various monsters to

overcome by bargaining with your

Animal: Microprimer pack- MEP
Explore: similar adventure games
are available from several distri-

butors.

treasure or fighting. This, however,

expends precious 'life force', when
it reaches zero, the game comes to

a premature end - you're dead!
Magic spells help defeat the

monsters but these can only be
used once.

This might not appear to have
much educational value, but I have
found it useful with lower-juniors. It

is a marvellous stimulus both for

creative writing (stories about
exploring, descriptions of magical
surroundings etc) and for art (my
class produced a wall collage
showing rooms and caves men-
tioned in the program). Also, since
no map of the caves is supplied
children can devise one for

themselves: a network seems the

most suitable format and is a good
introduction to this form of

representation.

Perhaps the main value of

Explore lies in its requiring children

to weight up conflicting courses of

action and see what happens as a
result of their decisions. Forward
planning is essential to succeed
and some routes are more sensible

than others. When the children are

debating which route to take I

encourage them to reason out why
one seems preferable. Other
children can then put their views

and the class can argue it out.

Finally, I should point out

differences in classroom organis-

ation that stem from using Explore

rather than Animal. In the latter the

children's thinking becomes part of

the program (in the form of

discriminatory questions) and thus

can be appraised subsequently
using, for example, a printout. With
Explore this is not tfie case and
discussion should be monitored by
the teacher. Also. Explore can take

half an hour to play, so is not ideal

for the teacher who wishes to allow

all his groups to take their turn on
the micro during the day, It seems
better to use Explore with a whole
class - children can take turns to

suggest the next move.

Charles Bake

TEN POINTS TO NOTE
• Programming Is about

problem solving, it is not
particularly about coding
programs Into a particular

language.

• Early success is often paid
for by later failure if good
habits are not developed.

• Do not allow a small minority

who show an exceptional
ability in programming to

make progress at the
expense of everyone else.

• Remember that good pro-

gramming is tike literature, it

is an art of communication.

• Look carefully at available

languages before choosing
one to use with your pupils.

• Be alert to the danger of

making programming a boys'

activity and always ensure
girls have at least as much
time on the computer.

• Do not allow pupils to spend
a long time thinking about
programming while at the
screen, insist they go away
and try to solve the problem
at a desk.

• Use squared paper at the
design stage to save typing
time and reduce errors.

• Consider using graphics
because of their motivation
value, whatever the language.

• Many pupils need constant
encouragement if they are

not to become discouraged.
They also need careful

guidance to ensure they do
not attempt programs beyond
their capabilities.

Next month: Language development in primaiy school children
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ELECTRDniCS

At Microage you can now get the very best

value in microcomputer printers. We've selected

only the best printers available so you can choose

confidently, knowing you're getting the best value

for money
Free'

The Incredible Selkosha AP80
The AP80 is probably the world's

LOWEST COST, compact 80-column graphic

dot-matrix printer available.

It can produce single and double width

characters and has the ability to produce any

pattern through its dot-matrix capability

The APSO's robust construction and its

unique "unihammer" make it an extremely

cost effective and efficient printer.

Its features include

80 Cols 30 cps • Dot Matrix Unihammer
action #96 ASCII standard characters* Up
to 8" paper width • Upper and lower case

• Double width printing • Standard

interface: Centronics

The Amazing Seikosha APlOO
Big brother to the AP80 the APlOO is a

wider more sophisticated version of the AP80
with a full graphics capability and the ability

to take standard width computer stationery,

the APlOO is an ideal choice for anyone with

a microcomputer.

Its features include:

80 cols 30 cps • Dot Matrix Unihammer
action • 116 ASCII standard characters

• Full graphics capability* Up to 10" paper

width • Upper and lower case • Double

width printing • Centronics interface;

Accessories

Seikosha GP-80 Ink Ribbon £4.75 (75p p+p)
Seikosha GP-lOO Ink Ribbon £5.75 (75p p+p)
Dust and sound Cover £3.95 (75p p+p}

Please Rush me details of all Printers.

Official Orders Accepted

Name.

Address.

The computer I shall be using it with is:

AU4

mkCRDflGE ELECTRDniCS
135 HALE LANE EDGWARE MIDDLESEX HAS 9QP TEL;01 9S9 7119 TELEX 881 3241

Open Mon-Sat 9.15am e.OOpm.Thurs 9.15am -1.00pm.

DEALER ENQUIRIESWEL
CALL 01-959 7119
FOR TRADE PRICES

FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
SINGLE AND DUAL DISC DRIVES

40 OR 80 TRACK FOR DSC MICRO

includes utility disc and Dos Manual Ptione for prices ;

-

ZI7ZI7^MICRO
BBC COMPUTER MODEL 'A' £262.00 + VAT
BBC COMPUTER MODEL *B' E349.00 + VAT

SBC COMPUTER WITH DISC E410.00 + VAT

OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE
FOR THE BBC MICRO
Books. Cables. Joy Slicks, Cassette Decks. Dust Covers,

Teletext Adaptor, Speech Upgrade

SEIK0SHAGP-100A

* DOT MATRIX PRINTER
* 80 CHARACTERS PER LINE

* 30 CHARS/SEC
* FREE HI-RESOLUTION DUMP OUT' LISTING

£179 -f VAT CarrES BBC Printer Cable £16 + VAT

0Zi7^MICRO
WORD PROCESSOR CHESS £11.50

ROM £46.00 ASTEROIDS £ 8.95

GLAXIAN £ 8.95

BILLIARDS £ 8.50

FR06GER £10.00
GOLF E 8.00

^ "%
1

^O^MICRO
MICRO UPGRADES

RAM KITS: Upgrades the Model A' to 32K RAM
Supplied with full fitting inslructmns £29.90 + VAT
ANALOGUE KITS: Suitable tor adding joysticks.

controllers etc £1500 + VAT
PRINTER INTERFACE & I/O PORT: Enables a

Centronic Interface printer to he attached . E16.00 + VAT

MODELW TO MODEL 'B' UPGRADE
£89.00 + VAT (fitted)
DISC EXPANSION £80.00 + VAT
DISC DRIVES from E179.00 + VAT
COLOUR MONITORS from £229.00 + VAT
Send for details on olber items, cables, cassettes, plugs,

software etc.

WHY NOT SEND YOUR MACHINE TO US FOR
UPGRADING?

PRINTERS
EPSON MXaOF/T3
BBC MicrDComputer.

k Dot Matrix Pnnter

* 80 Cps

The printer recommended for the

'* Hi-Hesoiution Graphics
-*- Bi-directional Printing
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TEACHERS NEED
MORE PROGRAMS

THE software in the Micro Primer

package is perhaps the least

satisfactory element. Only a small

amount of that promised is

supplied as only one of the four packs
is available. Thus instead of

receiving 30 software items with

their machines, schools will get

only 11. Of these, two are short

programs designed to help set up
the system; one is simply a datafile

used by another program and the

pair called Mquiz and Quiz are two
stages of the same activity. So
there are really only seven discrete

items. For schools with good LEA
support, this may not be too serious

a blow, but for others eight

programs is shamefully few.

These seven distinct pieces of

software vary substantially in the

extent of their value to primary

teachers. The programs are

designed mainly lor use by
individuals or small groups working
without direct supervision. While
some have been specially written

for the package, others have been
drawn from a variety of sources and
collected together as examples of

the 'kinds of computer based
learning currently available for

primary schools'. When the 50
promised programs are available

they may present a spectrum of

possible educational uses, but the

initial package is too small to meet
this objective,

A teachers' booklet gives full

documentation on each program
and contains suggestions for pupil

activities and occasional sample
worksheets. This documentation is

clear and easy to follow and is

machine specific. The notes in the

Heather Govier looks atthe
software in the Micropn'mer
pack for primary schools.

Her verdict, not enough
and could do better

teacher's book are written with the

assumption that teachers will

explore the programs themselves at

the computer before allowing them
to be used by pupils. This is

essential if maximum educational
benefit is to be derived from any
software.

The programs vary considerably
in format but all make some use of

colour. This presents problems with

black and white monitors as some
colours do not show up clearly.

Moreover, the use of colour seems
to have been grafted on to the

programs as an afterthought,

I shall now run through the

packages one at a time. Crash
presents an obstacle course
chosen from a menu of options

around which a vehicle (represented

by an arrow} must be directed to

move by a set of instructions which
effectively constitute a program. It

is thus like a screen version of

Bigtrak or a simple form of Logo.

Crash differs from the standard
maze program in that the full series

of instructions must be typed in at

the outset and these are then

executed. Thus the similarity to

Bigtrak is stronger than to Logo, If

a program results in a 'crash',

pupils can edit their instructions

and use a trial-and-error strategy.

The teacher's notes suggest the

courses be duplicated on paper so

pupils may plan programs away
from the computer, also that the

program is best used as part of a

coordinated scheme at work
including Bigtrak and Logo.

When used in this way Crash
could be a valuable activity. It

serves as an introduction to the

concept of a program and the

process of debugging can help

develop sound programming skills.

This problem solving exercise is

one of the most interesting and
valuable of all the programs in the

Micro primer package. It lacks the

sophistication of Logo but makes a

good starting poinL The program is

recommended for pupils between
the ages of 7 and 1 4 but could well

be used {in conjunction with

Bigtrak) with bright infants.

Shopping provides a graphic

simulation of a visit to the shops
and aims to give practice in

handling change, planning a short

sequence of events and accounting

for small sums of money. The child

must 'visit' five shops to purchase
items presented initially as a
shopping lisL At each shop the

financial calculations involved in

the purchase must be made and
the whole expedition must be
completed in 10 minutes. A sample
worksheet is provided on which the

child can record results of the

expedition after the program has
been completed.

A worksheet would be more
valuable if used during, rather than

after. the session with the

computer, but clearly this would
result in a considerable increase in

the time taken. In any case, the use
of a time limit is- counterproductive.

Yes, its Bjorn Borg, the recently-retired tennis star. These pictures use 82,000, 655,000 and 2.6
million bits to store the image as seen in The Computer Book.
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It Is surely preferable to encourage
pupils to be accurate and carelul

rather than to rush through any
activity - and the timing here is

remarkably tight.

I doubt whether this program
achieves anything which could not

be better done by the use of the

traditional class shop, The program
makes litlle use of colour as all

pictures and text are blue.

Furthermore, there are bugs in the

program which result in correct

response being occasionally re-

jected.

It is unlikely that Diet, originally

developed for biology at secondary
level, will be useful to many primary

teachers. The program is recom-
mended for pupils aged 10 to 15,

which includes only fourth year

juniors.

The purpose is to allow pupils to

match their own diet, or that of

another individual, to a recom-

mended one. It could be used as

part of a project on food or to

illustrate the use of computers for

data collection, analysis and
display. However, pupils must be
familiar with terms such as

megajoule, kilojoule and gram, and
the use of code numbers Instead of

natural English for entering the

food items is an encumberance.
Much of the software available to

primary teachers was written for

secondary pupils. Some programs
make the move better than others,

but Diet is one which would have

been better left as a secondary
course.

Topic work is one of the most
exciting areas in which a

microcomputer can be used.

Examples of this are given in Micro

primer and the program Litter is

a software illustration.

It is deschbed as a simple

decision-making program to sim-

ulate factors which might influence

local elections. The user is set in

the role of a local councillor

seeking re-election who has

decided to run an anti-litter

campaign to curry favour with the

electorate. Litter can be controlled

by six options which can be revised

weekly over the ten week run-up to

the election. The campaign must be

completed within a given budget.

Financial status and popularity

index are constantly monitored and
the object of the exercise is to keep
the streets clean, become popular

and win the election.

™:;SL^^ T'^.^^l,^^-^-']^-^^ ™'»,--;-.S-S-
IS IT A MAMMAL':'
^ ND
IS IT A BIRD?
? YES
CPiN IT FLY-:'
"^ NO
IS IT AS TALL AS A MAN"
'^ VE5
IS IT AN OSTRICH. CHARLES'-'
^ NO
WHAT IS IT THEN? EMU
IF t WANTED TO CH005E
BETWEEN AN OSTRICH
AND AN EMU,
WHAT QUESTION SHOULD 1 ASh:T

A typical run of Animal.
See Charles Bake's review
on page 51

IS IT A MAMMAL"'
? NO
IS IT A BIRD. CHARLES '

? VES
CAN IT FLy-?
' NO
IS IT A CHICKEN. CHARLES?
^ NO
WHAT IS IT THEN? OSTRILH
IF I WANTED TO CHDDaE
BETWEEN A CHIChEN
AND AN OSTRICH,
WHAT QUESTION SHOULD I ASk-
"^ IS IT AS FALL AS A MAN
AND THE ANSWER FDR AN OSTRICH IS''
^ YES
THANKS, CHARLES. I'LL REMEMBER THAT'
ANOTHER GOT' YES

While the program is little more
than a simple game, it could sen/e

as a valuable element in a topic on

environmental education. The nature

of local politics, the litter problem,

and the repercussions of various

attempts to solve it could all be
matters for discussion.

Mquiz, Quiz and Birds form a

suite of software illustrating an

important principle in the use of

computers in schools - software

flexibility. Pupils are not limited

here with a ready-written quiz but

are provided with a software tool to

set up any number of multiple-

choice tests or quizzes.

Mquiz allows the child to set up
a quiz of up to 40 questions with

up to five possible answers of

which only one must be correct.

When typing the questions and
answers, editing is possible.

Once the full quiz has been set

up the compiler is allowed to work
through it and again may make any

necessary corrections before the

quiz is saved onto cassette.

The prepared quiz file can be

used wth Quiz to set questions.

This program gives full instructions

for loading tiles and for a short quiz

this is very fast. Suggestions for

storing data files are given in the

teacher's notes. One benefit of the

program is that it introduces pupils

and teachers to the idea of saving

data files, a facility also used in

Animal. The value of the Mquiz/Quiz
programs, because of their

flexibility, depends entirely upon
the skill of the teacher.

The use of Quiz as a tool for

learning could be greater if users

were told the correct answer when
they made a mistake. Although the

teacher's notes suggest this, no
information was given when using

the program.

Animal is a version of perhaps

the most ubiquitous computer
game. The program can store

approximately 1 30 animals but

initially contains only two. Data files

built up can be saved onto

cassette. Although true editing is

not possible the program does
allow deletion of the last addition in

case of errors. A more flexible

package which allows the construc-

tion of branching keys on any

subject has been produced by the

ITMA Project but is not yet

available for the BBC micro.

The final program. Farmer, invites

pupils to solve the old problem of

getting a farmer, his dog, a chicken

and a bag of grain safely across

the river. The boat will only hold the

farmer plus one other item. If the

chicken and grain are left together

the grain will be consumed and if

the chicken is left with the dog the

chicken will be eaten.

The notes suggest the program
is best used as a group or class

activity with discussion. However,

when used in such a way this

software is limited. There is no

scope for extension of the activity

or generalising the problem-solving

skills involved, A better version of a

similar problem is available from

the Smile software development
project. Here the travellers consist,

of a variable number of adults and
children and the boat will hold only

one adult or two children. This

problem, while in many ways similar

to that presented in Farmer can be
explored in greater depth as a

mathematical investigation.
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FINDING A HOME FOR MACHINE CODE
THE programmers at Acorn have
expressed concern that Tony Shaw
and John Ferguson did not

emphasise the use of the Basic

DIM statement as the standard way
of reserving space for machine
code routines in their February

article 'Finding a home for machine
code'.

As a reminder of how to use this,

consider program 1. This is their

preferred way to claim store on the

BBC micro, and there is a further

refinement which lets you use this

scheme regardless of how large the

machine code program grows. By
making an extra pass over the code
you can work out its size and DIfVI

the array to suit. The extra pass
places the code at address &C000
(on top of the MOS ROM) so it is

not planted in memory, Then you
make the normal two pass
assembly. Program 2 gives an
example.

This method of the four

suggested by JF and TS is the only

one guaranteed to work under all

circumstances.

Please note that locations DOO

to DFF are not for user routines.

They are for routines which are

essential to certain parts of the

operating system. Programs written

using this space will only work on
cassette systems.

JF and TS reply: In the series our
primary concern Is for the beginner
and with the excellent BBC
assembler we hope many will be
lured into the delights of assembly
language programming. Conse-
quently our approach is to tread

warily in areas that we anticipate

may cause difficulty for the reader,

Finding a home for the machine
code provides many confusing

concepts for the newcomer. Whilst

the use of the DIM statement was
covered in the article the emphasis
given has not suited Acorn
programmers - but then they are

not beginners. (We are pleased
their comment is constructive and
the 'variation' is interesting).

Use of DIM is to be encouraged,
but so is an understanding of the

principles that control where the

machine code is placed. Such
understanding is vital if the

programmer is to readily apply the

knowledge gained.

In many applications it is

desirable to place the machine
code at a specific location so it

may be easily accessed from any
language. Examples include the

terminal simulation program and
the PET printer dhver described in

earlier issues of Acorn User.

The User Guide conflictingly

described page D as 'space for

user supplied resident routines' (p

501) and '.
. . used by Disc or

Econet filing systems' (p502).

Believe page 501 if you don't have

discs and page 502 if you do. A
safe haven for user routines is a

valuable feature which presumably

disappeared as the disc operating

system developed?
Final decision: There is bound to

be sehous discussion about the

facilities offered by the BBC micro,

and I am glad lo see Acorn User as

the major forum for this. The
magazine is produced as a service

lo readers, who will be the final

arbiters on these issues.

The Editor.

lOREM Program to print "FRED"

40
50REM Declare enough space for the strinqoODIM message 4

^Limy
70$message = "PREO"
80

IoSrem Ttm^^" ^^^""^^ """^^ °"^'' «0M-

130FOR pass = -3 TO 3 STEP 1
140PS = code_address

170. start Lda messaqe
Jsr OSASCI
Lda message+1
Jsr OSASCI
Lda message+2
Jar OSASCI
Lda inessage+3
Jsr OSASCI
Rts

\ Get first byte
\ onto screen
\ Get second byte
\ onto screen
\ Get third byte
\ etc. .

.

180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260]
270
280REM Now that we know how big it is290IF pass<0 THEN Dl„ code P.-lo^eJlkrkks
ilONEXT pass
320
330CALL start
340END

lOREM Program to print "FRED"

3Ssc"rf°J^FE^^^"^ ^^'^^^ ^'^^—
40REM Declare ei.oi.gh space for the string50D1M message 4

string

60Smes5age = "FRED"
70
80HEM Now declare space lam^ ^^
90DIM code 32 ^ ^"°"^^ ^°' ^he code

100P% = code
I10[
120. start Lda message
130
140
150
160

170
180
190
200
210]
220CALL start
230END

Jsr OSASCI
Lda message+l
Jsr OSASCI
Lda message+2
Jsr OSASCI
Lda message+3
Jsr OSASCI
Rts

\ Get first byte
\ onto screen
\ Get second byte
\ onto screen

\ Get third byte
\ etc . .

.

code
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multiple choice

questions and
answers pack

for BBC model B

THE PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE PEOPLE

Multiple Choice

Question & Answer Pack

• Specially designed for

educational users

• For use with the BBC Model 'B'

Micro computer

• £25.00 including VAT and P 8c P

Pack Contains

• Instruction manual

• Master input mode
• 3 Keception modules, each display

questions and answers in a format

suitable for students of different

abilities and age groups

• Blank tape for data.

THE PACKAGE CAN BE USED BY STUDENTS FROMACE 6 UPWARDS BY SELECTINGTHE MOST
SUITABLE RECEPTION MODULE, IT MAY ALSO BE USED IN BUSINESS FOR APTITUDE
TESTING AND IN THE HOME FOR EDUCATIONAL QUIZZES.

Word Processing Pack

• A simple to use tape-based

word processing package

• Idea! for the small business or

home user

• For use with the BBC Model 'B'

Micro computer

• £70.00 including VAT and P & P.

wcr

Minefield
• An entertaining family game

• Try and cross the minefield without blowing yourself up!

• 3D graphics on Model 'A' and 'B'

• Only £5.95 including VAT and P & P.

70;EDUQUEST 7 Thames Avenue Windsor Berkshire Si4 IQP Tel: Windsor (07535) 58079

Please send me:

(Tick as required) Multiple Choice PackO Signature

Word Processing Pack D Name
Minefield Model 'A' D

Model 'B'. D
/ enclose cheque tor £ or charge

my Access/Visa/Trustcard Account No:

Address.
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GAME
FORAN

ADVENTURE t
Barry Pickles looks at four games

for the Atom - and three
adventures to whet your appetite

THE games described here need a

12k Atom and give a colour

display, except Astroblrds. Each is

a copy of an arcade favourite

written largely in machine-code.
They all came with clear

instructions and loaded first time.

Omega Mission, comes from a new
software house, iVIicromania, whose

catalogue has four arcade games
for the Atom. This is a good version

of Scramble and the action is

reasonably fast and very smooth,

the landscape scrolling to the left

as you play. There are five stages

with all the arcade features:

fireballs, spaceships, missiles,

mutants, caves and a tunnel. Keys

control up, down, brake, accelerate

and fire. The keys are bit-mapped,

so you may use them in

combination to achieve movement
in eight directions, firing as you go.

Completing the game presents a

new, harder, mission. In the arcade
version, if you get hit, the game
returns to the start of the current

Astroblrds. . . swooping 'intelligence' Painter. . . superb animation
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ACORNSOFT

EDUCATIONAL

PACKS

FIVE educational packs have
been released by Acornsoft,

each with teachers' notes. The
programs allow teachers to set a

time limit for each child,

The first Word Sequencing
(models A and B) presents a

series of jumbled words which
can be arranged to form
proverbs, nursery rhymes or

sentences. Words are moved
using the cursor keys. Sentence
Sequencing (model B) works
similarly with jumbled sentences.

Word Hunt (A and B) consists
of four programs, each containing

a list of nine words. Pupils

select one word at a time and
from its letters create as many
words as they can.

Addition, subtraction, multi-

plication and division are covered
by IVIissing Signs. Pupils must
calculate both sides of an
equation before deciding
whether the missing sign should
be greater than (>), less than (<)

or equal to (=).

Finally, Number Balance
(model B) features a set of

scales for practising simple
mathematics with numbers from
one to 20. Children have to

balance the scales by putting

the correct numbers into one
side of a simple equation.

Acornsoft say the packs are
available now on disc (£15.35)
or cassette (£1 1 .90), from:

Acornsoft, Vector Marketing,

Denington Estate, Welling-

borough, Northants NN8 2RL.

Suppliers: Hopesoft, Hope
Cottage, Winterbourne, Surrey
RG16 8BB; Acornsoft, c/o
Vector Marketing, Denington
Estate, Wellingborough, North-

ants, NN8 2RL; Program Power/
Micro Power, 8 Regent Street,

Leeds LS7 4PE; A&F Software,

830 Hyde Road, Gorton, Man-
chester M18 7JD, Micromania,
14 Lower Hill Rd, Epsom, Surrey
(mail order only).

stage. Here, however, you return to

the start of the game and
completing the mission is a real

achievement! Good sound effects

are provided and the highest score

is kept.

A challenging and addictive

game for £7.

Program Power's Astrobirds is

based on Galaxians, an old game
by arcade standards, but with an

enduring appeal. This version, from

a well-established stable, opens
with a fanfare and then the action

begins, with swooping, screaming

birdmen spraying bomb clusters.

The attackers are 'intelligent', so if

you move, they will try to follow.

Like Space Invaders, there is no

end to the attackers, so you can't

win - just try to beat the high score.

Control is easy, using three keys for

left, right and fire. The screen is

superbly detailed and shows both

the current and the high score. The
secret is to keep moving, so the

aliens don'l get a 'fix' on your

position. After you have mastered

the normal game, you can opt for a

double-speed game - so fast as to

be nearly impossible!

At £6.95, a fine version, with

excellent graphics and sound
effects.

Painter is a version of Amidar.

Since this game is by no means
commonplace, it takes some
explaining. The screen displays a

grid of cells, around which you

move your 'painter'. As each side of

a cell is traversed, it changes
colour and, when all four sides

have been passed, the cell is

painted. The object is to complete a

screenful of cells, but your painter

is being pursued by 'Blue

Meanies', who try to dislodge the

painter from the grid - with fatal

results! Completing the screen

produces a new grid, with an extra

painter- and an extra meanie,

Four keys control the painter's

movement and a fifth allows you to

leap over an approaching meanie
(beware of jumping off the grid).

There is also a 'panic' key, which

makes the painter run, instead of

walking. The animation is superb,

the painter having moving arms

and legs. If he's killed, he lies at the

bottom of the screen, arms and

legs in the air, whilst a Funeral

March is played. Sound effects are

plentiful and a score-ladder is

provided. There is on-screen

scoring and a bonus is given for

each completed screen, which
'clocks up', arcade style.

This game is not as easy as it

sounds and is very addictive. In all,

a fine game from A&F Software at

£5.95.

'Snooker proved
to be compelling
at the local club'

Games Pack II from Acornsoft

contains three games, all of which

need a fully expanded Atom. The
one reviewed here. Snooker, is in

colour, although the balls are

numbered for black and white sets.

Normal snooker rules apply with

penalty points for fouls. Shots are

controlled by placing the cue at the

required angle using any of four

keys. The length of the cue
determines the power of the shot.

Pressing CTRL plays the shot

and the balls move correctly, albeit

slowly. The game is for two players,

control passing to the second
player after a 'break'. There is no
time limit for a shot but, otherwise,

this game is a faithful reproduction

of arcade versions and, in some
ways, is an improvement on some.

Trying it out on my local

computer club proved it to be a

compelling game. However, because
of its speed of play, you must allow

for a longish session to complete a

frame.

The other games on this pack
are a complicated, action-packed
version of Missile Command and a

traditional version of Dominoes. At

£1 1 .50 for three games this pack is

very good value,

THE popularity of adventure games
is built upon their ability to present

players with a series of challenges

which may take weeks rather than

hours to overcome.

The first package considered

here is Atom Adventures from

Acornsoft which provides three

basic games. All adventures use

the same principles, so this offering

first loads a base, which is used to

manipulate data for the three

games. Once loaded, any game
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can be selected by typing *RUN
(filename), and loading takes about
five minutes for each part. The first

game, Dungeons, is a standard
scenario, in which you explore a

series of caves, collecting treasure.

The map is simple to deduce and
there are some nice touches of

humour- for example, saying 'Man
Utd' sends you back to the start

and confiscates your treasure! The
second game. House is built

around a mansion inhabited by
ghosts of 'famous' people -

although I wonder what someone
playing this game 30 years hence
would make of Basil Fawlty. Reggie
Perrin and Anna Ford! By the way,

beware of Prince Charles who
picks up anything left lying about.

The final game, Intergalactic is

the most complex, and creates a

galaxy with locations and characters

based on the 'Dragonrtder' series of

SF novels. Three games for £1 1 .50

has to be good value, but this pack
is more suited to newcomers and
will not provide a challenge for

experienced gamers.

Adventure, from Hopesoft, is a

full-blown game which takes the

explorer into forests, caves, an ofd

building and a castle (all familiar

territory to experienced gamers)

littered with trolls and other nasties.

If you get stuck, try the Help facility

- but it's not very helpful! There is

not much humour here, but a lot of

frustration and it will take you hours
to crack, especially the final part!

Adventure is welhwritten and good
value at £6.75. Hopesoft also

produce Pirate Island and a DiY
adventure kit.

The next two games, from A&F
Software, have both been the

'The author has
foreseen the results

of frustration'

subject of cash competitions and it

is a measure of their complexity

that few correct entries were
received, from hundreds submitted.

The first is Death Satellite set on an
abandoned space station. Your
task is to search for fuel to make
the journey home. There are few

monsters, but a lot of 'natural'

hazards. Many of the objects have
more than one use and there are

some subtle touches of humour.
This game has a minor flaw in that

it is possible (but unlikely) to

complete your mission without

exploring the satellite fully.

The other game is Zodiac - a pure
fantasy. Players explore the houses
of the zodiac in search of treasure,

'A real challenge
with some

unexplained twists'

encountering characters whose
attributes correspond to their sign.

This time there are no flaws and
some of the clues are very subtle,

providing a real challenge and
some unexpected twists. Each
game costs £6.90 and a third is in

preparation.

The final game is Adventure from

Program Power (a bit repetitive

these names!). This is unusual in

that it is written largely in Basic but

it is every bit as good as the rest, a

fact attested to by the fan mail

kindly loaned to me by the author.

The scenario is standard Dragons &
Dungeons, the object being to

rescue a princess, albeit a

somewfiat reluctant damsel. There

are caves to explore, a castle lo

search and trolls and wizards to

combat. Again, there is a niggardly

Help function and the author has
forseen the results of frustration by

causing the game to terminate if

obscenities are typed in! If you gel

hopelessly lost, you can write to

Program Power for a clue.

Adventure costs £6,95 and a

version of Nightmare Park is

available from the same source.

If you've never played an
adventure before, try one - I'll bet

you get hooked - and the great

thing is that the whole family can
join in. Alt the programs here are

good value, although experienced
users may find the Acornsoft pack
disappointing. Finally, a word of

thanks to authors and adventurers

for providing crib notes, without

which I might still be stuck at the

keyboard.

CASSEHE BUG

FIX FOR 0.1

OPERATING SYSTEM

HERE, as a result of popular
demand, we repeat the cassette
filing bug patch, first printed in

September's >4corn User.

Problems with the BBC
micro's cassette filing system
(0.1 operating system) can be re-

lieved by the listing below. (Type
*FXO to find which OS you have.
Two factors need to be over-

come. The first involves char-

acter output routines whereby
complete Basic strings are

sometimes not written to the
tape. The second is caused by a

hardware problem which corrupts
certain files as they are written

to the tape.

The modification, devised by
Richard Russell of the BBC, is

given below as a program to be
typed into the BBC micro and
RUN on startup. It contains a

*KEY command on line 9 to

ensure it is preserved over use
of the BREAK key. Obviously,
the modification is lost from
memory if power is turned off

and also on a 'hard reset' (rapid

BREAK BREAK). Having installed

the modification, SAVE it on the
front of a tape to be LOADed
whenever the computer is

started up.

1«RM OS Q.l CFS PATCH
^REM <FiXl> restore, register AIREM over a TUTBYTE call
?rf:m

5REM <nX2> avoids t.po ccrr.ptior,
^^E.^ during SAVE and PUTLIYTE
/REM

J KEy 10 ?i218=inO:?s?19=SD-
?l.2nA=i.D6:?fc20B=6D;M

Sd ^""''''"^^'''"
^^^ '^^''

50 [ OPT I%*3
eO.Frxl PfiA:JER J,F52: : pi.a - ^TS

80TSX:1,[>A(,102,X:CMPUF7;BEO TRAP
90LDX#0:.TX LDAU 91 : .STA.FE09 : HTS

100. GO ,IMPUDB60J
no. TRAP PLA:PLA
120jSHsF9rJ8:JSR(,hB7B
IJO.TSR TX:JMF!.F7FB
14CI I RETURN
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Three out ofeveryfour

computers going into

schools areBBC Micros.

Is there a lesson tobe
learned by everyuser?

As parloi the currrnt government subsidised

scheme aimed at introdueing micros to schools,

the Department of Industry undertook a survey of

machines available and made recommendations to

education authorities all over the country.

rh<' BBC Micro met their priorities exactly:

it is economical yet fast and powcriul.and it can

jusliiy the investment involved, through its capa-

bility to ^row with the needs ol the user and with

the rapid changes in technology.

Teachers and education authorities agreed,

and today it represents over three-quarters of all

micros being ordered for schools across the

country under the 1)01 scheme.

Th<* BBCs choice too.

in choosing a machine to put their name
to for their massive Comput<'r Literacy Project,

the BBC had the same set of priorities as the DOl.

The BBC Micro is now an integral part of that

project,which includes books, software, courses

and a number of major television series, one of

wliich,"Making the Most of the Micro" is now
being broadcast

All this for only £399.

The BBC Micro is light and compact It

generates high resolution colour graphics, and is

capable of synthesising music and speech using

its own internal speaker. The keyboard uses a

conventional layout and typewriter feel.

The most sophisticated version (called

'mnn

Model B) is available lor onlv £399. (There is also

a basic model available, the Model A, at £299.)

Designed to g row.

Last y4'arthe magazine "Which Micro'^'said

that the most attractive and exciting leature of the

BI5C Microcomputer was its 'enormous potential

tor expansion.

Tfiis is indeed one of the

features that sets it aside h'om

the competition.

For exiimple, as wt^U as

interface sockets to allow you

to connect to a cassette

recorder, and to your own
television, you can also use

video monitors.disc drives,

printers (dot matrix and

daisy wheel) and paddles

for games or laboratory

use.

You can also plug

in ROM cartridges con-

taining games with -

specialist application ^''iWB*^^^^^^
programs.

The Tube. A unique leature.

The Tube, which is unique to the BBC Micro,

provides for the addition of a second processor via

a high speed data channel. The possibilities are

enormous. For example, the addition of a second
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3MUz ()S02 processor with 64K of RAM doubles

processinj^ speed. While a /80 with (>4R of" HAM
opens ihe door to ii liillv (iP/M* eompatihle

operalin*; system, with all the benefits for business

applications.

Linking up with other eompuk-rs.

The BB(! Micro also oHers a iacility of

immense potential vahie to schools, colleges and
businesses. Its called l.eonet -a system which uses

telephone cable to link with oIIkm- HUC Micros.

A number of machines can then share the use of

expensive disc drive and printer facilities.

Make full use of f*rest<'l \ Teletext.

With special adaptors you will not only be
able to turn yourTV set into a Prestel terminal and
Icletcxt receiver, but you can also take data and

programs direct from these services.(Theprograms,

which are known as telesoftware, are already being

broadc^ast by BBCs Ceefax service.) This is another

hrst for the'BBC Micro,

BASIC plus.

A sophisticated version of BASICS has been
chosen for the BBC Micro, which incorporates

features normally found only in more advanced

high level languages. However, there is also a facility

allowing access through a simple command to

another language - for example, PASCAL,
FORTH and LISP

•Tr.iil.'nijrk..l IHi;il,.l lii'M'an li.

A full range of software.

Applications software lor the BBC Micro

already cover a very wide field. Packages covering

games, education and business applications are

available on cassette.All developed to the same high

standards set by the hardware.

rile best possible back-u p.

Your BBC Micro comes with tln'backingof the

BBC and an extensive dealer and service network.

Each approved dealer is able to oiler advice

and carry out expansion work and repairs.

MI}(:\1i(T(M-onipnt.M-\lodrl A and \hniv\ Ii.

2\TH/,0r>()2APnHessoi-.

^•2k ROM; Ihk HAM M.idrl \.:V2K \\\\\ \lod.*l B.

hull (.)WKH'r\ k.'>board willi 10 uscr-delinable

function kcvs.

Mixed hifih n-soliillon f^raphics and n[)|H'r and lower

casi' text.

300 baud and 1200 baud interface fur standard (^ssette

recorders.

riiree-voice nuisic s\ nthi-sis witb lull (-nvelopc 4-ontrol

leedinji internal loudsjieakcr.

Inlerfac^e sockets (Modi-I Ii only) - RS42.'i lor analog

injuits Centronics and u.scr port.

f)r>02./aO, U)0;^2 sec.)nd processt)rs.

Sinjileand Dual Disc Drives with H)0 and 800 K-byles

slorajie.

Teletext unit

Speech svnthesis.

INelworkinji I'acility-via Acorn Eeonet;"

How to buy yoiM' BBC Micro.

If yoi] area credit card holder and would like

to buy a BBC Micro B,or if you would I ike the address

of your nearest stockist, just phone()|-2()() 0200.

Alternatively, you can btiy a Model B directly

by srnding(df the order form below to:BB(; Micro-

computers, c/o Vector Markeling. Den ington Lstate,

Wellingborough, NorthanIs.NrM8 2HL.
All orders are despatched by fully insured

courier and come complete with easy to follow 500
page User (niide and Welcome cassette.

01-200 0200 credit card holders.

'\o BBC Mit-rocoinputers,c/o Vector Marketing,

Denington Kstate. Wellingborough. INorthants [N [N8 2RL.

Please send me BBC Model B Micro-

computers at £399 each, inc. VAT and delivery. I enclose

PO/chcque payable lo Acorn Computers Limited

Readers A/( '. or charge my credit card.

Card Number
\riii-\/])ini'rs/Vis;iy\ciTss([)rlrti-)

INamc—^ ^

Address_

-Postcode-

Signature AW
Repialrrcd No. 14(1 38 1 VAT ^n. :! 15 40( 122(1

TheBBC MicrocomputerSystem
Designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Limited.
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INTERFACING

In January's issue, I introduced

you to Fred, Jim and Sheila, the

three pages of memory-mapped
input/output on the BBC micro, and
explained how they could be
accessed using byte indirection

(? - the equivalent of peek and poke).

However, this is the 'unofficial' way
of doing it - the recommended way
is lo use the operating system calls.

If you faithfully stick to using the

routines provided within the

operating system, all your programs

will still work when you add a

second processor, or upgrade your

machine.
Sheila accesses all the interface

hardware on the machine itself,

including the 6522 versatile

interface adaptor used for the

printer and user ports, but if you
want to hang more hardware onto

your machine than can fit onto the

user port you will have to start

using Fred and Jim - the 1 MHz
interface bus.

Figure 1 gives suggested
memory allocations for the 1 MHz
bus and shows the sort of devices

Acorn are anticipating we will be

linking onto it. It confines 'user

applications' to memory locations

&FCCO to &FCFE, but the memory
locations mentioned do not include

Jim (&FDOO to &FDFF). This is

because these locations along with

Paul Beverley Introduced the 1MHz interfa

MOVE OVERTO
FCOO - FCOF Test hardware

FC10-FC13 Teletext unit

FC14- FC1F Prestel unit

FC20- FC27 IEEE 488 interface

FC30- FC3F Cambridge Ring
interface

FC80 - FC8F Test hardware

FCCO - FCFE User applications

FCFF Paging register

Figure 1. Address allocations for

Fred

the 'paging register' (&FCFF) are to

be used to allow the addition of

64k of 'paged memory' which will

be explained later. First we need to

look in detail at how to attach

devices to Fred and before we can

do that we need to look at exactly

what facilities are provided on the

1 MHz bus connector.

It will be worth referring to the

circuit diagram of the 1MHz bus

interface (L/serGu/c'e,p.503) when con-

sidering individual lines on the

connector. The 'N' at the start of

line names like NPGFC and NII^Q

means they are 'negative active', ie

i! is when they go lo logic that

they perform their specified

functions.

AO - A7 (pins 27-34) are the

eight low address lines of the 6502
which, when combined with one of

the page select lines, can be

decoded to identify any address

between &FCOO and &FDFF. They

are buffered by a 74LS244 which is

permanently enabled, so they are

always active.

DO - D7 {pins 18-25) are the

eight data lines from the processor.

They are buffered by a 74LS245
which is a bi-directional buffer

since the data has to be able to

come from the processor to the

devices on the bus and vice versa.

However, this buffer is only enabled

when either Fred or Jim is being

^7fv

Figure 2. Simple
applications.

address decoding user

Figure 3.

Further address decoding
for user applications

^fliy

decode '

VSiC 1 *o pc/ii

(tmc 1 a* DOi
PAI I s if. esD

pfilZ + HI ifiij

mil 5 %< jitii

rmc E> f£ : KiS

P«5[ J M ItEi
pfibC e >3 PO

F«7f * :z : a\

P)WC B 31 1 DZ

Pel ^ " M ] p3

pbjC \i. M : p*
ffllC n Z8 3 D5

l«*C M '1 : Dt
ceic IS u. : D7
PSbC lb U 3*1
'BTC 17 M Dcsr

car c \% 21
csic 19 11 3 t/S
lex. C la Jl 3 mij

J Pfc

1 01
I IMH,.E

1 FC-X FCOJt

1 M1R.Q

Figure 4. Connections to 6522 VIA

^sv

tsv Q + 5V

O A^

O FEtF

Figure 5.

Extra decoding for figure 3 i*-- JiT'H-ais?
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INTERFACING

ce In January.Now he shows how to use it

FRED AND JIM
accessed, and the direction of data

flow is controlled by the read/write

line Irom the processor.

Each of lines NPGFC and
NPGFD {pins 10, 12) is decoded
from the top eight bits of the

processor's address lines to select

pages &FCOO and &FDOO. They go
low when the processor tries to

access a device in the given page.

Analog in (pin 16} is an input to

the audio amplifier on the

computer. Any signal applied here

will be added to the sound or

speech already being passed to

the amplifier. Its input impedance

is gkohms and in the absence of

any on-board speech or sound
signals it requires 3V rms for full

volume output to the speaker, but if

you do use the speech or sound as

well, the full 3V will cause distortion.

NRST (pin 14) is an output only

from the computer and goes low on

power-up when the Break key is

pressed. It can therefore be used to

initialise devices on the bus to a

known condition.

NIRO (pin 8) is the usual IRQ
(interrupt request) line of the 6502

processor but because many
functions of the machine use
interrupts, it should be left well

alone unless you know what you
are doing.

NNM! {pin 6) is not non-

maskable interrupt. Again, this

interrupt line should not be played

with unless you have 'an advanced
knowledge of 6502 programming
techniques', as the Acorn application

note puts it. This is especially so if

you have a disc system.

1 MHzE (pin 4) is a system clock

for the devices on the bus and is

derived from the master clock for

the processor, which is 2 MHz.
When devices on the bus are being

accessed, the processor clock

pulses are therefore 'stretched' by a

special circuit so they coincide with

the 1 MHz clock pulses.

R/NW (pin 2) is the 6502's read-

write line, buffered to improve its

drive capability.

(Pins 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17 and
24 are all OV lines to act as screens

where adjacent lines are non-

synchronous.)

The idea of address decoding is

that each device connected to the

data lines must only be enabled

when a particular combination of

Is and Os appears on the address
lines and the appropriate page
select line also goes low. If you are

sure you will never want to attach

more than a few simple devices

onto the bus and will not decide

later to add more things onto the

bus, you don't need to decode all

eight lines. You need only do just

enough to discriminate between
the devices you have got, However,

it is not that difficult to do the

decoding properly and is worth the

effort in the long run.

Figure 2 shows what is needed
to attach a few simple devices onto

the bus and have them addressed
in the range suggested by Acorn
for user applications. It uses a

single 3 to 8 line decoder chip and
a single chip with a couple of four

input NAND gates in it. One of the

gates is only being used as an

inverter, so if you are designing

circuits to be attached to the bus.

you might be able to use an

inverter from another chip, leaving

the second four-input gate for other

decoding. The address range it

uses is &FCFO to &FCF7, for no
other reason than that, within the

user application addresses, these

can be decoded with the minimum
number of gates.

Andkgyc

ot 5V

»
n* 1

1

1

'^

1 lb

1 r

J M

«.~,Bi.I II

S 1

tvuioui 1

» 1

—

(of r/^^MXf^

c
r- ~|

^V 1

Figure 6. Cor
analogue con

nectin
vertor

g to ZN428 digital to

'an iirtpifl D
(Wvlic

CaMiHyteloi-MJ

I M R-^E o-

UfXT

V|N I

c

Figure 7. Connecting to ZN427 digital to analogue
converter. To start conversion read &FCF2: to read
resultant value, read &FCF1

Figure 8. Connecting to eight-bit latch.
(a) Input: Data latched when clock input goes logic 1

to logicO. To latch data either read &FCF3 or use external
signal. To read data, read &FCF4
(b) Output: To output data, write to &FCF5
Output is permanently enabled by OV on enable input
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INTERFACING

The circuit in figure 2 will

connect eight individual devices

such as ADCs or DACs or eight-bit

latches, but to link devices which

have a number of internal registers

such as 6522 versatile interface

adaptor you will have to arrange

your initial decoding as in figure 3.

This divides up the user

applications addresses into four

groups of 16 address, and since

the 6522 has just 1 6 register

addresses it can be enabled by

one of the lines this circuit

provides. However, Acorn's note

suggests we avoid using &FCFF, so

if you want to add a VIA, it is better

to attach it to either &FCCX, &FCDX
or &FCEX, The connections for a

6522 VIA are shown in figure 4.

If you have got that far and want
a few lines for extra individual

devices, you can use the other half

of the 74LS139 to give four extra

individual address lines (figure 5),

or use another 74LS138 to provide

eight more lines.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 give

examples of how to connect
various devices onto the bus using

the individual address lines

provided by the decoding. The only

thing to be careful of is when
interfacing to devices that are

being used as inputs to the system

such as the ADC in figure 6 or the

74LS374 being used in the input

direction. The problem is that if by

mistake you try to write to an input

device, then both the device and
the data buffer will be trying to write

onto the data lines at the same time

and one or other may be damaged.

You could remove the problem
altogether by putting in extra

hardware on each device, or rely on

yourself never to make that

mistake- the choice is yours! To be
really safe, you have to use the

processor's read/write line (R/NW)
and gate it with the decoded
address to provide the chip enable

(figure 9). It only requires half of

one 74LS00 chip for each device

that needs protecting.

In Acorn's applications note on
the 1 IVlHz bus, it mentions a

problem with the page select lines.

1

f-
'
—

-

*t«v
''-""•"'

Figure 9. Gating the device select
with read/write line *+ J, 7 4-1-5 75

P Q

r 5V CNPiJlPf>

ft

(i-irij.E

Figure
clean

4x li-i^iis used

1

1

. Alternative for producing
select lines

f\0:

P0

P7-

8 data Imes

« 01+ M-cM
ID icp

•60 8i^

FcFF a-

0?!iV

8 data \inas

etc.

&da\a UiVs

CNP&fDO-

Figure 12. 64k of 'paged' memory on 1 MHz bus

It is rather technical, but basically,

because of the way the processor
clock pulses are 'stretched' while

accessing 1 MHz bus, it is possible

to get spurious page select pulses

appearing.

Instructions are given in the

applications note as to how to

clean up the select lines. If you just

want to use page &FCOO then the

circuit in figure 10 wilt do the job

admirably. If you want to use both

pages &FCOO and &FDOO then the

suggestion is to use the circuit in

figure 11 which cleans up both

lines using only one chip.

I he applications note explains in

detail how to provide 64k of paged
memory addresses on the bus.

There is no space here to go into

too much technical detail, but as a

matter of interest, let me explain the

principle which is illustrated in

figure 12. To address 64k of ROM,
RAM or whatever, 16 address lines

are needed. The lower eight lines

can be provided by the eight

address lines on the bus, but for

the upper eight, you use an eight-

bit latch attached to the data bus.

This is referred to as the 'paging

register". You store in this latch

(which is addressed at &FCFF) the

page number (the top eight bits) of

the memory to be accessed and
then read and write to page &FDOO.
All data transfers which the

processor makes to and from this

page are actually going through to

the selected page in the extended

memory.
Hopefully you should now be

able to connect various devices

onto the 1 MHz bus.

• BBC Microcomputer Applications

Note 1 - The 1MHz Bus. from

Acorn Computers at £2.50.

June's Acorn User will feature an article on interrupts
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SoftiiHarefdrtheBBC Micro

vs^^

The word processor for the BBC machine.
This ROM based word processor has
received superb reviews.

Supplied with full spiral bound manual and
cassette containing an example
document and free typing tutor program.
Now available from stock. Quantity
Discounts.

£39.00 + ei.50 p&p + VAT.

J^f^^ Beeb-calc
A ROM based spread
sheet program.

Debugging Program
2 machine code debugging programs— one
in ROM, one on tape. Essential for the

machine code programmer. An ideal

complement to the assembler built into the

BBC machine.

Disk[>octor
A ROM containing useful

disk utility programs.
Enables the recovery of

any data off the disk

including deleted files etc.

Mode 2 graphics a machine code
game much like the Galaxians'
found in the arcades— very fast and
also works with joysticks

C7.80 +VAT

High speed and high resolution

graphics are combined in this game
to produce an exciting game —
almost identical to the original

arcade version.

e7.80 +VAT

High resolution graphics with

thousands of skill levels — more
features than any other chess game.

eiO.OO + VAT.

We give very generous
trade discounts

Another game that has recei>/ed

very favourable reviews - Fast and
addictive.

C7.80 +VAT

Cash Of royalties — we
pay the best rales
around (ni any gooO
BBC micro software

Our tapes are guaranteed to
work on all Operating Systems.

COMPUTER

Bin' it with .Accew.

DeptAC6
16 Wayside,Chipperfidd,

Herts, WD4 9J J. tel (09277)69727
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alomanber
OftWOTC PRESENTS

GRAPHICS PACKAGE
Salamander Software has recently

obtained sole U.K. marketing rights to a

sophisticated graphics package for use with

the BBC Model B microcomputer. The pack-

age was developed by a firm of consultants

and design engineers to the oil and utility

industries for in-housc use, and has now been
assembled in commercial form for appli-

cations in the home, business and schools.

The package consists of an advanced
picture drawing system controlled entirely by

normal keyboard input and using cassette

tapes for software and picture storage, so that

no additional hardware is required.

THE MAIN SYSTEM FEATURES ARE:

* PicturedrawinginmodeO, 1 or2
* Actual and Logical colour changes at any time
* Drawing functions include lines, boxes, circles, arcs, text

and shape repetition
* Drawing aids include grid, elastic band, save and home
cursor (5 positions)

* Colourfill
* Text window showing X, Y cursor position, length, angle,

colour menu and current colour
* Saving and loading of pictures using cassette tapes
* Multifile picture
* Flashing crosshairs cursor
* User instructions/prompts
* Spiral bound manual

PRICE £24.95 inc VAT

Avuilahk' Trom:

Salamander Software

27 Ditchling Rise

Brighton
East Sussex
BNI4QL

or ask at your lucal Acorn dealer

Trade enquiries: Tel: B'lon (0273) 771942

Send stamped s.a.e. for full catalogue
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I he utility writing language BCPL
arose, in the late 1960s, from the

ashes of a project to produce CPL
- (he Combined Programming
Language - by Cambridge and
London universities. CPL aimed to

produce a. more powerful and
consistent block-structured language
to replace earlier languages like

Algol 60. Whilst the CPL project

had some very useful ideas, its

sheer size and complexity caused it

to collapse without a full compiler
ever being produced.

Much had been learned,

however, about desirable features

in programming languages, and
some of the original workers on the

project took the ideas, trimmed
them down to size and produced
BCPL (Basic CPL), After about five

years BCPL became established in

its final form, and since then has
found world-wide favour as a small

yet powerful, efficient, medium-level

language for compiler writing and
system software implementation.

The BCPL compiler is itself written

entirely in BCPL. and many
operating systems have used it,

notably Tripos, which under various

commercial guises is proving a
powerful alternative to Unix on 16-

bil micros and minis. In addition,

BCPL is valuable for word-

processors, adventure programs

and, because of its speed, real-time

games.
BCPL has, in its turn led to new

languages. In America, it became
the B programming language. This

did not last long, but was improved

to form the C language, which
among other things, was used to

write Unix, BCPL has even affected

Basic. Users of Acorn Atoms and
BBC micros have many of the

features of BCPL incorporated in

the Basic of their machines.

BCPL is a fully recursive block-

structured language, after the style

of Algol or Pascal. Unlike these
languages, which have many data

types such as floating-point,

integer, strings etc, BCPL has only

one type, the BCPL word. This can

be considered as an integer,

usually of 32 bits (on mainframes)

or 1 6 bits (on micros). 1 6-bit

FASTER
THAN
BASIC
Stan Froco gives an
introduction to BCPL,
a fast language wttich

is valuable for word
processing, adventure
programs and real-

time games

MORE
LANGUAGE
ROMS

ON THE WAY
SEVERAL languages are being
developed In the form of ROMs
to be plugged into the Beeb.

Word-processing packs already
make use of this facility, but BCPL
is the first language to do so. It

should be available from Acorn-
soft by the end of April.

The 116k ROMS come com-
plete with a 40-track disc con*
taining the BCPL utilities and a

450 page manual. The disc

carries 1 1 ,000 words in 22k
(BCPL uses two bits per word),

and extra copies of the manual
will be sold separately.

Machines must be fitted with
the 1 .2 operating system to run
the language, and this is supplied
free of charge when a dealer fits

the ROM (fitting inclusive).

implementations will be described,

although the differences from 32-bit

implementations are not generally

important. Various operations are

provided on these words, such as

arithmetic operations, shift operations

and Boolean operations, as well as

routines to print them out as

decimal or binary numbers.
BCPL uses the same datatype

for text. Since an ASCII character

requires eight bits, you can hold

two characters in a BCPL word.

Since there is no datatype

distinction you are perfectly at

liberty to consider these as

numbers and add them or apply

any other operation if you so desire.

The result in this case is not

particularly useful, since all that will

happen is that the ASCII values will

be manipulated. However, the

ability to hold, say, a label or

procedure in a variable so simply

can be useful. For instance the

following piece of code calls either

a routine SUB or a routine ADD
with arguments EXP1 and EXP2,

depending on the value of OPER:

PROC := OPER = '4-' -> ADD, SUB
PR0C(EXP1,EXP2}

The first command means give

variable PROC the value ADD if

OPER is equal to '+', else give it

the value SUB. In Basic this would
be;

IFOPER = "+"THEN LET PROC =
ADD ELSE LET PROC = SUB

In fact all objects in BCPL are
represented as BCPL words. A label

for a GOTO statement is just the 1
6-

bit value pointing to that place in

the code. Similarly procedures are

just 16-bit addresses of the start of

the procedure. You can even
multiply labels or subtract pro-

cedures: not particularly useful but

perfectly legal.

This may itself not seem
important but, what is important is

that a BCPL word may hold a 1 6-bit

address. Since BCPL uses 16-bit

words, the address of a BCPL word
will be only half the address of the

byte in memory. Thus the fourth

byte in memory will be the second
byte of the second BCPL word.

BCPL has an operator to use
addresses. This is the indirection

operator, T. Thus, while in BCPL the

assignment B := 4 will give B the

value 4, the assignment B := 14 will

give B the value held in the fourth

BCPL word in store. This is rather

page 71
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Mail or telephone order

Barclaycard or Access
Credit Card accepted

BABCLAVCARD

1 ::.:='- --^ MICRO MANAGEMENT Apm 83

Micro Management 32 Princes Street, Ipswich, Suffolk. Telephone: (0473) 59181

SPECIAL OFFER
Post and Packing £1

on all items

Extended to orders

also placed in
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BBC
SpecialistsC.J.E.

micmconiputers
VAT Included where applicable

Quality Disk Drives

Single drive 40 tracl< single sided 1 x 1 00k £210.00

Dual drive 40 track single sided 2 x 1 00k £350.00

Dual drive 40 track double sided 2 x 200k £546.25

Dual drive 80 track double sided 2 « 400k £799.25

All drives are cased with own PSU for reliability, and include connecting

cables andutilities disk. Delivery E4.00

Sortware for the BBC Micro

MISSILE CONTROL the first implementation on the

BBC Micro of the popular arcade game. (32K) C9.00

MAZE MAN an authentic version of the popular

arcade game, (32K) £6.00

BALLOONS a highly original game that soon becomes
compulsive playing. (32K1 £6.00

DISSASSEMBLER the memory dump routine includes

a scrolling back in memory facility. ^^6K} £5.00

MISSILE CONTROL, MAZE MAN and BALLOONS
use the Keyboard or Joysticks for control

30+ Programs for the BBC Microcomputer

This Book contains program listings, with explanations and tips

on using the BBC Micro

GAMES UTILITIES GRAPHICS and MUSIC
Most programs will run on Model's A and B
Edited by C. J. Evans, various Authors.

A pair of cassettes with all the programs is available.

BOOK
BOOK and CASSETTE SET

£5.00

£9.00

LEADS

The BBC Micro comes without a cassette lead

7PinDinto2 x 3.5mm and 1 x 2.5mm minijacks £4.00

7Pin Din to 5Pin Din and 2.5mm minijack £4.00

7PinDinto7Pin Din £4.00

7Pin Din PLUGS Two for £0.65

6Pin Din PLUGS (for RGB socketl Two for E0.65

5Pin Din PLUGS (360' for RS232) Two for £0.65

RS423 TO RS423 IBBC Micro to BBC Micro)

Two metre cable E4.00 Four metre cable C5 .00

TELEVISION/MONITOR LEADS full range available

Phono plug to Co-ax with high quality cable 3 Metres £3.00

8NC Plug to BNC Plug £3.10

BNC Plug to Phone plug

li.e. BBC Micro to Rediffusion TVRMj £2.20

RGB 6PIN DIN to 6PIN DIN 1 metre £4.00 2 metre E5.00

PRINTER CABLES

BBC to 36 way Centronics Type connector £17.50

BBC to 25 way D Type (For use with RS232I E 9.50

BBC to 40 way edge connector ICenttonics 739) £20,00

TORCH to 36 way Centronics Type connector £20.00

Blank C30 Computer Cassettes

Ten for £4.50

15 Way D Type Plug Vtfith Cover £2.75

Computer graphics design pads 100 sheets £4.00

BBC Upgrade Kits

RAM UPGRADE (100ns) £23.00

KIT A Printer and I/O Port £ 9.50

KIT B Analogue Port £ 8.00

KIT C Serial I/O and RGB £10.00

KIT D Expansion Bus/Tube £ 8.00
Full Upgrade kit £60.00

All components full specification

STAR DP8480 PRINTER From £250.00 Inc VAT
80 CPS : 80/96/132 COLS

BIDIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING
TRACTOR WITH FRICTION FEED

CENTRONICS £217.39 + £32.61 VAT = £250.00

RS232 £235.00 + £ffi.25 VAT = £270.25

High Res Graphics option to allow BBC Screen dumps £15.00/£20.00

(24HR SECURICOR DELIVERY FOR PRINTERS £8.001

VAT Included where applicable

Send SAE for full Price List of our large range of accessories.

POSTAGE Add 50p per order or as statedC.J.E.
^i^B^ a I

n.^ua^EA. on

iTIkcrDConipuiers

Dqn (AU), 25 HENRY AVE, KUSTINGTDfl

W.SUSSEX. BN 1G 2PA (l]9IH2) 6647

WOJB
Micro

SYNXHESISER
Model A or B

Setting up and editing of envelopes
and sound channels made easy using

this utility programme.

Up to 36 envelopes can be defined and
played Instantly using piano like

keyboard and secondary keyboard.
Facilities include storing envelope
values on tape, synchronizing of

sound channels and ability to play
chords.

Full instructions supplied
Price £8.95 including p&p
plus one FREE programme.

The BUS Company
16 Colwill Walk Mainstone

Plymouth Tel: (075S) 781037

BUSCO £
BBC USER SOFTWARE

adding the finishing touch

to your BBC computer . , .

the OWL PERCH

The 'Owl Perch' Stand is a heavy duty, sand-cast aluminium
alloy support designed to enable a monitor or television set to

be placed above the B.B.C. Computer. It prevents damage to

the plastic case of the computer and allows the VDU screen

to be positioned at a comfortable viewing angle. The 'Owl
Perch' may be earthed to provide screening for the computer.
The top surface of the stand is recessed to prevent the

monitor sliding off the stand and prevent liquids or small

objects falling on to the computer. It is finished in an
attractive cream coloured epoxy enamel and is fitted with
rubber feet to prevent damage to table or desk tops. The 'Owl
Perch' VDU Stand provides ample clearance to prevent
overheating. The price quoted is for the Standard single tier

unit but various extras are available including a second tier kit

to provide an additional shelf for mounting disc drive, etc..

below the VDU.

leaflet available £35 inci VAT & p&p (UK)

please allow up to 28 days for delivery

WILLIAM BROADY & SON LIMITED IDept A)
ENGLISH ST., HULL. HU3 2DU {est. 1902)
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BCPL
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similar to Basic's PEEK instruction

using BCPL words rather than

bytes. Similarly !4 := B will put B in

the fourth word in store. BBC micro

and Acorn Atom users will

recognise the similarity with '?'

used for PEEK and POKE on their

machines.

BCPL programs may use this

feature to build up complex data

structures, with BCPL variables

holding addresses pointing to

different parts of the structure. A
common use is to build vectors,

BCPL's equivalent of arrays. V :=

GETVEC{5} will assign six consecutive

words of store and V is given the

address of the first one. Thus, !V will

give the contents of the zero

element of the vector, l(V + 1) may
give the contents of the first

element and so on. For convenience
!(V +1) may be written as VII or 1 !V.

The six elements of the array may
be accessed by: V!0, V!1, V!2, VI3,

V!4 and V!5,

Vectors like this are also used

for strings in BCPL (the first byte of

the zero element holding the

number of characters in the string).

Thus:

B := "A string"

sets up a five element vector as in

figure 1

.

BI2 will give a word holding the

characters 't' and 'r'. Clearly we
want to be able to get at the

characters, and the byte indirection

operator, %, does this. Thus B%3
gives the third character (or byte) in

the string ('s' here). B%0 gives the

length of the string. This facility

gives unlimited power to perform

any string manipulation.

Finally, a very distinctive feature

of BCL is its rich variety of control

statements. First there are the

conditionals, IF and TEST. The IF

statement has the form I

F

<condition> THEN <block to

execute> and the TEST statement

has the form TEST<condition>
THEN <block to execute> ELSE
<block to execute>.

The reason for having two
statements, rather than just an IF

statement with an optional else, is

illustrated by the following fragment
of Basic:

10 INPUTS
20 IF B >99THEN IF B < 1000

THEN PRINT "Hundreds" ELSE
PRINT "Thousands"

It is not clear which IF the ELSE

2 cilXll^iy' ^'-^"'"enes

3

4 MANIFEST
5 $(

6 highest = 5000
7 $)

9 LET START () BE
10 $(

LET prime = VEC highest
LET divisor = 2
FOR i = 2 TO highest
DO

pri^lr'i FiLsr//^^j"'^^f^^^^^^-^ P--
-T

' '^^'-•^'^ //Zero not prime

,Ctt i-^"
^^^^^ //O"^ ""^t primeUNTIL divisor * divisor > highest

uV

$(

^1^'"''''"°^^ " divisor * divisor
UNTIL nextcross > highest
DO

$(

primelnextcross ;= FALSE //Delete
nextcross := nextcross + divisor

RFPFfTTrnTrr'"
divisor + 1 //Select next divisorREPEATUNTIL prxn,e

!
divisor //M..st be TRUE for prime

11

12
13
14

15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37 $)

$)

m'f=^0*?o1Soo "' '° ^N*N*N-.highest) //Header
DO

I^^primeli //TRUE => i is prime

WRITED (i,8)

Program 1
.
The seJve of Erastothenes

belongs to. Presumably it belongs
to the second, because if it belongs
to the first, entering 10 will cause
"Thousands" to be printed,

presumably not what was intended.

This is called the 'Dangling ELSE
problem' and by having two

different statements BCPL avoids it,

since a TEST must have an ELSE,
while an IF may not. The above
code would be written:

IF B >99
THEN
TESTB< 1000
THEN
WRITESC'Hundreds")

ELSE
WRITESCThousands")

and the meaning is clear.

The above example also

illustrates BCPL's flexible layout.

Spaces and new lines are always

ignored, so long as they don't

produce an ambiguous program,

except where they appear in

strings. They may be used freely to

lay the program out clearly. In

addition, BCPL has FOR-NEXT
loops, and REPEATUNTIL and
REPEATWHILE instructions, with

the condition tested at the

beginning or end of the loop. It

becomes extremely easy to

produce very structured programs

without using a single GOTO
statement (although BCPL does
provide them if you must use them).

This in turn facilitates debugging,
making BCPL programs very

efficient in terms of programmer
effort.

This is only a brief description of

the flavour of BCPL. What then are

the advantages for micros? The
main one is its size. The language
is small enough for a full compiler

to be fitted on an eight-bit machine.

In addition, it can be compiled in

small sections. By dynamically

linking in sections as they are

needed, programs which in total

are bigger than the machine's main
store may be run.

Since the code may be compiled
into machine code, the programs
run about two orders of magnitude
faster than the fastest interpretive

language, such as most Basic and
Lisp implementations on micros.

The clarity and structure in BCPL
is of great value when compared
with other compiled languages.

Forth, the only major contender as

a compiled language is harder to

understand.

However, BCPL is not perfect. A
major problem for micros is that
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while the compiled code is of a

high standard, it ofen lakes up a lot

of room compared with hand-

whtten machine code. A solution

recently made available is to

compile to a compact intermediate

A full compiler
can be fitted

on an
eight-bit micro

code, Cintcode, which can be
efficiently interpreted. This typically

occupies only about one third of

the room of identical compiled
code at the expense of running at

one third the speed. This is the

system used by the BBC micro

implementation.

Other disadvantages of BCPL
are more inherent in the language.

The facilities for treating BCPL
words as real numbers are

invariably poor and slow, and for

complex scientific calculations

interpreted Basic is certainly as

fast, and better equipped. In

addition, the compiled code, while

good, cannot be fully optimised.

Those requiring a further increase

In speed will have to use machine
code or a language such as Fortran

(although on 8-blt micros you won't

find optimising compilers yet).

The example program calculates

prime integers up to 5000. The
method used is the Selve of

Erastothenes, a technique Invented

by a Greek called Eudoxus (just to

confuse matters). All the integer

numbers from two to 5000 are

whiten down. Then all multiples of

two are struck out, followed by
multiples of three, five and so on for

all primes up to the square root of

5000. All integers which have not

been struck out must now be prime.

The method Is efficient for large

numbers of prime integers,

although it requires a large amount
of memon/, particularly with the

simple implementation given here.

BCPL does not distinguish

between upper and lower case, and
so lor clarity lower case is used for

all variable names, labels etc.

Comments are introduced by a

double slash, as In line 1.

Everything from // to the end of the

line Is Ignored by the compiler.

The GET directive of line 2

inserts the text file LIBHDR which

contains declarations of all the

standard headers.

The MANIFEST declaration in

line 4 is used to declare highest as
a constant equivalent to 5000.
Wherever it occurs In the program,

5000 will be substituted. This

makes for clarity, and also means
that if I want to generate integer

primes up to 10,000 I can lust alter

this one declaration.

The procedure START is

declared in line 9. BCPL
commences execution of a

program by entering the procedure
called START. The body of a

procedure is a block, and a block

is delimited by section brackets, $(

and $). The section brackets for the

body of START are In lines 10 and
37. Note the use of indenting to

clahfy the position of blocks.

Prime Is declared as a vector of

5000 elements. Divisor is declared

as a variable, with initial value 2;

this is the first prime Integer for

which multiples will be struck out.

The FOR loop of line 13 is used

Basic is

better equipped
for complex
calculations

to set all elements of prime to

TRUE. When a number Is struck out

its element will be set to FALSE.
Elements and 1 are set to false

so they won't be printed out as

prime. Line 18 has an UNTIL loop,

the following block is executed,

until the condition is met. ie the

divisor to be struck out exceeds the

square root of 5000. Inside, the

loop nextcross Is declared as the

next number to strike out. It is set to

divisor * divisor since all lower

multiples of divisor will have been
struck out by previous passes.

The second UNTIL loop strikes

out all multiples of divisor. This is

followed in lines 28 and 29 by a
REPEATUNTIL loop. This Is like the

UNTIL loop, except the condition is

tested at. the end. The block to be
executed consists of the single

statement, divisor := divisor + 1 , to

increment the divisor until It

reaches the next prime integer.

Being a single statement, it need
not be surrounded by section

brackets.

Then follows a header for the

output, using the formatted output

routine, WRITEF. A "*'
in the. output

string Introduces an escape
character. Here *P means form-feed

(ie clear the console screen) and
*N means new line, so the heading

will be followed-by a blank line. The
% Introduces a formatted Item. %N
means Insert a decimal number
from the next argument (highest).

Finally, the primes are phnted
out using WRITED. If i Is prime

then primeli will be TRUE! and
WRITED (1.8) will print I out in a field

of eight characters, neatly fitting

five numbers on a 40-characfer

line.

This program when run on a

BBC micro (which in fact requires

one more line of program to

declare the amount of stack

required) takes 1 1 .3 seconds,

compared with 37,7 seconds for an

equivalent Basic program.

For further information on BCPL
the best currently available book is

BCPL the language and its

compiler, by f^^artin Richards and
Colin Whitby-Strevens, published

by Cambridge University Press. For

further Information on co-routines,

the only literature I know of Is the

original paper by Ken fvloody and
Martin Richards.

BCPL systems are available for

most machines running CP/M, as

well as some others. Details of

Cintcode implementations may
be obtained from Richards

Computer Products Ltd, Brookside,

Westbrook Street, Blewbury, Didcot,

Oxfordshire 0X11 9QA, Details of

the Implementation for the BBC
microcomputer may be obtained

from Acornsoft 4A Market Hill,

Cambridge CB2, 1 NJ,

Those interested In numerical

applications of BCPL may be
interested' in a book by R.J.

Macmlllan, to be published shortly

by AcornsofL This describes a set

BCPL does not
distinguisii

between upper
and lower case

of routines for performing multiple

precision integer arithmetic. Programs

are given In both BBC Basic and
BCPL, but the superior speed of

BCPL allows far larger numbers to

be manipulated. §
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FINANCIAL GAMES
BBC Model B

THE WORLD TRAVEL GAME
1 or 2 Players,

Choice of Game,
'Exciting, Tense, Competitive and

even Educational'

• • • • •
Travel the World; Journey by air, rail and road.

Exchange currencies; Buy souvenirs; Book tickets.

Cope with hijacks, strikes, robbery and other probienns

inherent with travel.

Visit countries as diverse as Russia & the Falklands.

Your aim is to collect 6 souvenirs and return to

LONDON intact!

-£6.95-

GREAT BRITAIN LTD.

You are P.M.
and Chancellor of

'Great Britain'

You must select the Party you wish to represent and your
aim is to stay in office for as long as possible. You must
control inflation and unemployment, maintain the
exchange rate, introduce social reforms and stay popular.
The game is split into sectors: country profile, shopping
basket, budget day, reform opportunities, manifesto, and
most important election nights (a telling time^.

A COMPLEX GAME THAT YOU WrLL NOT TIRE
OF IN A HURRY

-£5.95-

INHERITANCE

Gt. Uncle Arburthnot
is dead.
You stand to inherit!!

A 2 part game. Prove your financial accumen in Part 1 by
investing wisely at the stock and nnetal markets; if

desperate try the casino or the horse races. If you are

successful you will enter the world of big business in Part

2. Find the secret formula for paradise cola; manufacture
and market the drink; cope with strikes, fires, frauds, cash
shortages, etc. Your ultimate aim is to become a

millionaire! A MAMMOTH GAME PACKED FULL OF
FEATURES

-£5,95-

See Reviews in:

Acorn User Dec '82 - Personal Computer Jan '83

Trade Enquiries Welcome. Special De.als for Schools.

Simon W. Hessel (DeptA)
15 Lytham Court, Cardwell Crescent, Sunninghill, Berks.

Telephone: Ascot 25179

24HR DESPATCH - ONE YEAR GUARANTEE - MONEY-BACK IF NOT SATISFIED
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HAVE YOU GOT A BBC MICRO?
THEN YOU NEED:

THE NEWSLETTER OF THE INDEPENDENT NATIONAL BBC
MICROCOMPUTER USERS GROUP

IN RECENT MAGAZINES:
Articles: Teletext Graphics, User Definable Characters, User Definable Keys, Sounds, •FX,Telesoftware, Line Structure and Merging, Epson

Screen Dump, Pixel Power, Moving Things, Manual Review, What Printer? Seikosha Dump, Machine Code, How To Get More Colours Out Of

Your BBC Micro, Circles Galore, Conversions for RGB Inputs, How To Use Joysticks, Instant Graphics, Software Protection, String, String,

String, What Monitor? Speeding Up Your Programs, Computer Conversions, Questionnaire Results, Formatting, Assembler Programming On

The BBC Micro, Errors? Focus On Adventure, Diskspot and lots, lots more

Programs: Labyrinth (Game), Pontoon (Game), Artillery (Game), Life (Misc.), Calendar (Misc.), Prism (Educ), Spiral Patterns (Graphics),

Bazooka (Game), 4-ln-A-Row (Game), Mortgage (Misc.), Oxygen (Game), Teletext Terminal (Utility), Wordprocessor (Business), Mixer

(Graphics), How Many Colours? (Graphics), Disassembler (Utility), Maths Race (Educ), Puzzle Program (Game), TV Test Signal Generator

(Utility), Alphabet Tester (Educ), Repeat (Game), Memory Analyser (Utility) and lots, lots more

Regular Features: Bookreview, Letters, Hardspot, Softrevicw (we review at least 8 programs per magazine from all sources), Oddspot (a

different graphical program every month). Meeting Place (where we hst local user groups). Contacts (spans over 1 page ofnames and addresses of

people who warn lo get in touch with other users in their area). Competitions, Printereview (we have looked at the Seikosha and Amber 2400 and

give full details on how to use them with screen dump programs). Seasons (a seasonal program every month), Qucryspoi, Special Offers (special

offers and exclusive club discounts) and lots, lots more

WE HAVE THE BEST WRITERS FOR THE BBC MICRO INCLUDING UNKNOWNS
AND THE POPULAR WRITERS LIKE JEREMY RUSTON

WE WON'T TRY TO PUSH LASERBUG ON YOU LIKE THE OTHERS - SEND OFF FOR
A SAMPLE COPY AND YOU'LL FIND THAT LASERBUG SELLS ITSELF

ILABLE. . . BBC DUST COVERS AVAILABLE . . . BBC DUST COVERS AVAILABLE . . . BBCDUSTCOV

Specially made LASERBUG Dust Covers available for only £3.25 inclusive. Made ofhigh quahiy polyester/cotton which is better than the less

attractive PVC ones. Anti-static and in a complimentary colour. Use the form at the bottom to order.

ERS AVAILABLE . . . BBC DUST COVERS AVAILABLE . . . BBC DUST COVERS AVAILABLE . . . BBC

Please supply me with: A sample copy ofLASERBUG &' £1.00

A 12 Month subscription lo LASERBUG @ £12.00 for 12 issues of the magazine

A 6 Month subscription to LASERBUG (a} £6.00 for 6 issues of the magazine

An overseas subscription lo LASERBUG C* £14.00 (Surface Mail - write for details of air mail)

LASERBUG Dust Covcr(s) @ £3.25 each

I enclose a cheque/PC for £ made payable to LASERBUG

NAME ADDRESS

Please send the completed form to: LASERBUG Dept. AU, 10 Dawley Ride, Colnbrook, Slough, Berks., SL3 OQH.
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COMPETITION

It is obviously a blessing to mankind
and especially to womanhood^

I hus spoke Christopher Latham
Scholes, the American printer who
around 1867 perfected a machine
which could type faster than the

human hand could write - something

engineers and designers had been
striving to achieve for 1 50 years.

Scholes's words, sexist as they

were, were also prophetic. Even
more than the outbreal< ol war, the

new profession 'typewriter operator'

paved the way for generations of

women to enter business.

My complaint about Scholes is

BEST
TYPE
RIGHT}

How do you fancy
£20worth ofAcornsoffs
amazing wares? Simon
Daily is offeringjust that

in our free competition.

First, he considers
the state ofQWERTY

that his machine was specifically

designed to allow words to be
written quickly - but not so quickly

that the mechanical keys of the

machine became iammed.

Jus! as many criticize CP/M as
being backward, complicated, or

not 'state of the art', so the layout of

the typewriter in the 1 980s is

inefficient and illogical. I refer to

the infamous QWERTY layout.

On a piano keyboard (which has
a far less flexible layout than a

typewriter) a reasonable player has

little trouble in producing 1500 -

2000 keystrokes a minute. The
equivalent to this, on a typewriter,

would be 300 - 400 words. In

practice, the world's fastest typists

barely manage 1 80 - 200 wpm.
Many attempts have been made

to improve on the design Sholes

page 79>'

DECEMBER'S
RESULTS

THE December competition was
a tough one - and the response
was just under a hundred entries
only about half correct

Despite careful checking and
dire threats from the Editor about
there being 'no room in >qcorn
User for lame-duck puzzle edit-
ors

. .
.' question 2 and 8 were

susceptible to interpretation
because we hadn't specified
different digits.

I was then clever enough to
break my leg while engaged in a
gameofpoker(noneedfordetails
here). 'Quack! Quack!' read the
telegram to St Richard's Hos-
P'tal, Chichester where I spent
Christmas recovering with The
Puzjle Mountain by Gyles Brand-
reth (Penguin, £4.95). Both hos-
pital and book are warmly
recommended.
The correct answers are:

1) 20,64
2) 46,96 (but also 99 x 99 was

accepted)
3) 840
4) Several solutions, equally validTwo goats, one sheep and 261
Piglets was a popular answer.Sheep are cheaper up north',
wrote one reader

^'|^|99' 999. 556 or 2, 909, 199,

^*l;'i.'^oJ'''«''^'20-21,22,23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31 33
35 37,39,41,43,45,47,49
(total = 711)

7) 496
8) 1089 (mean-minded readerswho gave trivial answers like 11or 99 were allowed)
9) 6788
'°»?-39 364 6-6,377,290

4-472,390 7-7,440 172
5-590,488 8-8,503,054
9-9,565,936

7r!^!,n""®''''^^ °^'"^k Chownfrom Dorset, to whom £50 worth
of Acornsoft's addictive wareshave been sent.
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For the best hardware,

the best software.

The BBC i\Iicro<;omputer system is

generally regarded to be the best micro in its

price ran*(e vou can lay your hands on.SoJf

youVc thinking ol buying one or already own
one, you'll want to know about the software thats

been specially designed lor it

Not surprisingly; its made by Aeornsoft,

the software division of Acorn Computers Ltd.,

who designed and built the BBC Microcomputer.

So naturally you can expect the highest quality

software with the built-in ingenuity to fully

exploit the BBC Micros potential.

Further education for everyone.
. -^

Creative Graphics,which includes the book

'Creative Graphics on the BBC Microcomputer'

(price £17.45), provides 36 programs on cassette

producing a spectacular range of pictures and

patterns in full colour, including animated

pictures, recursively-defmed curves and three

dimensional shapes.

Word Sequencing (price £11,90) contains

thre(* word sequencing programs on cassette.

Kach program presents a series of jumbled

words which must be arranged on screen to lorm

either a proverb, nursery rhyme title or a

sensible sentence.

Learn morelanguag<vs.

LISP (price £24.35) is the fundamental

language of artihciid intelligence research.

ACORHSm LANGUAGES4C0RNS«Fr LANGUAGES

USP
tot theBBC MicnxxxnpuMr ModelsAandB

1CHAKl.tNa^^^^^^H

^^^^^muMt iCMi XI its 1

FORTH
torttwBSC Uicroconiputsr Model B

It consists of 5.5K of macliine code interpreter,

plus 3K of initialised LISP work-space

containing utilities and constants. It comes

complete with a book that introduces you to

programming in LISR as well as some

fascinating applications.

FORTH (price £24.35) is a complete

implementation of the FORTH language

to the 1979 standard specification for

the BBC Microcomputer Model B.

This much acclaimed programming

language is also accompanied by a

specially written book explaining all

you need to know.

Mind-boggling games.

Philosophers Quest (price

£9.95) is an advanced adventure

in which you tell the computer

what you want to do and it

fmnm
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describes back in plain English your progress

through a lascinaling world of fiendish puzzles

to be solved.

Snapper (price £9.95) is a colourful game
where you guide your 'snapper" through the

maze, eatin*^ dots and fruit and avoidin": the

creatures that chase you. Complete with full

sound effects, score atid a ladder of high scores.

Rocket Raid (price £9.95) sends you on a

mission to raid a heavily guarded Martian fuel

depot. You must fly your rocket over mountains

and through caverns, avoiding (»nemy missiles

and dodging convoys of deadly fizzers.

Incn'ase vour business acumen.
-J

iJesk Diary (price £9-95) is an indispens-

able program that can hold a file of several

hundred names, addresses and telephone

numbers.

And View, a program tliat enables your

nuichi ne, together with a pri nter, to operate as a

kjlly operational word processor.(l'he program is

in ROM, but can easily be htted to most BBC
Micros by your local dealer.)You can find out

more by sending for our

free catalogue.

How to get

Atoi nsolt programs.

If you re a credit

card holder and would

like to buy eass(^ttes of

the programs shown in

this adv<'rtisement,or

if you would hke to

know the address of

your nearest stockist^just j)hon<* 01-200 0200.

AJternatively,you can buv the cassettes

directly by sending off

the order form below to:

Acornsoft, c/o Vector

Marketing, Denington

Kstate,Wellingborough,

NorthanlsNN8 2RL.

Also use this form if you

would like to receive

the current free

Acornsoft <atiilogue.

Please allow 28

days for delivery

^CreditCard Holders.Ring 01-200 0200.

To: AcornsorUcA) Vector Marketing;. Dt'tiington Kstate,

WcIlin^rh()muj;h,NorthantsNN8 2HI..

Pleasr send me the lollowiniir;-
Arornhdfl

I'H(k;|{\m i'uk.I':

(:ri'iilivc(;ra|»lii.s ^M.Vi

Ql \MIIV 'lOTAl. iisi- only)

(SR\OI/Sltl)()l)

%urilSe<|urnrinf; £ll.')0 (SMKdI.)

MSI' £24..iS (Sltl.ll2/SmMH.)

lOnrll £2U5 sm.iii/,sitiHi;()

niilos(,li.r.(.»i<.-st £0.% (SltUII)

SrKi|.|i.-r- £<>.<J5 (SItCtll)

U<..kil \\a\i\ £').% (su<;(i5)

Dt'sk Diary S:<Wr, (SRHOI)

TOTAL

I enclose PO/eheqiie payable to Acornsoft Ltd. Or charge
my credit card.

(!ard Niiml)er
^

\nii-'i/l)iiirrs/\ isa/A(:c('ss(Ut-'lcU')

Please send me the Acornsoft brochure. D

Mame _^
Address ,

Postcode.

Signature, \(:i

RefiifikTcd ^o. 152-176.1 VAT^..:!iri«i2:s83

>1C0RNSdFr
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Official BBC
Programmers Kit
for all BBC Microcomputer users!

De-luxe BBC Programmers Kit consisting of:

:jlp 1 00 sheet flowchart pad with

de-luxe BBC grip binder

* 1 00 sheet saeen layout pad with

de-luxe BBC grip binder

*100 sheet symbol design pad with

de-luxe BBC grip binder

PLUS super quality BBC ringbinder to store

your programes and notes

Allltems finished
Inofficial BBC Uvery

R,R.R

(incVAT)

Available from
your BBC Microcomputer dealer,

or in cases of difficulty add £1 post and packing

and order direct from:

Intastor Micro Aid^
FREEPOST,
StroudI,

Gloucestershire^GL6 1BR.

MS4 Q
Trade Enquiries welcome.

VOCABULARY
Do you or your family have French

vocabulary to learn? If so, this

program is meant for you! Enter a

list of phrases with their French

equivalents, and the computer will

quiz you until you know them. You

can then save the list on tape, and

revise it later. French accents are

catered for! The program comes

complete with 800 words of

vocabulary to start you off, and

runs on a 32K BBC micro.

Send a cheque for £6.50 plus 50p

pEtpto

J. Hargreaves, Updown, Pewley

Way, Guildford,

Surrey GUI SPY

AT THESE PRICES YOU
CAN SWITCH OVER
TO A PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO MONITOR

FBO»5
OHtV

The Kaga range of monitors is designed specifically for use
with micro-computers, offering flicker-free cfiaracter and grapfiic

displays. Tfiere is a Kaga monitor suitable for use witfi your

system, be it an Apple, Commodore, BBC Acorn, Osborne,
Tar ~Tandy, NEC, Sharp or any other popular micro.

High-res. 12" B/W inc. Cable
High-res. 12" Green inc. Cable
High-res. 12"Amber inc. Cable
12 RGB Colour Monitor (med. res.)

12" RGB Colour Monitor (high res.)

RGB Cable for BBC

£86
e96
eio2
£225
£276
£8

For
your
BBC
Acorn

Phone for our latest low prices.

AIMGRANi (09277)68211
AtMGRAMLTD3t Roman Gardens. Kings Langiey Herls WD4 8LG Tel King.s Lang ley
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COMPETITION

This month's problem is in two
parts. The first is for under-13
year-olds only. Please give your
school and class with your
answer.
a) The words King and Knight

are both perfect squares (ie
the squares of whole
numbers). If each letter
stands for a different digit
what positive numbers do
they represent?

b)This is for everyone. In 1752
the government 'stole' 1

1

days from the people by
introducing the Gregorian

calendar. Assuming the
twentieth century began on
January 1 1901, are there
any days of the week on
which a new century cannot
begin?

Answers on a postcard please,
to arrive not later than May 3.
Three winners will receive two
packages of Acornsoft programs
- worth about £20. Please
specify which micro you have.
Entries to: April Competition,'
Acorn User, 53 Bedford
Square, London WCI B 3D2

^page 75

adopted. The Edison Mimeograph,
for example, which went into

production In the 1890s grouped
together letters such as the, and, of

and Ing which resulted in a more
logical structure. Other manufac-
turers built typewriters with keys

arranged in semicircular rows and
had independent keys for upper

and lower case letters - all to no
avail.

The only minor success at

reforming the QWERTY keyboard
came in the 1 940s when an
American, Dr August Dvorak,

proposed a layout to increase

performance. The new design

placed the five vowels under the

left hand and the five most
frequently-used consonants under
the right. This keyboard has many
fans, particularly among computer
enthusiasts, and as more persona!

computers are produced with all

keys independently user-definable,

there might be a shift from the
QWERTY layout.

Incidentally, do you know what is

the longest word so far known that

you can type using only the top row
of a QWERTY keyboard? The
answer is at the end of this article.

The original specifications of the

BBC micro state that the keyboard
action 'must be acceptable to a

professional typist'. As the Beeb
begins to link up to disc systems

(without which no serious word-

processing can really begin), it will

be intersting to see if this objective

is achieved. Personal taste makes
objective standards difficult to set.

However, I did see something

recently which caused a grin. A
reviewer writing about the Spectrum
declared that '.

, . a touchtypist

would find it very satisfactory'. The
idea of a touchtypist coping with a

rubber-membrane keyboard, not to

mention only one shift key, is

ludicrous and shows how much
that reviewer understands about
the needs of people who deal with

words all day.

My main grouses about the BBC
keyboard are the absence of a

numeric keypad and the way the

Break key destroys your program
(on most computers it merely acts

as a boon to sloppy programmers -

you can see what your Basic
program is doing and then type

CONTINUE without destroying the

variables). I also continually hit the

reverse arrow key instead of

ERASE when I want to backspace -

a legacy from using typewriters and
other computers.

However, compared to many
computers the keyboard on the

Beeb is delightful. I recently had a

session on the much-vaunted IBM

As Simon Dally said on page
75, he has broken his leg.

However, as only the best
types write forAU, hewillcon-
tinue to do the competitions.
Assessing the results may be
delayed, but winners will get
their prizes.

dillUMBdAl - iomsuv

Personal Computer. Quite apart

from the astonishingly mean-
minded approach to the layout, the

racket the keys made was frightful.

Presumably IBM, in its wisdom,
decided secretaries aren't going to

be happy unless they hear the

clicking of the keys.

A recent development which is a
godsend to writers who want
portable machines is the Microwriter.

This has an 8k RAM (which will

store around 1 200 words) and
allows the user to enter the entire

ASCII character set using only six

keys. It also interfaces to a TV or

monitor, telephone modem or

printer, and other devices via an
RS232.

Norman Ciller, who does 'The

Name Game' in The Sun and ghost
writes the books of sportsmen such
as Jimmy Greaves and Tom
Graveney, swears by his Microwriter,

which he says took him a few days
of practice to get up to two-finger

typing speed.

The main drawback of Micro-

writer is the price - £485 before

buying any interfaces. However, the

company claims it will be
announcing something 'very exciting'

to do with the Beeb later on this

year, and says that so far all its

marketing has been directed at the

business rather than consumer
market.

No doubt future generations,

accustomed to direct voice input

and response from their machines,
will laugh themselves silly at the

thought of us tapping away day
and night.
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BETTER THAN THE RUBIC CUBE!
HUNGARIAN

Now's your chance to get the
latest craze that's sweeping
the country- Hungarian Rings.

Just 38 marbles in four colours
in two interconnecting grooves,

but with 1 0,000.000,000 vari-

ations. Move one marble in

one groove and at least two
other marbles move from their

original position. Try to get all

four colours together - that's

almost easy. Try not to get two

colours touching - that will ' Dealer Deals Ltd
driveyou crazy. Strongly made I 20 Orange Street
- it won't break - you will have ' LONDON WC2H TED
to throw or give it away. Makes

|
p, ,

a super present for someone ^'^^^e send me .

.

(qty.)

whohasbeendrivingyoucrazy.
I

Hungarian rmgs I enclose

Just send C3.99 which in- . PO/Cheque for e
cludesVATandp^-pandwewill I Name"
send you one straight-away. ^^^^^^ ;;;;;;:;;:;;;

Dealer Deals Ltd. '

20 Orange Street
|

LONDON WG2H 7ED '

B.B.C. DESKTOP CONSOLE

TIDY UP YOUR B.B.C. COMPUTER.

TELEVISION—CASSETTE RECORDER—SINGLE
OR DOUBLE DISC DRIVE

ALL ACCOMMODATED ON A PROFESSIONAL
CONSOLE

THIS ROBUST G.R.P. CONSOLE ALSO HAS
PROVISION FOR 10 CASSETTES AND A

lOOLSCAP NOTEPAD.

SIZE:- 27i (700mm) x 3U"(S0()miii)

A WORTHWHILE INVESTMENT AT £39.95-

INCLUSIVE OF P& P.

CHEQUE OR P.O. TO:-
LAMPLAS (DURHAM) LTD.
7/y RAMSAY STRBLT.
HICiH SPEN.
ROWLANDS GILL.
TYNE& WEAR.

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.

X\ AND ORiC CONSOLES AVAILABLE
SHORTLY.

BREAKDOWN
INSURANCE

When your guarantee expires, breakdown repairs may
well involve you in costs of £10/25 per hour plus parts.

Insurance is available to provide cover for computers,

monitors/tv's, cassette recorders, disc drives, printers

etc.

Uses for which cover can be arranged include home,

business and education

-

Whether your equipment is worth £50 or £5,000 you

will find the cost of insurance is very acceptable.

Full details will be sent on receipt of a note of your

name and address together with the value, age and use

of your equipment. (No stamp required).

BALL & CROSBY (INSURANCES-AU) LTD..

FREEPOST
25A PARK SQUARE
LEEDS LSI lYY

SPECIALISTS IN COMPUTER INSURANCE

MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH INSURANCE
BROKERS ASSOCIATION
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COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED

choice for microcomputer components

QUALITY&VALUE
Every product in our catalogue is carefullv selected as
being of the highest quality and is backed by our
12 month "no-quibble" guarantee. Most of our range is

purchased from leading manufacturers such as Texas
Instruments, Motorola, National Semiconductor. Intel

etc. Our bulk buying power and low overheads ensure
that these products are sold at the lowest possible,
often unbeatable prices.

DELIVERy& SERVICE
We guarantee to despatch by 1st class post orSecuncor
every order received by us up to 3.30pm that day, for

goods available from stock, that means that, due to
our commitment lo massive in depth stocks, better than
95°o of our product range is available to you wiihin 24
hours. Every product we sell is supported by our
technical enquiries departmenl and datasheets are
available on most products.

BBC MICROCOMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES

BBC COMPUTERS
fVlodel B £346.95
Mode) B + Disc Interface £441.95

BBC MICRO DISC DRIVES
BBC31 Single lOOK Drive

Expandable to 2 X lOOK £229.00
BBC32 Dual 100K Drives £340.00
BBC33 lOOKUpgradefor

BBC 31 £122.00
BBC34 Dual 400K Drives £649.00

All disc drives (except BBC 33) complete
with Manual. Utilities Disc, and
Connecting Cables.

BBC UPGRADE KITS
BBCA2B CompleteAtoBUpgrade £44.75
BBCl 16K Memory £18.00
BBC 2 Printer'User 1/OKK £7.50
BBC3 Disc Interface Kit £95.00
BBC 4 Analogue Input Kit £6.70
BBC5 Serial lORabKit £ 7,30
BBC 6 Bus. Expansion Kit £ 6.45

All kits are supplied with full fitting

instructions.

BBC CONNECTORS
BBC 21 Printer Cable and Amphenol

Plug (not assembled) £13,00
BBC 22 User Port Connector and

Cable 36" £ 2,46
BBC 23 Cassette Lead £3,50
BBC24 7 Pin Din Plug £ 0,60
BBC 25 6 Pin Din Plug £ 0.60
BBC 26 5 Pin Din Plug £ 0.60

BBC 35 Disc 1 '0 Cable 34W IDC to

2 X 34 way Card Edge
BBC36 Disc Power Cable
BBC 44 Analogue Input Plug

& Lever
BBC66 1 MBusConnector

+ 36" Cable

BBC ACCESSORIES
BBC45 Joysticks (per pair)

BBC67 Eprom Programmer
(assembled)

£12,00
£ 6.00

£ 2.25

£ 3.50

£11.30
£57,95

ACORNSOFT
FOR THE BBC
SBE03 Business Games
SBE04 Tree of Knowledge
SBE02 Peeko Computer Inc

Manual
SBEOl Algebrail Manipulation

PK
SBXOl CreativeGraphics

Cassette
SBX02 Graphs&Charts

Cassette
SBBOl Desk Diary Inc Manual
SBL02 Lisp Cassette
SBLOl Forth Cassette
SBGOl Philosophers Quest
SBG07 Sphinx Adventure
SBG03 Monsters
SBG04 Snapper
SBG15 Planetoid
SBG06 Arcade Action
SBG05 Rocket Raid
SBG13 Meteors
SBG14 Arcadians
SBGIO Chess

£ 8.65

£ 8,65

£ 8.65

£ 8,65
£ 8.65
£14.65
£14.65
£ 8.65
£ 8,65

£ 8.65
£ 8.65
£ 8,65
£10.35
£ 8.65
£ 8.65
£ 8.65
£ 8.65

ACORNSOFT BOOKS FOR THE
BBC MICRO
SBDOl CreativeGraphics £ 7.50
SBD02 Graphs -Charts £ 7.50
SBD04 Lisp £ 7.50
SBD03 Forth £ 7.50

' Please ring for current delivery on
Acornsoft products before ordering.

BBC MICRO COMPONENTS
4516 lOONS
6522
74LS244
74LS245
74LS163
DS3691

N

DS88LS120N
UPD7002
8271
20 Way Header
26 Way Header
34 Way Header
40 Way Header
15WayDSkt
6 Way DinSkt
5 Way Din Ski

BBC SOFTWARE IN ROM.
Wordprocessor "View"
1.0 MOS

2.25

3.19
0.59
0.69
0.34
4.50
4.50
4,50

£36,00
£ 1.46

1.76

2.06
2,32

2.15
0.90
0.90

THE ABOVE LIST SHOWS JUST A FEW OF THE ITEMS IN STOCK. PLEASE <^
TELEPHONE YOUR REQUIREIVIENTS - OR BETTER STILL SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE ^

Carrisge Orders up ID E199 are seni bv 1st class post,
and i?00+ by SficiincDr.

01 too 50 ri00n99 125 f700 + 5.00 by £eci.ncor.
Prices quoted ( + carrrage charges] arc eickisive of VAT
rind are siibjecl lu cliangp withoiH nolice
Quantity Discounts iire available nn many producis,
please ring toi dtliirls

Odicial Orders ate welcome from EiluLalion Esiaiiliiih

ni^Fits. Goue'nmeni Bodies and Public Comparnes
Credit Accounts are available 10 oihers subiec! (o siaius
Pavftieiii IS due slnclly i'etl by ilie 15lh o( Ilie pnontli

Credit Cards are acce|.)led (Atcess and Visfll for lelephone
and poslal order arid NO SURCHARGE is made.
Out of stock ilems uvill follow automatically, at our
dibi.rf.'Iion. or a rpfund will bo giUGri il rfiquesled

Please complete this coupon for a copyolou' FREE
i;alalo9ipe

MIDWICHCOMPUTERCOMPANY LIMITED
niCKINCHALL HOUSE. RICKINGHAU, SUFFOLK IP23 1 HH

TELEPHONE (0379) DISS 898751
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the power of the
BBC microcomputer

CUBE is a Computer System which can extend the BBC in many useful ways

CUBE RACK CU-PROM 800 KB DISK PACK C-UON PICONET
1 MHz extension, in EPROM programmer with Twin 80 track aouble- I/O network, driven A Local Area Network

Eiiiorack form, which can auto-start and PROM sided disk pack with serially from BBC micro linking BBC macros,

lake any Acorn or CUBE reading faciliiies, Will cables, utility disk and via 4 wire system. Perrons AIM 6Ss and Atoms. Uie

Eurocard module program 25**and 27*' mani;al 64 modules on network central disk file server and

e.g. series up to 256 K
£605*

e.g. printer server can be an

• Analog L'O
£119*

• Analog sensor Apple or a CUBE
• Digilal I/O BBC micro also requires • Analog output

• Industrial L'O disk interface, if not • Temperature sensor

• Real-time clock already fitted • Triac switch

£800*• Hi-rt;s video
£95*

• Relay sv/itch

1 MHz interface Each module around Station modules

to take 4 Euiocards

£49* ^jdi^Hi^H
Disk pack and disk

£50* £40*

hhi^^^imm £700* rn,fnrth ^T informaiion on all the BBC Ac orn and CUBE oroducls see ol

page catalogue. Also detailed are Rockwell micros and ICs, printers,

VDUs, stationery and most other microcomputer requirements.

Control Universal Ltd

The HardwareHouse

Unit 2, Andersons Cou! I,

Nemiham Road, Cambridge CB3 9EZ

Telephone (0223) 358757

:t::+:**********1:*:t:**:*::*:**:t:

AMBER 2400
mm FRIIJTER

USED WITH riftNY COMPUTERS
I ^JCLUC' I NG BBC ..m 101.. ATOM
DRAGON ..NEWBRAIN ..ATARI ..

TRS-S0,.VIC-£0 AND NZ-80K

LOW RUNNING COSTS USING
PLAIN PAPER.

24 COLUMNS HIDE.
I3RAPHICS CAPABILITY.

SERIAL ;i PARALLEL INPUTS

AMBER CONTROLS LIMITED
Central Way

Ualuiorth Industrial Est.
AndoMer

Hampshire SP10 5AL

ORDER FORM

Please send me D Printer with parallel lead for:

BBC D Acorn Atom D Dragon D @ £101. IS inc. VAT (+£2.95 p+p)
I enclose cheque/money order (delete where necessary)

made payable to AMBER CONTROLS LTD. for £

OR debit my Aceess/American Express/Diners Club Card
(delete where necessary)

|
| | | | | | | | i | | | [ | | i

(allow 2B days for delivery)

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Name:
Address:

Postcode:

Signature:

Post to: AMBER CONTROLS LTD., DEPT. JG2, CENTRAL WAY, ANDOVER, HAMPSHIRE. Telephone (0264) 54524
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PRINTERS

HARD COPY MADE EASY
Liet's start with a simple
explanation of binary numbers,
which is the system all computers
use,

Data is transferred from place to

place in the computer in bytes,

each of which corresponds to a

number between to 255. The
computer is based around
electrical circuits which are able to

detect the difference between a
wire carrying 2.5 volts and a wire

carrying volts. Circuits do not

discriminate between minor voltage

changes, but merely categorise the

state as 'high' or 'low'. The
computer, then, has the equivalent

o( two fingers, compared with our

10. It works in the number system
based on 2, the binary system.

Translation mechanisms enable it

to converse with us via the screen

and keyboard, but it communicates
with other machines, such as the

printer, in binary.

The binary system has two

symbols to represent its numbers,
and 1 . {The decimal system has 1 0:

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9.) A digit is a
single symbol within a number, the

position of which within a number
tells you what it represents. For

example, 255 (decimal) : the digit

2 represents 2 * 100, the first 5

represents 5 *J0, and the second
represents 5*1.
A byte consists of eight binary

George Hill guides you
through the jargon

jungle which surrounds
anyone trying to buy a
printer in the second
of his articles. Next
month he tackles
writing graphics

software dumps and
reviews one of the
latest products

digits, and each digit in a byte is

referred to as a bit. A typical byte

would be 10010111. It represents

the number 151 (decimal). This is

best demonstrated by figure 1

.

IMormally the bits are transferred

from place to place on a 'data bus',

- a set of eight wires which connect
the various parts of the computer,

eg, memory to central processing
unit (CPU), or CPU to the other

chips which control input and
output of Information. The least

significant bit (ie the 'units' bit)

goes on wire and the most
significant bit (the 128's bit) goes
on wire 7. A byte Is transferred by
sending voltage pulses along all

eight wires at the same time. Thus
all eight bits start out together and
arhve together. This Is parallel data

transfer, illustrated in figure 2. A
potential of 2.5 volts on the wire

represents a 1 , and volts

represents a 0. The computer's own
internal clock takes care of the

timing of these pulses.

When transferring a byte to a
printer the computer must first

check the printer is ready to

receive data. It then sends the data.

Then it sends a short pulse (called

a 'strobe' pulse) to say the wires

now contain the data and should

be read. It finally asks the printer

whether it understood, and repeats

the whole process for the next byte.

This clearly requires the sending
and receiving of more than just the

eight bits on the data bus. Extra

wires are required to carry the

additional information. The whole
process of communication of the

'status Information' between com-
puter and printer is known as

handshaking'. There are many
different conventions for hand-
shaking just as there are between
groups of people. Each particular

convention is referred to as a
'protocol'. A typical set-up is

illustrated in figure 3. The signals

are shown as changes from low to

high, but changes from high to low
would do just as well.

Parallel data transfer requires a
minimum of 1 wires for com-
munication of data and hand-
shakes, plus one 'signal ground' or

'earth' wire, a total of 1 1 . However,

— ^^^^
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Figure 1 . Binary representation of
decimal number 151 (left)

Figure 2. Parallel data transfer
(below left)

Figure 3. Protocol (conventional) for
handshaking (communication of
status) between computer and
printer in parallel (below)
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13 or more connections are

common.

In a serial system, the data is

transferred along a single wire, bit

by bit, Ttie byte 10010111 would
therefore appear on the transfer

wire in the form shown in figure 4,

The bits are again represented by

voltages on the wire, but commonly
a 1 is a positive voltage (3 to 27)

and is a negative voltage (-3 to

-27). Handshaking arrangements

must be made, but these are

different in nature from the parallel

arrangements. First, the printer

must be told where a particular

byte starts and stops. If this

information were absent, there

would have to be extremely close

timing accuracy between computer
and printer. This can be achieved

by running both off the same clock

pulses, (a 'synchronous' system)

but the longer the lines from

computer to printer, the more
difficult this is lo achieve. The serial

system was developed to transfer

data along telephone or other

landlines between terminals and

mainframe computers, so the

distances would be great. When
adapted for home computers, this

problem is less acute, but the

asynchronous' system is still

preferred over the synchronous.

In an asynchronous system, the

computer and phnter have their

own internal clocks running at the

same preset rates, and the data is

read at certain intervals after the

arrival of the 'start' bit. Figure 5

gives an idea of how this is

accomplished. A 'start' bit has been
added to signify the arrival of a

byte, and two 'stop' bits give a gap
between bytes. A 'parity' bit has

also been added which can check
whether there is an odd or even
number of 1 s in the byte sent. This

enables errors on transmission

lines, due to external pulses, to be

trapped. It is not normally sent by

micros, so the printer must be
instructed to "ignore parity'. The

data line is normally in the

'switched on' state while no data is

on the wire, This means breaks in

the transmission lines halt trans-

mission automatically, and makes
fault tracing easier.

The rate at which the computer

puts data on the line is measured
in bits per second, and this is

known as the 'baud' rate. Thus if

each pulse lasts 1/1 200 seconds,

this baud rate is 1 200 bits per

second, or 1200baud, The units are

variously referred to by abbreviations

b/s, bs ', bit/sec, bps etc. The SI

system of units has yet to impinge

on computing!

A discrepancy in timing between

computer and printer might cause
mis-reading of the data. Hence the

timmg must agree to about five per

cent, otherwise the 'trailing edge' of

the last bit might pass before the

printer has read it, or the phnter

might read the last bit twice, and
become confused. Thus in serial

transfer it is necessary to set the

baud rates of both computer and
printer to coincide before any data

is transferred.

^^^^^^ "^^^^"
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JARGON Uh
rrinters have as much jargon

associated with them as the

rest of computing. Here are

some explanations of the more
common technical terms and
advertising puffs.

Port.' The CPU (sorry, central

processor) communicates with

peripheral devices (sorry, those

external to the computer) via

another microprocessor which
converts the signals to the

necessary form to be output,

and decodes incoming signals.

This microprocessor is itself an

'interface adaptor' and its

connections with the outside

world constitute a 'port'.

Centronics and IEEE488 are

two of the standard parallel

interfaces, and are not neces-

sarily compatible.

Modem: When a computer
communicates along landlines

or via satellite links, a

Modulator/ DEModulator is

necessary to boost, or change
signals for travel down the line,

and to unravel them at the

other end. This is a modem. If

the distances are short (as they
are between computer and
printer), no boosting may be
needed, and if the connections
are standard, communication
may be achieved directly.

RS232C and RS423 are

standard forms of connection.
Small sub-sets of their connec-
tions are often used for

connecting micros to printers.

These two are completely
compatible.

Current loop or 20mA: This is

another serial interface where
data is transferred by changing
currents as opposed to changing
voltages. It is not compatible
with the voltage controlled

methods.

Bidirectional means the printer

can print with the head
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TRAVELLED
travelling in either direction. It

usually indicates a faster

printing speed than is possible

in uni-directional printers.

Logic-seeking means the bi-

directional printer will start

printing at whichever end of

the line it is currently nearest

to. It is unlikely to improve
printing speed enough to be
worth bothering about.

True descenders: This jargon

indicates that letters such as 'y'

and 'g' which should have
sections below the line, will

actually look as they should. It

is often an indication on a dot-

matrix printer that it has nine

dot-wires rather than seven.

Full graphics capability: Beware!

This might mean anything.

Graphics capability in any
printer is a matter for a full

article in itself, but performance

is linked to number of dots per
line. A full capability requires
at least 640 dots per line with
each dot individually addressable.

Anything less is going to

involve great skill in program-
ming and some trickery to

obtain more than a single tone
picture.

High res graphics: Whose? The
resolution in graphics modes
varies greatly between com-
puters. If you can plot 320
separate elements in the X
direction, and around 200 in

the Y direction, then the
requirements above apply. If

your graphics can plot fewer
elements than this, you may be
able to get away with fewer
dots per line.

Buffering: When data is trans-

ferred it is placed in a 'buffer'

before being printed. This is a

small memory specially dedi-

cated to this function, A large

buffer may help to increase the
speed of printing, particularly

for graphics.

Baud rates are normally set at

the printer by DIP switches, or

jumpers connecting points on ihe

circuit board. Thus to change the

rate normally involves a foray into

the bowels of the printer with a

screwdriver, although once located

the switches are normally easy to

set. The baud rate is set at the

computer by sending a sequence
of commands from the keyboard,

details of which can be found in

the manual. It is important to realise

that the baud rate decides the rate

at which bits are transferred, not

characters. The rate of transfer of

characters will always be below the

theoretical maximum.
To complete the communication

system, it is at least necessary for

the printer to be able to interrupt

the computer if it cannot keep up.

Thus the minimum handshaking
arrangement will require the

presence of a second wire to take

this "busy' signal back to the

computer, and at high rates more
sophisticated methods may be

necessary. A third wire will act as

the signal ground,

, I he principal comparisons between
the two methods of connection fall

into three categories: rate of data

transfer; circuitry; ease of connection.

Theoretically the parallel mode is

much faster as data is transferred

at the maximum rate which the

computer can manage. In practice,

all printers within our price range
(say up to £500) have a maximum
printing speed of around 1 00
characters per second. To transfer

this requires about 1200 bits per

second on the data line in the

serial mode. (Each character needs
8 data bits, start, parity and two

stop bits, a total of 12.) Thus as long

as the higher baud rates are

available, subject to a 1 200
minimum, you are unlikely to detect

any major differences in the rate at

which the printer produces its

output. (Printers used with mainframe
computers can print over 1 000
characters per second, so parallel

data transfer is essential.)

Less electronic juggling is

necessary to transfer data in

parallel, as it can be sent and
received in the form that the

microprocessors at either end use
normally. In serial transfer the

computer must convert its normal
output of eight parallel pulses into

a 'train' of pulses, and the printer

must do the reverse, ie decode the

train and re-convert it to parallel

form. This is why the sehal option

often involves extra expense, and
the purchase of an extra interface

board in computer, printer, or both.

The serial mode wins hands
down when it comes to connections.

Normally only three wires are

needed to effect connection and,

for simple phnter use, never more
than four. The possessor of a

soldering iron will be able to

construct such a cable easily, and
it is a job that the complete
beginner should not fear. I would
not recommend the amateur to

attempt to build a parallel

connection cable. This requires a

minimum of 11 connections, and
mistakes might cause damage.
Furthermore, parallel connectors

are often made in 'ribbon' cable,

which requires special tools in its

handling. A second disadvantage
of the parallel mode is that ribbon

cable is a nuisance as a means of

linkage because it gets in the way.

even more than ordinary cable!

In actual fact, it probably doesn't

matter which you choose, but

answering the questions in the box
opposite will give you a better idea.

You should try to have both

options available if possible and
use the parallel option if it is

cheaper, or if printing speed is

affected by the available baud
rates. Otherwise use serial as it

offers greater ease of connecting
(and mending) cables.

If you have more than one
computer or printer it is almost
certainly easier to standardise on
serial connections than on parallel.

Finally, use the highest baud rate

possible if connected in serial.

When it comes to connecting up,

take care as it is possible to

damage computer or printer if you
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get it wrong. Serial voltages are

higher than parallel, so be careful

to ensure the two devices are

matched.
First read the manual (frequently

a bewildering and distressing

experience) to discover the

whereabouts of any DIP switches

and links which need checking. Set

the pnnter for the selected mode of

operation (serial or parallel). If in

serial, set the baud rate to the

maximum your computer will

support (normally 9600 b/s), Now
set any switches controlling paper

length, wraparound, auto-linefeed,

etc to reasonable settings. (They

are normally set before leaving the

factory, and you may leave altering

them until after an initial trial.)

Check that any 'protocol' switches

are set to match computer and
printer. (Centronics unblocked is

normally a safe setting.)

Replace the lid on the printer if

necessary, and join the computer

and printer with the correct cable.

Beware of two things. First, never

force connectors, as pins are

fragile, and once bent are difficult

to unbend without damage.
Second, ensure you have put all

the connectors in the right way up.

Most are impossible to insert

upside down, but the BBC micro

has a serial plug which can be
plugged in upside down. It only

works one way up!

Switch on and place the pnnter

'on-line'; often achieved using an.

external button or switch. Most
printers are on-line when switched

on, (a light usually indicates the on-

line status). Some need to be

placed on-line every time they are

used, others have no switch, and
are always on-line.

Call the printer with the code
used by your computer. This will

consist of one code to select

serial/parallel operation (if you have

the option), and a second to select

baud rate if in serial. No\^ type in

the code to switch on the 'echo

printing', ie, to make the printer

print everything that appears on the

screen. This is CTRL B on the BBC
and Atom, but CTRL P is more
common. The printer should now
echo anything typed at the

keyboard, when terminated by a

carriage return.

If your keyboard 'hangs up' or

refuses to accept further input,

press escape, check cables, on-

line switch, and try again. If nothing

happens, check the DIP switches

again.

If the printer overprints everything

on a single line, there may be a

mechanism for controlling this from

the keyboard (on the BBC micro

type *FX60). If this facility is not

available, alter the positions of the

switches controlling auto-linefeed,

and phnling codes. No harm can

be done by experimenting. In case

of trouble, do not hesitate to

contact the manufacturer. I have

found their technical advice over

the telephone has been remarkably

good. They clearly have expertise

concerning their own printer which

cannot be covered in a general

survey of this type,

Finally, a repeat of last month's

warning: Don't buy a pnnter unless

you have seen it in action,

preferably connected to your own
type of computer.

SERIAL, PARALLEL or BOTH!
1. Does your computer support

serial and parallel printing?

(If so skip question 2).

2. Is it worth the fuss and
expense of fitting the

necessary serial interface

board? (See 3 and 4 for

reasons why you might find It

necessary.)

3. Are all the capabilities of

computer and printer identi-

cal in both modes? (An

example of a critical differ-

ence: The RML 380Z uses
bit 7 as the 'strobe' pulse in

parallel; hence it is impossible

to carry out any graphics
printing in parallel.)

4. Are you going to want to use
both options for different

purposes in the same
program? For example: to

use the parallel port to

control a device, while

leaving the printer hooked
up to the serial port; to use

the serial port for communi-
cation with another computer,
while leaving the printer

connected in parallel.

5. Does the printer you can
afford have both options
available? If not 3 and 4 may
offer limitations In Its use.

6. Are the interfaces of the

computer and printer com-
pletely compatible? There
are several different methods
of connection in both

modes. For example, IEEE
and Centronics parallel, and
RS232C, and current loop

serial. These are not compat-
ible with one another, so

check before buying. Most
home computers and printers

seem to have one or both of

Centronics parallel, and
RS232C serial. Many printers

with a serial board contain

facilities to take both

RS232C and current loop

input.
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\^A M> ^^^ The London ACORN-BBC
Atom:
Full hardware and software support.

BBC:
Model A £299

Model B £399

Memory up-grades £21.99

Repair service and component supply.

Printers:

SeikoshalOO £215

Epson MX80FT/3 £385

SCM Dalsywheel £485

Cassettes :

Matched Cassette Recorders £26

Monitors:
12" Green Screen

(Hitachj/Phoenix) £110
12" Colour (Kaga) £255
14" Colour (BMC/Cable) £255

Discs:

TEAC40-track £199

Shugart twin 40-track £299

TORCH dual disc drive with Z80
processor, 64K RAM, CP/M and
FREE software £780

Eprom programmer:
Specially designed for BBC, Programs

12 different Eproms including 27128.

Includes screen software £95

(dealer enquiries invited)

Add 15% VAT to all prices. Carriage extra.

The London ACORN-BBC Centre
Suppliers to Schools and Colleges

Maintenance Contractors
Tapes:
Top Tape: see adverts in Radio Times.

OFF Records beats all published prices.

Stationery:

Moore Paragon main agents. Large

selection of continuous stationery,

forms and labels.

Boolcs:

Browse through the Computer Book
Department for educational, scientific

and business applications.

COMPUTER HOUSE
58 Battersea Rise

Clapham Junction

London SW111HH
Telephone 01 -223 7730

BR CUphem Junclhuo _

!«1, P.rt.i.ii

4 hAiiiuipi Irom BFE Cliiinam Junclhnn
Bin. T9. 37, 3g,.i& aa.ea, 77. wd.249
Tiihf C;ia[il'Jin Cmnmiui

SI JOHNS HILL LAVENDER H'LL

(IFF RMXNUIS...

r-1
1*3, SOUTH CMCULltn) 8»TTERSE* RISE. SW11

Tel ai-i!-j-rtia

OpenDsilv El.HIam ElVlprr

New Showroom:
OFF Records would expect you to buy
best value. Spend sometime in tfie

relaxed atmosphere of our new
showroom to find out exactly what you
are getting for your money.

OFFware:
CHARAID for the design of a block of 4

characters in any graphics mode
including mode-7. Outputs VDU23
commands, teletext commands and

printer commands to screen or printer

together with actual design. Substantial

software with more than 20 well-

documented commands. Indispensible

for graphics work,

£7.50 p.p. & VAT inci,

ATlLITYcontains seven essential

routines for the disc based Atom

:

•COPY, -COPYT, -COPYD, 'RENAME,
'PURGE, 'BACKUP. 'AUTORUN.
£25 p.p. & VAT incl.

Vacancy:
OFF Records are looking for a bright

spark with good knowledge of both

software and hardware. Initially a
Saturday job with a view to full-time

employment.

ELECTRONEQUIP
(Authorised BBC Dealer and Service Centre)

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER DOE TO MOVE TO NEW PREMISES ALL ORDERS RECEIVED DORING NEXT MONTH
OOOTING REF. ACOO/C WILL BE ENTERED INTO A WEEKL Y DRAW AND 2 CUSTOMERS IN EVERY WO WILL

RECEIVE THEIR GOODS FREE OF CHARGE

THIS NOINTHS SPECIAL OFFERS
High quality 14" RGB Colour Monitor/

TV. Colour monitor suitable for 80
BBC36 columns with ability to receive TV

New improved cassette recorder for

BBC. Has monitor facility, counter,

BBC45 remote

Dual 800K disc drives for BBC micro

BBC48 with free Z80 second processor card

Large stocks of Software for many
machines as well as BBC. Acornsoft,

Bug-Byte, CP/M, Program/Micro
Power, Computer Concepts etc.

Business systems enquiries welcome.
Systems and Software available from

500 to 100,000

Torch Colour Machine 800K floppies ex. VAT
Torch Colour Machine Hard Disc ex. VAT

BBC54 Daisy Wheel printer for BBC 12cps

244.95

35.88

897.00

2795.00

4995.00

558.90

BBC
BBC1 BBC Micro Model A 299.00
BBC2 BBC Micro Model B 399.00
BBC3 BBC Model A Micro with 32K 333.50
BBC4 BBC Model A Micro 32K & VIA 339.50
BBC21 Upgrade Model A to B 99.82
BBC27 Disc Upgrade for BBC B 109.25
BBC30 14" Colour Monitor for BBC 286.25
BBC33 BMC12A 12" Black/Green Monitor 90.85
BBC34 12" Black/Green Monitor for BBC 113.85
BBC35 12" Black/Amber Monitor for BBC 129.95
BBC36 14" Monitor/TV. 80 columns 244.95
BBC40 Cassette Recorder for BBC 29.90
BBC41 Single 5.25" Disc Drive 100K 265.00
BBC42 Dual 5.25" Disc Drive for BBC 447.00
BBC48 Dual 800K low profile disc drives 897.00
BBC49 5,25" Discs for BBC 40/80 tracks 2.20
BBC50 Epson MX80T type 3 for BBC 373.75
BBC54 Daisy Wheel printer for BBC 558.90
BBC70 Plinth/Stowage for BBC 29.90
BBC80 Cassette lead for BBC 4.60
BBC95 Printer lead for BBC 17.25

Large stocks. Prices inclusive of VAT All prices inclusive of postage except micros 3.00

All Upgrades etc. are fittedfree of charge and the computerfully re-tested. Access and Barclaycard welcome

ELECTRONEQUIP
36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants P016 OJW Tel: 0329 230670
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BYTES

44 Forest lllracombe, Nth Devon. Tel: (0271) 62801

ACORN DEALERS, BBC. DRAGON,
VIDEO GENIE SALES & SERVICE

EPSON HX20 COMPUTER

Atom Micros

Colour Monitors

Seikosha GP100A
Printers

Epson Printers

Monitors- 12" B/W

Monitors- 12" Green

5^" Disc Drives

(C/WP.S.U.&CASEl

BBC Upgrade Kits

BBC printer interfaces

by Floppy Discs

C-12 Cassette Tapes

Cassette Recorders

Continuous Stationery

Software

Software
written to order

REPAIRS
& SERVICE

To all Micros

QAKLEAF COMPUTERS ltd
Education Hobbyist &

Small Business Computers

ITS NOT JUST
ACORNS THAT'
LOOK BETTER
ONANOAKTREE^
WORKSTATION

THE UNIT SUITS BBC VIC 20
TRS 80 ZX SPECTRUM ETC.

Wilh a buill-in accessory drawer,

this smart unftlurns your setup inio a

I prolessional and business like system. The drawer holds up to

1 50 diskettes or your tape colleciion and leads eic

TWIN USER JOYSTICK'INTERFACE ATOM/BBC £13.95
Proiecl tlie keyboard ol your computer by interlacing "Alan"

loysticks io II The joysticks plug into Ihe inlerface which tn turn

simply plugs into either the Atom 64way bus or the BBC 20way user

port (Atom bus units available al E3.99 il ordered with the mlerldce),

Now Iwo people can successluHy play games or one person cari^

have more control over the computer Full software supplied

ATOM LATEST
It Atom have made il, we
stock II. Disk drives ott Ihe

shell Hardware, books,

printers. Phone now Prices

always competitive

ALL PRICES
Please send

OICORN SPECIALISTS

BBC MODEL B
NOW IN STOCK

Full or partial upgrades,

memories, printers ot disk|

interfaces etc All available.'

Prices dropping. Phonel
for quotation Alll

current BBCl
penpherals stocked.]

INCL, VATAND PSP
your remittance to:

1 21 DUDLEY ROAD GRANTHAM,
LINCS. NG31 9AD
TELEPHONE: (0476) 76994

COLOUR TV
PLUS RGB MONITOR PLUS PAL VIDEO AND AUDIO

PflrtoTBl-LUXOR RGB 371

1

EXCELLENT

RESOLUTION

AND GEOMETRY

BBC MICRO LEAD INCLUDED

PORTATEL CONVERSIONS LIMITED.

25 SUNBURY CROSS CENTRE,
SUNBURY-ON-THAMES,
MIDDLESEX TWI6 7BB

Telephone: Sunbury-onThames 88972

88

EXTENDED COLOUR-FILL GRAPHICS
E.C.F.G. GIVES YOU A CHOICE OF

SHADES FOR TRIANGLE FILLING

IN BBC MODES 0,1,2,4 k 5

•r PLOT 81 and 85 commands- for triangle-filling

hove been adopted to use the ECFG fill-shade

currently selected by new ECTG user-friendly

commands. GCOL is still used for line colour.

* Easy choice of 17, 289 & 6561 subset colours

between those normally ovoiloble in 2, 4 & 16

colour MODEs. Further options include colours,

angles, spocings Sc widths of cross— hatch etc.

* ECFG commands can be used in BASIC, typed

from the keyboard, accessed in Assembler, or

in future BBC Micro languages. ECFG is MOS-
adaptive, and proven with versions 0.1 to 1 .2

* Bootstrap from cassette rapidly builds an ECFG

module at a RAM address pre-defined by PAGE,

which is then automatically increased 512 bytes

to allow immediote LOADing of programs etc.

Price : £10 inc : Mail Order only

GAELSETT (ECFG)
44 EXETER CLOSE, STEVENAGE, HERTS. SGI 4Ptf.

(TeL Stevenage 51224)
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ETTERS

Letters

Acorn User

53 Bedford Square

London WClB 3DZ

Boggled by

the line numbers
Sir. Can you please explain the mind-

boggling system used to store line

numbers in BBC Basic. I don't mean
the numbers at the beginning of lines,

which are stored as normal two-byle

binary integers. It's the line numbers

after GOTOs, GOSUBs etc that are so

puzzling.

As far as I can make out, they

occupy four bytes. The first is some
sort of token with the value 8D. The
other three hold the binary value

distributed as follows;

2-byte binary

abcdefgh i j k 1 m n p

3-byte binary

1 k I m n p 1 i j a b

Olcdefgh

with the added complication that the

pairs i,] and a.b are Exclusive OR'd
with 01.

There must be good reason for

adopting such amazing code,

Joan New
London

When a line of Basic is typed into

the Beeb it is 'crunched' - ie each

keyword which Basic recognises is

turned into a binary number in

hexadecimal format called a 'token'.

For example, ELSE becomes BB (see

'User Guide' p483}. This is done so

each word takes up fewer characters

in memory.
Now, when a keyword such as IF

. . .THEN IS used, the machine looks

for a possible matching keyword,

such as ELSE. However, it is

possible (but very unlikely) that a

line number after a GOTO will have
the same token as ELSE, in which
case it would be recognised as ELSE
and acted upon - resulting in heaven
knows what.

So line numbers after GOTOs etc,

are encoded in this way so they

cannot be confused with ELSE, or

certain other tokens.

This 'amazing' technique was
designed as the most efficient way to

avoid the problem above. Athough it

may take a relatively long time to

generate a line number token (which

the user won't notice while typing or

loading], it is very quick to turn

back into a usable form.

Sir, I have an 0.1 OS (EPROM) BBC
micro. On investigating the resident

integer variables from switch-on (eg

using PRINT A%). I find the initial

assignment of variables A% to 0% is

~1 and P% to Z% is 0. Why are they

not all initially set to zero, as I was
expecting?

G.Rooker

London

The integer variables are not

initialised at all. Their value is

determined by the contents of RAM
at switch-on.

Radar pollution?

Sir, I would like to add my experience

to that of C.Dickens of Wiltshire

['Acorn User', Letters, February). I too

have recently upgraded a model A to

model B and have been satisfied with

the machine's performance. By way of

demonstration I took Ihe machine to

my father-in-law who lives in

Gloucestershire (adjacent to Wiltshire!]

Imagine my dismay when, having

loaded and run 'Defender', an

impressive graphics demo, I experi-

enced an annoying 'shudder', This is

best explained as a jumping between
line and line 1 of the whole display

and was unique to modes to 3.

Indeed, by interrogating every mode I

became increasingly concerned that

there was a failure with the upgrade.

However, on return to Middlesex the

fault had disappeared,

I recognise C. Dickens symptom and

question your analysis, as (he TV I

used was new and stable in modes 4-

7. However, could there be an

environmental problem? The location

in Gloucestershire is only one mile

from the large USAF refuelling base

and their large radar installations,

I was unable in Gloucestershire to

measure the mains voltage, which was
my first suspicion, particularly as

father-in-law finds that after lOpra he

cannot 'load' or 'save' when using his

ZX81. However, when he returns to

his system the following morning,

having touched none of the controls,

the machine loads and saves trouble-

free!!

Chris Allard

Middlesex

It sounds as if we should put

together a map showing areas of

known video interference. Has
anyone living near the radar

*golfbalIs* in Fylingdales, Yorkshire,

noted a similar problem?

Disappearing act

Sir, It's only two months since I

bought a BBC model B and something

seems to be going wrong. When
typing in a program there's a buzzing

sound in the speaker that gradually

builds up, and when I get to the tenth

or eleventh line - well!! Everything

flashes and disappears , , .

Could you tell me if this is a

serious fault?

Suzy Diver

Croydon

We've asked the lads at Acorn about

this, and it seems to have them
stumped. They suggest that you send

the machine to their service people

(Retail Control Systems, Gresham
House, Twickenham Road, Feltham,

Middx} describing the problem and
they'll sort it out. It is advisable to

insure the machine if sending it by
post.
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LETTERS

Loading fix

for tape players

Sir, I have noticed a number of people

using the Philips N2234 cassette players

with computers. I purchased one a few

months ago thinking it would cure my
loading problems which 1 had with my
old clapped-out cassette player. Any-

way, on getting it home and plugging it

in, my joy was dashed when I found the

new cassette player was worse than the

old one. I started to investigate the

reasons with a scope and found the

waveform output from the cassette

player looked like:

It

at-

After a few hours experimenting I

came up with a modification for this

cassette player.

Disconnect the lead from the lop of

volume control and connect in series

with this lead a 2.7kQ resistor, solder

across the volume control a 0.47 uF

capacitor as shown in diagram,

'J

1 h

Volume

CMaufi
O'^pf

I know there could be better ways

of curing this problem, but I feel this

is the simplest - all you have to do is

to take the back off and you can get at

the volume control without any

further trouble. The modification can

be removed easily.

! have since fitted this modification

to several of this type of cassette

player and found they give no loading

problems thereafter. I hope this will

be of interest lo other owners of this

type of cassette player.

After all that, can you help me? I

own an Atom and suffer with graphics

interference - that is, on the simplest

of programs I get flashing across the

screen. I know the Atom does suffer

from this (so I have been told by

several other Atom owners) but is

there a cure? I find it very annoying.

R. Verge

Kent

Thank you for your cassette

modification. We hope other people

may find this useful.

Your problem: the reason for the

'snow* on the display during

graphics operations is that the 6847

video generator is not allowed to

refresh the screen whilst the CPU
changes the graphics memory. This

can be cured by using the following

machine code before issuing any

graphics commands:

Z=!#3FE;P=#2IC;!#3FE=P
P.$21;(LDA#B002;BMIP-3;JMPZ;)

After any CLEAR or COLOUR
statements remember to use

!#3FE=#2IC

to restore the pointer to the new
patch.

Prompt problem

Sir, Could you explain why my BBC
model B becomes unable to load

programs that have been saved and

loaded before without problems. The

screen shows the program to be

loading, prints the end address but the

cassette motor does not switch off and

the >' prompt does not return leaving

me no option but to escape.

The computer is then unable to

load anything from cassette. Switching

off does not help, nor does changing

the volume control. My OS is 0.1

EPROM.
B.Sargent

East Sussex

This sounds like a combination of a

faulty serial ULA and the 0.1 OS
problem. [See patch program, page

61, September's Acorn User.) Your

dealer can either fix the ULA or

replace it and only a new ROM will

cure the software fault. As you have

EPROMs, the dealer will exchange

these for a ROM free of charge.

Tenlble at maths
Sir, My new BBC model B does not

add some real numbers correctly. So

far the dealer has been unable to solve

this problem. For example, running

the program below produces the

erroneous value 0.730000001 as the

first of many incorrect results, and

also fails the condition REPEAT . . .

UNTIL A=l (therefore looping

indefinitely).

10 A=0
20 REPEAT
30 A=A+0.01
40 PRINT A
50 UNTIL A=l

The bug has appeared on all the model

B machines I have been able to test. Is

this a known fault?

Paul Rynn
Chorley

Rest assured, you don't have a faulty

machine. This problem occurs on

computers whose arithmetic works

in a certain way (which is nearly all

computers). The computers use the

floating point technique for

calculating decimal numbers and

this is only accurate to a certain

number of digits. Consequently you

shouldn't test to see if, for example,

A=l, but instead you should test

whether A-KO.OOOOOOl. It's difficult

to explain why, but it has to do with

floating point numbers being stored

as a series of fractions (eg 0.75 =
0,5+0.25). Hence some numbers (eg

Va) qannot be accurately represented,

however many fractions you add

together.

It is possible to write a program

to enable the computer to do double-

or triple-precision maths. Normal

floating point maths is accurate to

nine digits, double to 18 and so on.

A bookshop with a good computer

section should be able to

recommend a hook on this subject.

Discs and cassettes

Sir, I own a BBC model B and I am
considering upgrading it to use a disc

system.

Please could you confirm [or deny]

that it is possible to copy a file on the

disc to a cassette tape without loading,

changing the file system and then

saving.

If it is not possible, is there any

method of getting the same effect for

non-loadable files?

A. Loyns

Lancashire

It is not possible to copy from disc

to tape except by the method you

describe. This applies to Basic and

machine code programs.
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BBC OWNERS
Why not consider the HOBBIT FLOPPY TAPE SYSTEM for your computer?

The HOBBIT gives you all the facilities you would expect from a floppy disc at a fraction
of the price.

Brief Specifications

^ ReadAA/rite speed of 750 BYTES per second
^ Capacity: 101 K BYTES per CASSEHE
^ Average access time 22 seconds
^ Up^o 138 FILES per CASSEHE
"sV Completely automatic - no buttons to press
^ Fully built, boxed and tested. Just plug in and go
^ System can support TWO DRIVES

Available from stock PRICE £135.00 plus VAT

Also available for NASCOM computers PRICE £120.00 plus VAT

Access and Barclaycard accepted

For more details contact:

Ihnn ComputEr Products
KILN LAKE, LAUGHARNE, CARMARTHEN, DYFED, SA33 4QE. Tel: Laugharne (099 421) 515

The [DID0Microcomputer
Specialists
GUILDFORD COMPUTER CENTRE offers

a complete range of Computers for

Home, Business and Educational

applications.

Large stock of additional equipment
available includes:- Printers, Hard/
Floppy Disc drives, Monitors etc., for

most makes.

An extensive range of Business software
(Accounts, Stock, Payroll, Word
Processing etc.).

Drop in for a frank discussion and expert
advice on your requirements or arrange
a demonstration. We give a full and
expert backup to ALL our sales.

Stockists of:- BBC/Acorn, Torch, Oric,

Olivetti, Hitachi, TRS-80, Commodore,
Dragon, Sharp, Sirius, Osborne, IBM,
Newbrain, Epson, Seikosha, Cumana,
etc.

GUILDFORD

^E commodore

olivelli
^CORN
IPUTER

HITACHI

COMPUTER
•E'N-T-R-E

1 The Quadrant, Bridge Street,

TRS-80'" Guildford.Surrey.GUl 4SG
Telephone (0483)578848
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READER SERVICES

BACK ISSUES
July/August The tirst issue.

Articles nn drawing tech-

niques, Ihe BBC Compuler
Programme, machine code
graphics, queslions and
answers, hints and tips, sound,

inlerlacing scienltlic instru-

ments, dumb terminals tor 1

machines, dtSG drives, Econel

in schools.

September Ceetax lelesoll-

w.iK. Beeb in tiusiness, mailing

list, simple liles, 30-Hour Basic

course, an on a micro, music,

BBC micro as a keyboard, extra

Atom commands, BBC Basic

board. ULA design, leleiew

graphics, machine code
graphics, analogue inpul,

schools training, 1 cassetle

bug palch,

October Electron details. BBC
TV series - confessions, Iwo

Epson graphics dumps,
Seikosha GPl 00 dump. World-

wide networking lor BBC
micro, garbage handling, voice

ROMs, sound pitch envelope,

moving graphics, ZX printer

lor Atom, RGB colour separ-

ations lor Atom, biofeedback,

book reviews

BACK ISSUES of these magazines
are available (except July) for £1.25

each from BKT (address below),

which includes postage. Please

make cheques payable to Addison-

Wesley Publishers Ltd. For the July/

August issue, we offer a photocopy
service (see right).

SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER FORM

November Teletext second
BBC TV series, machine code
series 1

,
pragramming lorum.

Trek III, speeding up
graphics. Bomber game
listing, 7-tone Epson graph-

ics dump, Atom graphics

manipulation, dumb termina

for 1 machine, firework

graphics, editing lips

December BBCTV in schools,

machine cade 2 - registers,

programming lorum, program
generators, carols, hints and
lips, Logo and turtle graphics

inschools, introduction to pro-

cedures, software review, Atom
word processing, toolbox re-

view, 16-colour graphics on

model A, somng, sound en-

velope design.

January MEP school launch,

•FX commands lor sound,

second BBC P/ series, mach-
ine code 3 - two pass assembly,

disc dnves lor Ihe Beeb, pro-

gramming torum, program
proiection. micros inschools-

new series. Commodore Pel

printei used with Beeb. BBC
programs written on an Atom
extra Atom memory.

ENQUIRIES about subscriptions

and back issues should be sent to

BKT. The company will also accept

credit card subscriptions by phone:

(0732)351216.
Overseas enquiries for bulk

orders should be made to the

publisher's marketing manager.

BINDERS

WE CAN now offer binders which will

easily hold a dozen issues of Acorn

User at the special price of £3.95 each

(includes postage). These quality

binders have been specially commis-

sioned in a maroon, simulated leather

finish with 'Acorn User' overprinted in

gold lettering. Please make cheques

payable to Addison-Wesley Publishers,

and send the order to BKT (address

below).

PHOTOCOPIES

PHOTOCOPIES of articles in early

issues are available for 1 6p per page

(Includes postage). Write to Acorn

User Photocopies, 53 Bedford Square,

London WC1B3DZ.

REPRINTS

ORDERS can be taken for rephnts of

articles in Acorn User. These can be

done in colour on good quality paper.

Costs vary according to the number

ordered. Write to: Acorn User Repnnts,

53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B3DZ.

To ensure prompt regular delivery of Acorn User, send this form

(or copy) to: Acorn User, BKT (Subscription Services) Ltd, Douglas

Road, Tonbridge, KentTN9 2TS, England.

Please open one year's (direct subscription to Aco/-n(Jser(l 2 issues). Annual subscription rates (please tick appropriate box):

a UK £1 5 n Europe £18 D Middle East £20 D The Americas & Africa £22 D Ail other countries £24

Preferred Method of Payment: Please complete the appropriate section and delete where necessary(').

UK Subscribers: I enclose my cheque/postal order* for £ payable to Addison-V\/esley Publishers Limited.

Overseas Subscribers: I enclose my cheque/international money order/slerling/bankdratt" for payable to

Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited.

Binders: I enclose a cheque lor £ Please send binder(s) at £3.95 each (UK only).

Credit Card Payment: Please debit my Access/American Express/Barclaycard/Diners Club/MasterCard/Visa'.

Account number:
Important Note: It you are paytng by credit card, theaddress

you give for delivery ot -Acorn User must be the same as the

address to which your credit card account is sent.

Signed Date.

Name

Position

School/College/Company

Address

AU9 Please use block capitals
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njajcBmicro-ma
BOrTW*BE— PicgiamE Ihal are gudianleed lo run' Save he
worry wilh these utilities and piaclical piograms c

2 Caihbook B
4 HaUing B

5 PByroU

iOl Card*
102 Battla

501 BaniiDr
502 DtilancBii

503 Ftagi
504 Stalpatk
801 Sauchbu
802 Procvar
803 pToclItuh
804 Piocald
BOB Dalchr
606 Soilm/c
807 Sonbai
SOB DlUltr A

elle

Double entry Cashbook with accounls. £ 4.95 A'B
Database mailincj system with 6 options including £ 4.95 B
2 soils, labels, search and updating
Two pdit piogiam lo handle weekly wage£ lur £1 1.90 B
around 100 employees Fully supported.'
Beat Biuce Foisylh a1 his own game. E 2.9S A/E
Fast moving simulahon ol Falklands minelield. E 2.95 B
Print out large text and graphic characters. E 2.95 A/B
Graphic maps ol U.K. EUROPE and WORLD. £ 2.95 B
Calculates distances between any two points on
Eatth
Full colour flags oi the world, Educalionai. £ 2.9S B
Stalislics oftejing ovei 18 options. E 7.95 B
PBOC to search a BASIC program and alleiil E 1.95 A/B
PfiOC to list all variables used in a piogiam. £ 1.95 A/B
PROC to clean out memory including integers. £ 1.00 A/B
A combination o! 801, B02 and 803. E 2.95 A/B
Design graphic chaiacters. display and store. E 2.95 A/B
Machine Code Bubble sort tor up lo 255 inlegeia E 1.00 A/B
A very last BASIC sort. 1000 items in 42 sees. E 1..00 A/B
A combination of SOI 807. Super value. E 4.95 A/fi

Coming shortly; French Verbs & Trigonometry

ardwan An aluminium stand to In over the BBC Micro lo £ 17.50
support your VDU or T,V. Saves space on your desk Plus p/p II, SO
and protects your micio liom damage. Anodised
super quality.

olldayi Waakaods tn Parn for computer enthusiasts by coach £ 39.50
and including three star hotel Have fun and make
Iriends

Eastn al FalBoulh In Cornwall lor a computer E lO.OO
jamboree Apartments ioi up to 6 people at a per per day
apartment price of

July and August prices illO and £120 per week.
ViiH Silicon Vallay In Calllornia loi two weeks. Hying £699.00
with Pan Am See San Francisco. Los Angeles and
Vegas.
Bpartnianti available on Costa Brava from £39 per
week.

Download our software from Prestel on Micronet 800
Holiday Details on Prestel '80091722 t/

If you want lurther Informallon before parting with your hard
earned cash drop a line to:

Micro-Aid (AH),

25 Fore Street, Praze, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX.

Tel: 0209 831274

NEW SOFTWARE FOR YOUR BBC MICRO
A full database program offering unlimited array power
As many columns as you like each with its own heading
Adjusted number of rows each with its own key field Enter

numbers or strings as required to fill the array Alter, sort,

search, list and evaluate data using cursor Mathematical
calculations on individual data, rows or columns. Enter

your own equations or formulae and watch the results.

memo-Calc
Order as 505 MEMO-CALC Total price just £7.95
inclusive.

(manual £2.00 extra)

NEW FOR EMPLOYERS
An addition to our PAYROLL suite for MONTHLY staff.

MONTHLY PAYROLL 3 £5.95

For users of our PAYROLL 1 & PAYROLL 2 for Weekly
staff just order PAYROLL 3 for the monthly pay
calculations. Other purchasers will need PAYROLLl
(database) £5.95.

COME AND SEE US AT THE LONDON COMPUTER
FAIR APRIL 14th-16th

Micro-Aid (RV)
25 Fore Street, Praze, Camborne, Cornwall TR14ajX

Tel: 0209 831274

THE 99IC0RN SPECIALISTS

nJGJCB Micros Ex-stock

PERIPHERALS
PRINTER
COLOUR MONITOR
DISK DRIVE
TORCH Z80 DISK

SOFTWARE
ACORNSOFT
BBC SOFT
PROGRAM POWER
BUG-BYTE

CASSETTE RECORDER HESSEL

ADD-ONS
JOYSTICK
LIGHTPEN
GRAPHICSTABLET
TELETEXT
Z80 PROCESSOR
6502 PROCESSOR
MEMORYUPGRADE
DISK INTERFACE

BOOKS
30 HOUR BASIC
BBC BASIC
BBC MICRO REVEALED
LET YOUR BBC TEACH
LEARNINGTOUSEBBC
ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE
30 PROGS FOR BBC

COMPUTER SHOPS OPEN 9.30-6.00 TUESDAY-SATURDAY EASY PARKING

i |.. rOltOWDIMCTION/il ARROWS
230 TbiMiith R« StxitMblworth, Surbihxi, Surrey'KT5 9NB
1elFphoiv:01-3374317 Tflei 34596eAIRClAG

SUTTON
BELMONT - ^^
STATION tffi'

>7

5 AVUSUTJi
ARE

BELMONT RISE AlM
O30 STATION ROAD, BELMONT. SUTTON. SURREY SH2 6BS J>

TELEPHONE: 01 642 2534 ^
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USER GROUPS

NEW IN HERTS

The Harpenden Microcomputer
Group has a number of BBC micro

arid Atom users, I would be
pleased if you would publish my
name and address in your user

group list. R. Welch. Secretary. 7

Tylers, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 5RT.

SOBAT IN ACTION

There is a new club for East

London (mainly Waltham Forest

area) called Sobat. It is mainly for

BBC and Atom users. Membership
is free and a newsletter will be

distributed soon.

The club's main aims are

software exchange, group discus-

sions and the sharing of

programming experience. We already

have a number of programs,

although we would obviously

appreciate more.

Thanks for your help, and a very

useful magazine! Keep up the good
work. Details from T. Kayani, Sobat
Computer Club, B25 Berridge Rd,

Hillfield Rd, West Hempstead,

London NW6.

NORWAY TAKE-OVER

The BBC User Group managed by

Mr Morten Christiansen inTrondheim

has ceased to exist, and all activity

has been taken over by Givind

Grenness BBC Norway, 0-!nform,

PC Box 71 6, N3191 Morten, Norway.

MULTIPLE SCOUSE

The Liverpool BBC & Atom Group
now meets twice monthly. There are

two venues: First Wednesday of

each month, Old Swan Technical

College, Room C33, 7.30 - 9.30 pm:

Third Thursday of month, Birkenhead

Technical College, First Floor,

Science & Maths Dept, 7.30 - 9.30

pm. For information and news

contact: Nik Kelly, 56 Queens
Drive, Liverpool L4 6SH. Tel: 051-

525 2934.

If you have any news or com-

ment suitable for the UserGroup
page, send it to the address

below.

Please use the latest list when
trying to contact groups, as these

are updated each issue. Most
groups also appreciate a self

addressed envelope for reply

Anybody else out there? Contact Acorn User, 53 Bedford Square, London WC1

CLUB CONTAQS

• Rupert Steele

Amat«ur Computer Club
St Jotin's College

Oxford 0X1 3JP

• Waat Midlands Computer Group
12 Apsley Road
Oldbury

Wesi Midlands BBfl OOZ

• Mr J. Price

Bedford House
27-28 S! George's Road
Brighton

Sussex

• Mr P Beverley

Norwich Area Acorn User Group
Room 1 2a, Norwich City College

Ipswich Road
Norwich NR2 2LJ

• Keiih Mitchell

Edinburgh ZX Computer Club
19 Meadowplace Road
Edinburgh

Tel: 031-334 8483

• Steve White

Atom/BBC Uaar Group
c/o Superior Systems Lid

178 West Street

Stieftield

Tel: (0742) 755005

• Robin Bradbeer

Association of London
Computer Clubs
Polytechnic ol North London
Holloway

London N7 SOB

• Nik Kelly

Liverpool BBC & Atom Group
56 Queens Drt«e

Liverpool L4 6SH
Tel' 051 -525 2934

• Mr flutter

Medway Atom Users Club
St John Fisher School

Ordnance Street

Chatham
Kent

• Beebug
374 Wandsworth Road
London SW8 4TE

• Mr J. Ashursl

Acorn Computer Users Group
Abraham Moss Centre

Crescent Road
Manchester 8

• Mr D.L Evans
23 HilchJn Road
HenlowCamp
Bedfordshire

• N.P. (Bazyle) Butcher

Harrow Computer Group
16 St Peter's Close

Bushey Heath

Watford WD2 3LG

• R. Welch
Harpenden Microcomputer Group
7 Tylers

Harpenden
Herts AL5 5RT

• Mr P Frosi

Atom Users Group
18 Frankwell Drive

Potters Green
Coventry CV2 2FB

• Oivind Grenness
BGC Norway
O-lhlorm

PO Box 71

6

N3191 Horten

Norway

• Liverpool BBC Microgroup
c/o Fred Shaw
14 Albany Avenue
Eccleston Park

Prescot

Merseyside L34 2QW

•John Hams
Bottfsham Acorn User Group
1 Rowan Close

Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 9BN
Tel; (02231 81 1487

• Peter Smith

Fareham and Portctiester

Amateur Computer Club
23 Sandy Close

Petersfield

Hants

• Paul Barbour

Laserbug
4 Station Bridge

Woodgrange Road
London E7 0NE

• Brian Pain

Colour Micro Users Group
40a High Street

Stony Stratford

Milton Keynes
Tel. (0908)564271

• Mr D, Coulter

Preston BBC User Group
8 Bnar Grove
Ingol

Preston PR2 3UR

•Acorn Users Group of Sweden
c/o Janne Soderberg

Fnhetsvagen 32

S~175 33 Jarfalla

Sweden

• Mr J Crarg

National BBC User Group
40 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Welts

Somerset BA5 2JQ

• Mr R Luff

KIngtMe
54 Arlington Close
Kingswinfofd

West Midlands

• Computer Club
Caterham Leisure Centre

Godstone Road
Caterham
Surrey CR3 6RE
Tel: Caterham 48304/43316

• Ted Ryan

Eastwood Town Microcomputer

Club
15 Queens Square

Eastwood
Nonmgham NG16 3BJ

• MrT A Kayani

SOBAT Computer Club
B25, Berridge Road
Hillfield Road
West Hampstead
London NW6
• Mt M G Forslet

Potbug BBC Users Group
8 St George's Avenue
High Lane
Tunslaii

Stoke-on-Trent

Tel: 818499

• Muse (for teachers)

Freeposl

Bromsgrove
WorcsB62 7BR

• Mr B Carroll

The Cottage. 42 Manor Road
Aldershot GU11 3DG
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DEALER LIST

Official Acorn dealers provides vital

Most have
customer support,

recently attended
technical seminars in Cambridge to

Acorn dealers stock and service the ensure that they deal effectively

BBC micro, Atom Computer, Acorn with customers' enquiries. In

systems and Acornsoft software. addition, Acorn supply dealers with
The Acorn dealer not only sells specific test and diagnostic
computers and peripherals but equipment to speed fault finding.

LONDON DORSET LEICESTERSHIRE TVt4E AND WEAR
Deans 01 Kensington Landsowne Computer D A CompulerE KCC S
W8 Centre Lsicesier Gal ashead
oi-ea? 7696 Bournemoulh 0533 549407 0632-821924
Dean a ol Kens^ngTon 0202 20166 Newc^slla Compuler

ws LINCOLNSHIRE Sen/ices
01-723 4630 ESSEX Felil Compulers Newcaelle-upon-Tyna

Dliai^I Quia MaiKellng Ak liter Inatmrnenls Boston 06.33-761168
Lid SW1 Ltd 0305 65400
01-834 6016/5096 Harlow

GiouEirO E1S 027S4t;e3e UVERP00L7 WARWICKSHIRE
01 -605 7724 ComputcrB tor All MERSEVSIDE LaariMnglon Hobby

Jea^ap Rom lord DalB Eichange Lid
Cenlre

MrtrueiBtUnniosl-tdE2 0708-60725 051-647 9186 Learnintjion Spa

01-739 323^/728 1861 Direct Dala Msrliellrig OS26 2931 1

MuK< DaiR Services lid MIDDLESEX
Liaawi Sreniwood Da Vinci Conipuler

01-B28 7467/S 0277 229379/314168 Shop WEST MIDLANDS
Oil ReR(ird!i£WIt 65 lllflh Street EddwarB Tbe CoyanlTV Micro

01-223 7730 GLOUCESTERSHIRE MicroageElectronics Cenlre
HEWWesI Ena CnmB"tei Snarl. Edgware Covanlr^

V\iSeo Cenl'C WCS 0242 584343 01-959 7119 0203 68943
01-340 3386/7 Miieiiiiir Lid Ocwise Compulers Walters Computer
new A1 Gloucester Harrow Systems Ltd
01-580 178S 04S24I1010 01-420 lOBO Stourbridge

THChnumallc Ltd Twickenhem 03643-70811/2/3
NW10 Computer Centre
01-462 1500 HAMPSHIRE Twickenham
Tectinomallc Lia W2 Ba^ing&toko 01-691 1613 YORKSHIRE
01-723 0233 Computer Tnrlllslar Com pule re CustoriMsed
mne VIBbo Palace WS Cenlre Ltd Elect run lea Lid
01-637 6687 Basing ittolts Souttiall Leeds
VialsVidBoWl

ai-5B0 9098

02 S 6 52203
SuslneEK Elec^rpnicE

01-574 5271 0S33-793332
Datron ComputersSoutbamplon NORFOLK ik Supplies

AVON 0703 738S4B Anfllia Compuler ShelllBldSlO
Dslalink ElectfDi>ei:iulp Cenlre 0742-766105

K'lr.r^^coinpulflr Sv^Ccnia Fareham Norwich Patron Micro Ceni.a
Bnslcil 0329 230670 0603 26002 Sheltleld S7
0272213427/8 Oaapnysical Systems Carlton Computers Lid 07 4 3-5854BO
MtcroalylB Lid Greal Vatmoulb Eilec Services Ltd

B81M
Andover 049^ 58698 Bradtord

0226-334659 0264 6S744
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Castle Electronics
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PlylHOUlh Preston Bog nor HeglB Onchan
0752 62616 0772 52443 0343 82777B 0624-35890/24 650

Sold out?
It need never
happen again

YOUR LOCAL newsagent will be
pleased to keep by a copy of

Acorn User each month to make
certain you never miss it.

Many newsagents even deliver

the magazine straight to your
door with your morning
newspapers - which means you
receive it as soon as possible.

To take advantage of these
services, complete the coupon
below (or a copy) and take it

round.

To my newsagent:
D Please put by a copy of

Acorn User roagazme
for me to collect each
month.

n Please deliver a copy of

Acorn User to my door
each month.

Name...

Address

4corn L/ser isdistributed

to the News Trade by
Magnum Distribution

Ltd. Tel: 01 -583 0961.

I
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BBCMICRO
O clant;ifIc G. aducatloriBl ppllcBtloriB O

COMPLETE HARDWARE S aOFTWARE PACKAGES
FOR MODEL ' BBC MICROCOMPUTER KVSTEM

Profassianal Joystick 35-50

Environmental Monitoring Packages
T.--"l •".... ^ Ilk,, .V, ..„„,.. M, ,n-,„1.lv -='..

,^ 1B-00

lOOyear Clock -Calendar Unit SB-BO

ALL BOPTWARE PROVIDEC ON CASSETTE

manual* only avallabla at: 7Sp each
cetui nialilH tK"jijinr-,t. [Jtit:ki3ge purc^iase-

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P-fP WuJ VAT

for dataila at thaaa and othar producca
plaaaa aand a.a.a. to -

Chris Mall Software Engineering
apartn^ant: B

47BuaK Lana
fraoHlaton
PRHSTON PR4 1SB

BBC Micno
Cost.-E?f fet:|.(ve kist.r-ument.-il.ion lor Hcttip or Sc^hrm

Advertisers please note. .

.

These are the copy dates of

the next three issues of Acorn User.

May issue March 25

June issue April 22

July issue May 20

Camera copy must be sent to:

Susie Phipps, Computer Marketplace Ltd..

20 Orange Street. London WC2H 7ED.

Advertising rates on application.
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the one to wi

MODEL A/B
Cassette 1 : Star Trek/Candy Floss

(very popular) C6.50
Cassette 2: Family Games (hours of

fun) £4.50
Cassette 3: Mutant Invaders/

Breakout C6.50
Cassette 8: Model A Invaders (M/C)

£5.50

MODEL B (or A+32K)
Cassette 4: Beep-Beep (Super
Simon Game) C4.50
Cassette 5: Beebmuncfi (full colour

Muncfiman) C6.50
Cassette 6: Super Hangman
(animated, educational) £4.50
Cassette 7: 3D Maze (fast and
Intricate) £4.50

CASSETTES
MODEL B Invaders (or A+32K) (M/C) £7.50

CASSETTE 10
WORDPRO, (Cassette W.R system).£10.50

CASSETTE 12
FLAGS. (Countries and Capitals). £4.50

CASSETTE 13
HYPERDRIVE (M/C arcade). Destroy

the Drone aliens in the caverns with

your laser tank. £6.50

CASSETTE 14
STRATOBOMBER (M/C arcade). Keep
the enemy fleet at bay In order to destroy

the rogue star ships nuclear reactor £7.50

MICRO
GAMES

• All Programs w/ill run on all

operating systems
• All software in stock before we

advertise

• Send SAE for Brochure

CASSETTE 15 - LEAP FROG iil#-

The fabulous 'frogger' arcade game reaches

the BBC micro. Superbly written full colour

machine code version for the Model B (or

A-J-32K). Help the frog cross the road avoiding

the vehicles travelling at different speeds, and
cross the multi current river to reach the safety

of the lilly pads. The game gets progressively

harder - perfect for arcade addk;ts

Only £7.50 for MODEL B (or A+32K)



©SIE®

CROAKER (B) e6.95

People-HUHM Pity us poor Frogs!! It was tough before, just trying to hop iogs

over the river. Now you've built multi-lane motorways, packed with last moving traffic- And if

yue get the family safely over that little lot, you drive faster and faster and breed ever increasing

numbers of crocodiles and diving turtles to make things impossible. How long will we survive

the ravages of Human Expansionism?

Full feature, arcade-standard, machine code program, with excellent sound and graphics. The

faster you complete each level, the more you score. One for the Connoisseurll

SWOOP

SWOOP IB1£6,95 -the NEW GALAXIANS
Galaxiaii-slyle, machine-code arcade game.
THIRTY screaming, horning, bomb dropping,

explosive egg-laying 8IRDMEN, swooping
down to destroy your laser bases. Bonus
bases, score & higfi-score, hall of fame etc.

CHESS (B) £6.95

Our excellent machine code program — now with

superb MODE 1, colour graphics. Six skill levels,

play black or white, illegal moves rejected,

en passant', castling, take- back of moves, and

display of player's cumulative move- time.

Options include Blitz Chess where you must
move in 10 seconds, set-up of positions for

a lalysis, replay of a game just played and saving

part completed games on tape. On loading, a

1)72 Spassky/ Fischer game can be replayed.

LASER COMMAND (B) £6.95

Classic 'Defence of 6 Cities'. Detonate single

mines or patterns to counter laser fire from

alien planets. Store and recall mine patterns.

Super fast, machine-code arcade game with

superb graphics, sound effects, many skill

levels, bonus points, etc.

LASER COMMAND CHESS

(p)(g(0)(G)(R)(A)®(E(0)@(Il


